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At the Department of Medical Physics, Edinburgh University, an interest
was expressed in using C.A.T. scanning to obtain linear attenuation
coefficients for use in Radiotherapy treatment planning. At the time (1971 -
1972) there were no commercially available whole body scanners and it was
considered possible that one might be built by the department. This thesis
reports some of the work done to access the feasibility of such a project.
A number of reconstruction algorithms extant at that time are examined
and three shortcomings are revealed
1) there are no expressions for the errors on the output
2) the algorithms do not make proper allowance for the fact that the
inverse Radon transform is discontinuous
and 3) the mathematical model used to represent the process of C.A.T.
scanning does not allow for the effect of collimation or sampling.
A more detailed model of the scanning process is given and algorithms
for its inversion are derived based on constrained optimisation.
Consideration of the errors inherent in the algorithm leads to a
discussion of how to design a machine to achieve a given quality of picture.
To test the accuracy of the theory developed, an experimental machine
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.1 Motivation for work reported in thesis
At the radiotherapy centre in Edinburgh it was thought that the
method of inhomogeniety correction used in the treatment planning software
might be a major source of planning errors. It was therefore decided to try
and remove these potential errors by introducing corrections based on
measurements of the attenuation and/or absorption coefficients of the
tissue in sections of each individual patient.
These corrections required two things: the development of a method
for measuring the coefficients at different points in any typical patient
section and the adaption (or complete rewriting) of the treatment planning
software to make use of this new data. To develop a method for measuring
the coefficients presupposes that one has decided on the details of what
measurements are required, in particular what accuracy (density resolution)
and spatial resolution are needed in the final answer. Unfortunately it
was not possible to specify either of these parameters as there was no prior
experience of treatment planning with this type of data on which to base
such estimates and the opinions of those concerned with the project varied
as to the likely values for the parameters. This one fact shaped the
whole way in which the project developed.
When trying to develop a method (in this case a machine plus data
processing software) to take particular measurements there are two ways
in which one can proceed
EITHER One can just get on with building the machine from no more than an
outline of the general principles on which it is to work. In this
case there are likely to be many design decisions which are made
more or less arbitrarily (e.g. angles, tolerances, etc.). When
the building is completed one then uses the machine and assesses
the quality of results that it produces. The machine design is then
xxiii
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progressively revised until, hopefully, it produces
the required result.
OR One can design the machine on paper only and in such a way that all
the major design parameters are kept as unspecified variables.
Following this one may further be able to assess, again on paper,
the quality of results that the machine is capable of producing
in terms of the major design parameters. One may then adjust (on
paper) numerical values for the various machine parameters until
one arrives at a set of values which represent the most easily
built machine capable of producing the required quality of result.
The first approach requires that one knows just what final results are being
aimed at otherwise it is impossible to decide whether the design meets
the requirements or not. To a large extent the second approach frees one
from this constraint as one is in effect designing not one machine but
a whole family of machines. In fact it is only necessary to know the quality
of final result required in order to perform the last stage of the design,
and the design (though not necessarily the machine) can easily be changed
subsequently if it is decided that some other quality of results is more
appropriate. The danger of the second approach is that it is only
necessary to make one mistake in the design calculations and it may
subsequently be discovered that a great deal of time, effort and money
has been used in building the wrong machine.
Because it was not possible to specify in advance the density and
spatial resolution required, the second approach to the machine design
was adopted. It was further decided that a small experimental machine
would be built in order to try and check the accuracy of the design
procedure and data processing.
Two physical principles were considered as possible bases for
taking such measurements:-
1) an adaption of the Compton scattering approach suggested by
Farmer (Farmer et al, 1971).
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2) the computerised tomography (C.T.) approach (see §1*2 and §1*4).
After brief consideration of the relative merits of the two methods it was
decided to proceed with the C.T. approach.
Finally, it was necessary to decide between the use of an X-ray tube
or an isotope as the radiation source. The isotope source was chosen for
four reasons:-
a) it was felt on the basis of the calculation given in §4*2
that some of the larger commercially available sources were of
sufficient specific activity.
b) the use of a mono-energetic source gives rise to a well defined
mathematical model (see §2*1).
c) such a source was already available in the department.
d) the use of an isotope simplifies the construction of the
experimental machine.
•2 Work covered by thesis
The previous section outlined briefly the motivation for this
research project together with four major factors which affected its
direction of development namely that:-
a) it was decided to tackle first the measurement of attenuation
and/or absorption coefficients rather than the rewriting of
the planning software.
b) a more theoretical approach to the scanner design was adopted
due to the impossibility of specifying the resolution reguired.
c) it was decided to use the reconstruction method to obtain the
results.
d) it was decided to use an isotope source.
For the present purposes these factors are not discussed further but
simply taken as axiomatic and this thesis reports some of the work done in
attempting to solve the problem:-
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"of developing and testing
1) the necessary data processing software and
2) a design procedure for building the required hardware,
for a machine capable of measuring linear attenuation coefficients
to an arbitrary spatial and density resolution, under the assumptions
that the machine is to work on the C.T. principle and to use an
isotope source of radiation."
In practice this work falls naturally into six parts
а) development of a mathematical model to represent the scanning
procedure
£?) development of an inversion procedure for the mathematical model
y) the reduction of the inversion procedure to an algorithm suitable
for computer implementation
б) development of the relations between the parameters representing
scanner design and those representing output picture quality
e) the reduction of scanner design/picture quality relations to an
algorithm suitable for predicting the main scanner design parameters
in terms of the picture quality parameters
£) the building of a small experimental scanner to provide some
verification of the mathematical results.
The degree of success which attended these various endeavours will be seen
in the following chapters and will be summarised in the final chapter.
• 3 Background required of reader
There are two factors which have caused problems during the course
of the research work reported in this thesis - the explosion of information
on C.T. scanning since 1970 and the wide range of disciplines involved
in C.T. scanning.
Dr Gordon (Gordon, 1976) has produced a bibliography of literature
relevant to C.T. scanning which contains references to about 3,500 papers
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most of which have been published in the period 1970 - 1976. It is clear
that, within the space constraints of a thesis, there can be no question
of giving a comprehensive survey of this many papers and all that is attempted
is to give a brief account in §1*3 and §1*4 of those papers of most immediate
relevance to the present work while leaving many significant papers unmentioned.
It is therefore necessary that the reader should already have at his finger
tips a good background knowledge of the literature and be thoroughly familiar
with the concepts of C.T. scanning.
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The reader will find that he can get by without most of these if he is
prepared to take various results on trust, however the four subjects
digital image processing
real and complex analysis
Fourier analysis
matrix theory
are so interwoven with the fabric of the thesis that the reader without them
will find it difficult to maintain a sense of direction.
The reader who has got this far will have realised that there is a
good deal of mathematics in the thesis and a word or two about the way in
which it is used seems to be in order. It is the author's experience
that all too often scientists tend to divide themselves up into theoretical
men and practical men. Readers who put themselves too firmly in either group
are likely to be disappointed with what they find here. The mathematician
who hopes for a formal treatise on the mathematics of C.T. scanning will
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find that only in one or two appendices is the theorem and proof approach
adopted while the main chapters are more of a discussion containing a
number of 'reasonable' assumptions. Likewise the string and sealing wax
man will find that there are more integral signs in the text than is
healthy. The approach used in the thesis is a middle of the road one
and most of the time the mathematics is used not as an end in its own
right but simply as the most convenient language in which to discuss
essentially physical ideas and it must therefore be read accordingly.
In summary, the reader will find it essential to have a knowledge of
the physical principles of C.T. scanning
the literature on reconstruction theory




and in addition be willing to use mathematical notation as a convenient
language for discussing physical situations.
•4 Loose ends
The author is uncomfortably aware of a number of loose ends, for example
2 2
1) The choice of f f 2 (B ) is not really suitable for some of
the discussion in §1-3 and §1*4.
2) No proof has been given for the calculus of variations results
in chapter 2.
3) Not all the prediction theory of chapter 3 has been programmed
and tried experimentally.
4) Given the mathematics, the scanner and the software much
useful practical work could have been done in addition to
that reported in chapter 6.
5) In chapter 2 regularisation techniques are applied to the
inversion of the Radon transform. It is possible to develop
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a parallel theory of regularised parametric inversion
methods. The mathematics for this has been done but it was not
reduced to computer programmes and is completely omitted from
this thesis.
Such loose ends resulted mainly from a lack of time due to the fact that
the project turned out to be more time consuming and more complex than was
originally envisaged and it is the author's hope that their existence
will be treated with sympathetic tolerance by the reader.
•5 Internal references
It is necessary to be able to give references in the text to





The chapters are numbered in sequence 1,2,..., etc. Each chapter
is further subdivided internally into sections and sub-sections and
these sections are numbered on a decimal system. Thus a reference to a
section is written
§2-542
and this refers to section -542 of chapter 2. Note that there is a hierarchy
of subject matter implied e.g. chapter 2 is split into seven major sections
labelled *0,...,-6 and of these section -5, for example, is further split
into five sub-sections labelled -51,...,-55 where each of the sub-sections
covers different aspects of the topic being dealt with by section -5.
This process of sub-division is carried on to an arbitrary depth.
Associated with a chapter are a number of appendices which are
numbered in sequence 1,2,... and each of these may again be split into
sections labelled on a decimal system (as in the chapters). A reference
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to a section in an appendix is written thus:
§2-8-31
and this refers to section -31 of appendix 8 to chapter 2 (the fact that it
is a sub-section of an appendix is immediately identified by the presence
of two decimal points).
Within a chapter are an arbitrary number of figures and these are
numbered in sequence (not in a decimal order) e.g. chapter 4 contains 24
figures and
F4-13
refers to figure 13 of chapter 4. These figures will be found in the order
4-1, 4-2, 4-3, ..., 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, ... .
Equations are also numbered on the decimal system, but there may be
several complete groups of equations in one chapter e.g.
§2-3 contains equations labelled •1 to •9
§2-4 contains equations labelled •1 to •5
§2-51 contains equations labelled •1 to •2
§2-52 contains equations labelled •11 to •46
§2-53 contains equations labelled •1 to •8
Thus the reference to §2-3 E-l is quite unambiguous but a reference to
§2-5 E-l is not adequate as it could refer either to the equation E-l of
§2-51 or§2-53. Equations are therefore referenced by both a section number
and an equation number and the section number is given in sufficient detail
to identify uniquely which group of equations is intended.
Abbreviated references are also used, thus a reference in chapter 2
to
F-6




refers to section *3 of the chapter or appendix where the reference
occurs. The reference
E • 21
without a section number refers to equation *21 of the group of equations
embracing the text where the reference occurs.
•6 Mistakes
The author would welcome hearing from any reader who discovers mistakes
in the thesis or who wishes to suggest improvements to or criticism of the
work presented.
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.1 Motivation for work reported in thesis
At the radiotherapy centre in Edinburgh it was thought that the
method of inhomogeniety correction used in the treatment planning software
might be a major source of planning errors. It was therefore decided to try
and remove these potential errors by introducing corrections based on
measurements of the attenuation and/or absorption coefficients of the
tissue in sections of each individual patient.
These corrections required two things: the development of a method
for measuring the coefficients at different points in any typical patient
section and the adaption (or complete rewriting) of the treatment planning
software to make use of this new data. To develop a method for measuring
the coefficients presupposes that one has decided on the details of what
measurements are required, in particular what accuracy (density resolution)
and spatial resolution are needed in the final answer. Unfortunately it
was not possible to specify either of these parameters as there was no prior
experience of treatment planning with this type of data on which to base
such estimates and the opinions of those concerned with the project varied
as to the likely values for the parameters. This one fact shaped the
whole way in which the project developed.
When trying to develop a method (in this case a machine plus data
processing software) to take particular measurements there are two ways
in which one can proceed
EITHER One can just get on with building the machine from no more than an
outline of the general principles on which it is to work. In this
case there are likely to be many design decisions which are made
more or less arbitrarily (e.g. angles, tolerances, etc.). When
the building is completed one then uses the machine and assesses
the quality of results that it produces. The machine design is then
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progressively revised until, hopefully, it produces
the required result.
OR One can design the machine on paper only and in such a way that all
the major design parameters are kept as unspecified variables.
Following this one may further be able to assess, again on paper,
the quality of results that the machine is capable of producing
in terms of the major design parameters. One may then adjust (on
paper) numerical values for the various machine parameters until
one arrives at a set of values which represent the most easily
built machine capable of producing the required quality of result.
The first approach requires that one knows just what final results are being
aimed at otherwise it is impossible to decide whether the design meets
the requirements or not. To a large extent the second approach frees one
from this constraint as one is in effect designing not one machine but
a whole family of machines. In fact it is only necessary to know the quality
of final result required in order to perform the last stage of the design,
and the design (though not necessarily the machine) can easily be changed
subsequently if it is decided that some other quality of results is more
appropriate. The danger of the second approach is that it is only
necessary to make one mistake in the design calculations and it may
subsequently be discovered that a great deal of time, effort and money
has been used in building the wrong machine.
Because it was not possible to specify in advance the density and
spatial resolution required, the second approach to the machine design
was adopted. It was further decided that a small experimental machine
would be built in order to try and check the accuracy of the design
procedure and data processing.
Two physical principles were considered as possible bases for
taking such measurements:-
1) an adaption of the Compton scattering approach suggested by
Farmer (Farmer et al, 1971).
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2) the computerised tomography (C.T.) approach (see §1*2 and §1*4).
After brief consideration of the relative merits of the two methods it was
decided to proceed with the C.T. approach.
Finally, it was necessary to decide between the use of an X-ray tube
or an isotope as the radiation source. The isotope source was chosen for
four reasons:-
a) it was felt on the basis of the calculation given in §4*2
that some of the larger commercially available sources were of
sufficient specific activity.
b) the use of a mono-energetic source gives rise to a well defined
mathematical model (see §2*1) .
c) such a source was already available in the department.
d) the use of an isotope simplifies the construction of the
experimental machine.
•2 Work covered by thesis
The previous section outlined briefly the motivation for this
research project together with four major factors which affected its
direction of development namely that:-
a) it was decided to tackle first the measurement of attenuation
and/or absorption coefficients rather than the rewriting of
the planning software.
b) a more theoretical approach to the scanner design was adopted
due to the impossibility of specifying the resolution required.
c) it was decided to use the reconstruction method to obtain the
results.
d) it was decided to use an isotope source.
For the present purposes these factors are not discussed further but
simply taken as axiomatic and this thesis reports some of the work done in
attempting to solve the problem:-
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"of developing and testing
1) the necessary data processing software and
2) a design procedure for building the required hardware,
for a machine capable of measuring linear attenuation coefficients
to an arbitrary spatial and density resolution, under the assumptions
that the machine is to work on the C.T. principle and to use an
isotope source of radiation."
In practice this work falls naturally into six parts
а) development of a mathematical model to represent the scanning
procedure
8) development of an inversion procedure for the mathematical model
y) the reduction of the inversion procedure to an algorithm suitable
for computer implementation
б) development of the relations between the parameters representing
scanner design and those representing output picture quality
e) the reduction of scanner design/picture quality relations to an
algorithm suitable for predicting the main scanner design parameters
in terms of the picture quality parameters
£) the building of a small experimental scanner to provide some
verification of the mathematical results.
The degree of success which attended these various endeavours will be seen
in the following chapters and will be summarised in the final chapter.
• 3 Background required of reader
There are two factors which have caused problems during the course
of the research work reported in this thesis - the explosion of information
on C.T. scanning since 1970 and the wide range of disciplines involved
in C.T. scanning.
Dr Gordon (Gordon, 1976) has produced a bibliography of literature
relevant to C.T. scanning which contains references to about 3,500 papers
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most of which have been published in the period 1970 - 1976. It is clear
that, within the space constraints of a thesis, there can be no question
of giving a comprehensive survey of this many papers and all that is attempted
is to give a brief account in §1*3 and §1-4 of those papers of most immediate
relevance to the present work while leaving many significant papers unmentioned.
It is therefore necessary that the reader should already have at his finger
tips a good background knowledge of the literature and be thoroughly familiar
with the concepts of C.T. scanning.
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The reader will find that he can get by without most of these if he is
prepared to take various results on trust, however the four subjects
digital image processing
real and complex analysis
Fourier analysis
matrix theory
are so interwoven with the fabric of the thesis that the reader without them
will find it difficult to maintain a sense of direction.
The reader who has got this far will have realised that there is a
good deal of mathematics in the thesis and a word or two about the way in
which it is used seems to be in order. It is the author's experience
that all too often scientists tend to divide themselves up into theoretical
men and practical men. Readers who put themselves too firmly in either group
are likely to be disappointed with what they find here. The mathematician
who hopes for a formal treatise on the mathematics of C.T. scanning will
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find that only in one or two appendices is the theorem and proof approach
adopted while the main chapters are more of a discussion containing a
number of 'reasonable' assumptions. Likewise the string and sealing wax
man will find that there are more integral signs in the text than is
healthy. The approach used in the thesis is a middle of the road one
and most of the time the mathematics is used not as an end in its own
right but simply as the most convenient language in which to discuss
essentially physical ideas and it must therefore be read accordingly.
In summary, the reader will find it essential to have a knowledge of
the physical principles of C.T. scanning
the literature on reconstruction theory




and in addition be willing to use mathematical notation as a convenient
language for discussing physical situations.
•4 Loose ends
The author is uncomfortably aware of a number of loose ends, for example
2 2
1) The choice of f e 2 (B ) is not really suitable for some of
the discussion in §1-3 and §1"4.
2) No proof has been given for the calculus of variations results
in chapter 2.
3) Not all the prediction theory of chapter 3 has been programmed
and tried experimentally.
4) Given the mathematics, the scanner and the software much
useful practical work could have been done in addition to
that reported in chapter 6.
5) In chapter 2 regularisation techniques are applied to the
inversion of the Radon transform. It is possible to develop
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a parallel theory of regularised parametric inversion
methods. The mathematics for this has been done but it was not
reduced to computer programmes and is completely omitted from
this thesis.
Such loose ends resulted mainly from a lack of time due to the fact that
the project turned out to be more time consuming and more complex than was
originally envisaged and it is the author's hope that their existence
will be treated with sympathetic tolerance by the reader.
• 5 Internal references
It is necessary to be able to give references in the text to





The chapters are numbered in sequence 1,2,..., etc. Each chapter
is further subdivided internally into sections and sub-sections and
these sections are numbered on a decimal system. Thus a reference to a
section is written
§2-542
and this refers to section -542 of chapter 2. Note that there is a hierarchy
of subject matter implied e.g. chapter 2 is split into seven major sections
labelled •0,...,-6 and of these section -5, for example, is further split
into five sub-sections labelled -51,...,-55 where each of the sub-sections
covers different aspects of the topic being dealt with by section -5.
This process of sub-division is carried on to an arbitrary depth.
Associated with a chapter are a number of appendices which are
numbered in sequence 1,2,... and each of these may again be split into
sections labelled on a decimal system (as in the chapters). A reference
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to a section in an appendix is written thus:
§2•8•31
and this refers to section *31 of appendix 8 to chapter 2 (the fact that it
is a sub-section of an appendix is immediately identified by the presence
of two decimal points).
Within a chapter are an arbitrary number of figures and these are
numbered in sequence (not in a decimal order) e.g. chapter 4 contains 24
figures and
F4-13
refers to figure 13 of chapter 4. These figures will be found in the order
4*1, 4-2, 4-3, ..., 4-9, 4*10, 4-11, ... .
Equations are also numbered on the decimal system, but there may be
several complete groups of equations in one chapter e.g.
§2-3 contains equations labelled •1 to •9
§2*4 contains equations labelled •1 to •5
§2*51 contains equations labelled •1 to •2
§2-52 contains equations labelled •11 to •46
§2-53 contains equations labelled •1 to •8
Thus the reference to §2*3 E*1 is quite unambiguous but a reference to
§2*5 E*1 is not adequate as it could refer either to the equation E>1 of
§2*51 or§2*53. Equations are therefore referenced by both a section number
and an equation number and the section number is given in sufficient detail
to identify uniquely which group of equations is intended.
Abbreviated references are also used, thus a reference in chapter 2
to
F*6




refers to section »3 of the chapter or appendix where the reference
occurs. The reference
E • 21
without a section number refers to equation •21 of the group of equations
embracing the text where the reference occurs.
•6 Mistakes
The author would welcome hearing from any reader who discovers mistakes
in the thesis or who wishes to suggest improvements to or criticism of the
work presented.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
• 1 Introduction
One of the major problems in using reconstruction theory for C.T.
scanning is the inversion of the Radon transform and this chapter is
devoted to discussing this transform and some of the relevant published
literature about it.
The chapter begins by bringing together two sources of information.
The first is a summary of the relevant properties of the Radon transform
(a formal exposition can be found in §1*1»4) and the second is a
selection of the more relevant published literature. This literature
is then discussed in the light of the transform's properties with
emphasis on the discontinuity of the inverse transform.
Finally, arising from the aims outlined in the preface, a list of
requirements is given for the reconstruction theory and the literature is
again examined to see how well it meets these requirements.
It is emphasised once again that, as intimated in §*3 of the preface,
the discussion of the literature in this chapter is not intended as an
introductory survey but as discussion of the overall features of a body
of literature with which the reader is assumed to be already familiar.
Those who would like an introduction to the literature could read Brooks
and di Chiro (Brooks et al, 1976) or I.E.E.E. (I.E.E.E. NS-21, 1974).
•2 Physical principles of reconstruction method
Denote by f the linear attenuation coefficient at any point in
a transverse section of a patient. The transmission of y-radiation along











where I is the incident radiation intensity
I is the final intensity
and denotes a line integral along L
L
If the position of L is varied and is specified as L(ct,9) where a




The idea of estimating f by the reconstruction method consists of four
stages
1) measure I (which is assumed to be constant)
2) measure I(a,9) for a number of sample points (i.e. various a
and 9)
3) using the values of IQ and I(a,9) estimate p(a,9) at
the same sample points from the relation
p(ct,9) = ln(I0/I(a,9)) . '11
4) estimate f from the calculated values of p by using an
inverse to the relation E*10.
Clearly there is no problem in estimating p from I and I, but
the method of estimating f from p is more difficult and is now
examined in more detail.
•3 The Radon transform
The mapping f -»■ p given in E*10 is usually known as the Radon
transform which is here denoted by Jl so that E-10 may be written p =Jtf.
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In this notation, stage (4) of the reconstruction method requires that
one should find some process which evaluates f = Jl ^"p. It is therefore
natural to consider the properties of Si and'in particular whether Si ^
exists.
*31 Definition of Si
In defining Si it is necessary to consider the properties of f.
Since f denotes the linear attenuation coefficient at different points,
it will be finite and positive (or at least non-negative) within the section
and, for practical purposes, zero outside the section. In addition, any
patient section is of finite extent thus for the coordinate system given
in F'l there is a number D (the diameter of the section) such that the
patient section is entirely contained in the area |r| <D/2. The function
f may therefore be taken to be a bounded non-negative function defined on
with support in {|r| < D/2} for some D.
The next question to consider is the continuity of f. A chest
section, for example, will contain both muscle/bone and muscle/lung
interfaces and it is therefore suspect to consider f to be adequately
represented by a continuous function.
Combining these facts, Si is thought of as being defined on the
Lebesgue square integrable functions whose support is in { [r| < D/2}.
Using this domain for Si ensures that sufficient functions are included
to represent the various cross-sections which may be encountered in practice.
A formal definition of Si is given in §1*1*43 where it is assumed without
loss of generality that the support of f is contained in the unit circle.
•32 Properties of Si
From the definition of 3t indicated above and given formally in
§1*1*43 it is possible to prove three theorems which are summarised
and discussed in this section. Once again the formal proofs etc. are
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given in §1-1-4 where it is assumed without loss of generality that the
support of f is contained in the unit circle.
*321 R ^ and the Projection theorem
2
If (r,<p) and (R,$>) are the polar coordinates of points in IR




-2irirR cos (<)>-$)f (r ,<j>) e r dr dd>
0 0
(see §1-1-12) and from the Fourier integral theorem
2ir
f (r,<j>) F(R,$)e2TiRrC°SN)RdRdl. -12
0 0
Similarly given p(o,9) defined as in E-10, then by definition the one
dimensional Fourier transform of p with respect to the first variable is
P(R,4) = , -2iriaR ,p(a,$)e da. -13
The projection theorem states that
P(R,$) = F(R,$) -14
(see 1-1-44). Note that this theorem both implies the existence of 31 ^
and gives an explicit formula for it, for if p(a,0) is given P can be
calculated from E-13, hence from E-14 F is known and f may then be
calculated from E-12. If the one and two dimensional F.T. are denoted
by and then E-12, E-13 and E-14 may be summarised as
f = ?21J^P . -15
This result is the basis of all the non-parametric Fourier inversion
techniques although for numerical work it is usually restated in one of
the two forms given below.
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•322 The Back Projection theorem
Equation * 12 may be rewritten
f (r ,<j>) =
2ir
2iriRr cos ($-<(>) i _ i ,,F(R,$)e R dR d$ ■16
0
and the inner integral
f 1.1R| F(R,$)e2W;LRadR •17
where a = r cos ($-$), is the F.T. of the product of two functions. Denote
the F.T. of |R| by s^(a) (see below), from E-14 and the inverse of E-13
the F.T. of F(R,$) is p(a,$) thus E-17 may be written
s^a) *1 p(a,$)
where denotes convolution with respect to the first variable in p.
Substituting this in E-16 gives
2ir
f (r ,<f>) = f df {s^a) * p(a,$) }
a = r cos ($-<(>)
d$ da' s^(r cos($-<j>) - a')p(a',$)
Cormack (Cormack, 1973 : p202 E16) gives an expression closely related to
this and has also pointed out that it was first proved by Radon (Radon,
1917). More recent proofs are given in Berry and Gibbs (Berry et al,
1970) and John (John, 1955).
These results may be conveniently summarised in operator notation.
Given a function t(a,8) denote by St the function
2ir
(St) (r,<J>) = j t(r cos(9-<(>) ,8)d0
By putting t(a,$) equal to the expression E-17 it is straightforward
to see that E-16 may be written
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f =3?^(|R| 3-xP) •18
and the manipulation that follows is simply
f ^{^(IRI) P>
= ^{s1(a) *1p} 19
Either of E*18 or E*19 is known as the Back Projection theorem (some
authors refer to them by the name 'Filtered Back Projection') and while
they are mathematically equivalent (and also equivalent to E-15) there
are significant computational differences which are discussed in §5. Formal
proof of E»18 may be found in§1*1*46.
(N.B. The function s^(a) has been left unidentified because it
exists only as a generalised function. Since distribution theory is not
required elsewhere in the thesis it seems disproportionate to introduce
it just for this section.)
•323 Continuity of Jl ^
In this section the validity of an assumption often made in the published
literature on inversion of the Radon transform is examined.
•3231 Demonstration of assumption
•32311 Fourier based techniques
Consider the evaluation of f by the use of any one of the equations
E*15, E'18 or E'19. If f denotes the true distribution of attenuation
coefficients and p its Radon transform then
f =JT1p
and given p one can evaluate f (at least in principle). However
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in the practical situation one knows only an approximate estimate for
p. Denote this estimate by p and its error by e so that
a
p = p + e .
From this data the best that can be achieved is to arrive at an estimate
£ of f and it is natural to calculate f using
£ = KX!p ,
a
the question is 'Will f be a good estimate of f?1. Consider the
difference between them;
a
f - f = # (p + e) - 31 p
a
and to be sure that f is a good estimate of f it is required that
e small =>j£Xe small
or equivalently
e -*■ 0 => 3i~1e -»■ 0
and this is the same as requiring that 31 ^ is continuous.
•32312 Iterative techniques
Once again denote the distribution of attenuation coefficients by
f and its Radon transform by p. The iterative techniques for calculating
f from p are based on the idea of generating a sequence of estimates
a a a








the next 'improved' estimate of f is then given by
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£
+1 = £ +-6(p - P )n n n
where ~6 is an operator which generates a correction for £ from a
knowledge of p - p . In practice the correction operator differs from
one iterative technique to another, but it is always chosen so that
p -*• p. In this way two sequences ' {p } and {f } are generated and &
n n n
is chosen so that p^ -*■ p. This raises the question 'Is the condition
a a
p -*• p sufficient to ensure that f ■+■ f?' If e is defined by
n n n
a a _i a
e = p - p then f - i =71 e and in order to ensure that f
n n n n n
converges to f it is required that
e -*■ 0 => 71 1e ->-0
n n
i.e. that 7L ^ is continuous.
In fact the situation is somewhat worse than this for, as was noted
above, one only knows p = p + e and not p so that a {p } is generated
n
such that p^ p or equivalently e e.
'3232 Validity of assumption
The way in which many authors, whether interested in Fourier or Iterative
techniques, assume continuity of 31 1 has been indicated and the problem
is that this assumption is not true. In §1*1*48 it is proved by counter
example that 7L ^ is discontinuous so that, given an estimate £ of f,
a a a
the fact that p =71f is close to p =7Lf is no guarantee that f is
close to f.
• 4 Extant methods of inverting 7L
Those fall into two groups : those based on the Fourier analysis
approach indicated in §*321 and §*322 and widely known as 'Fourier
techniques1 and the 'Iterative techniques' based on the ideas outlined
in §*32312. The Fourier techniques can be further classified into
non-parametric and parametric methods.
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•41 Non-parametric Fourier techniques
Because of the finite size of the detector used to obtain the data
I(a,8) and because I(a,8) is measured only at certain sample points then
the high frequency information in p(a,9) (regarded as a function of a
only) will be attenuated. Assuming this high frequency filtering can be
represented by rectangular filtering in Fourier space, then the data
measured is not p(a,0) as desired but
Pta.9) (J-U
where w is the high frequency cut-off. Using £ to denote the value
c
of f which can be reconstructed from the degraded data, it follows from
E-18 that
f ^P}.
Define s.(a,a) ) by
2 c
S2
r-> /— jc c
2 2 2
= 2w sine (2to a) - a) sine (w a)




f (r ,<j>) = - d9 |p(a,9) *1s2(a,a)c)|' •21a = r cos(9-<j>)
This is the convolution method suggested by Bracewell (Bracewell et al,
1967). (N.B. There are a number of equations in this article in which the
factor M, here denoted by has been omitted) see also (Ramachanchan et
al, 1971).
Gilbert (Gilbert, 1972) has examined the errors introduced by angular
sampling which must inevitably take place if E*21 is used in practice.
In this case it will often happen that p(a,9) is known only for 9 = 9.
11 1*
where 0^ = ir(j - 1)/M and j = 1(1)M and E-21 may be approximated by
A ir M
f(r,<f>) = — I p(o, 8.) ^s (a,u> )
j=l
Manipulation of this formula shows that
to
a = r cos(9j - <f>)
f (r ,4.) = f (r ,<j>) *2 2 R I J2nM(2TrrR)el2nM(<,>+ 2)dR -211
n=-a>
2
where *2 denotes convolution over IR • (No proof of this result is
given here. It has been proved incorrectly in (Gilbert, 1972) whose E9
is misquoted from (Waser, 1955) E7.) The same paper also examines in
some detail the effect of convolution with the integral term.
However, in practice E*21 is undesirable for use in C.T. because of the
sharp cut-off of the filter s„(a,oo ). While it is quite feasible to
2 C
introduce such sharp cut-offs when performing digital filtering experience
in image processing shows that it is best avoided as the sharp cut-off
in Fourier space causes ringing near discontinuities in real space. This
problem has been examined specifically in relation to C.T. by Chesler
(Chesler et al, 1975) who suggests that instead of combining the original
filter s, (a) with a rectangular window (giving s„(a,to )) one should
1 2 c
combine it with a Hanning window giving a filter s^(a) where
s3(a) =?-1||R|^l + cos
and from this it may be shown by the use of standard techniques that
s3(a) = \ s2(a - Jp , 2mj + + \ s2(a + , 2co ) .
c c
The author is not aware of any papers which derive a result parallel
to that of E1211 but covering the filter s3 rather than s2.
•42 Parametric Fourier techniques
To avoid the various numerical problems inherent in E*15, E«18 or E*19
many authors (Crowther et al, 1972) (Herlitz, 1963)(Klug et al, 1972)
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(Maldonado et al, 1966) (Marr, 1974) (Smith et al, 1973) (Zeither,
1974) suggest expanding the functions f and p in terms of a set
of basis functions.
Suppose (r,<(>) } is a set of functions which is complete and
orthogonal (with respect to some weight function) over the disc { |r| 2 D/2}
and zero outside. Then f may be expanded as
f(r,<j>) = I a,ij). (r, <fi) *22
j
whence
p =Jftf = T a.Jiip. *23
j 3 3
If the functions Jhpj are evaluated (preferably analytically but possibly
numerically) then, given p, the constants a^ can be found from E*23.
By putting these a^ into E-22 values of f can be obtained.
Two sets of basis functions have received wide-spread attention:-
1) Crowther and Klug (Crowther et al, 1972)(Klug et al, 1972)
have suggested using the functions
^ns (r'*>
J (2X r/D) eln<^ |r| < D/2
n ns
0 IrI > D/2
where r = -«(l)oo , s = lfl)" and X denotes the s-th zero of J .
ns n
In this case ip does not appear to have any convenient analytic form
ns
(but can be evaluated numerically), it does however have various interesting
sampling properties.
2) Many authors (Herlitz, 1963) (Maldomado et al, 1966) (Marr, 1974) (Smith
et al, 1973) (Zeitler, 1974), apparently independently, have suggested using
*ns(r,*)
Rn
, (2r/D) ein<P jr| < D/2n+2s
0 Ir1 < D/2
where n = -«(l)00, s = 0(1)°°, Rn „ is the Zernike polynomial defined byn+2s
13 1*
n , . , ,,s nL ( n ,0) ,, „ 2,
R (P) = (-1) P1 'P 1 1 (1 - 2p )
n+2s s
with P as the Jacobi polynomial. Properties of R can be found
n+2s











where U^ is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind defined by
Uj (cos 4>) = sin((j + l)<|>)/sin
With these functions it may be shown that the are orthogonal with
the unit weight function and the •^'1'
g (considered to be defined in
2 -Js
[ -D/2, D/2] x [0,2tt]) are orthogonal with weight function {1 - (2a/D) }
In addition the ii (r,d>) when expressed in Cartesian coordinates, are
ns
polynomials in x and y (Marr, 1974). If the parametric inversion
technique is to be used then these properties make this particular set of
basis functions very attractive.
•43 Iterative techniques
There are a number of iterative algorithms available all of which
are based on the concepts of 1*32312 the differences being in the choice of
the operator , for example ART - (Gordon et al, 1970) (Bender et al,
1970) (Herman et al, 1973a), SIRT - (Gilbert, 1972), EFIRT - (Crowther
et al, 1974). All these are statements of an 'intuitively reasonable'
idea and, unlike the Fourier techniques, they have not been built upon
a carefully laid mathematical basis.
Comparative studies of the effectiveness of the methods have been made
(Herman, 1972) (Herman et al, 1973b), however these are all based on the
reconstruction of a few trial objects and "... theoretical comparisons
are made difficult because there is no common mathematical foundation for
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the reconstruction algorithms ..." (Gordon et al, 1973). None of these
methods give a priori estimates of the resolution (density or spatial)
in the final reconstruction.
• 5 Inversion methods and continuity
In §*323 it was seen that >72. ^ was discontinuous and the significance
of this for both the Fourier and Iterative techniques was illustrated. In
view of the fundamental nature of this result it is perhaps surprising that
any of the reconstruction techniques function at all. In this section the
discontinuity of >71 ^ is examined first in relation to the basic theorems
of §«32 and then in relation to the various algorithms outlined in §*4
in order to understand why some of them work in practice despite the
instability of JK.
• 51 Discontinuity of PC ^ and the reconstruction theorems
In §*321 and §*322 three theorems were stated
f =
f =^^1{|R|3f1p}
f =fe{ s1(a) -fc^p}
and each of these has been used by various authors as the basis for
reconstruction algorithms. We now pause to examine how the discontinuity
of 72. 1 is manifest in the different theorems.
In the first equation the discontinuity of 71 ^ is subtly hidden.
In the formal presentation of the properties of PL this equation is more
accurately stated as 71 ^ = ^2"^ ^1 'see §1*1*45) and it is the apparently
trivial operator P whose inverse is discontinuous. However, this is not
taken further as this equation is only rarely used for numerical work.
In the second equation the discontinuity appears in the process of
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multiplying 3^p by IRI . It will be immediately obvious to anyone with
image processing experience that changing from p to will
enhance any noise present in p, and that the operation will be unstable.
In the third equation, this problem appears in calculating the convolution
Si(a) p as the function s^(a) and the integral do not exist in the
classical sense and must really be considered in the context of generalized
function theory.
•52 Discontinuity of JZ ^ and the reconstruction algorithms
.521 Non-parametric Fourier techniques
The original theorem on which most of these are based is
f =£?~1{ IRI 3-xp>
and the suggestion (in the case of Bracewell's method) is that since p
is band limited by the data collection method then
(3-.jP) (R,9) = n (3XP) (R,9)
and instead of filtering 3.p by IRI one can filter it by IRI n(R/2u )
1 ' c
with the same result. However, this change, which appears in the guise
of a mathematical convenience to allow one to pass from convolution
with s. (a) to convolution with s„(a,co ) (see §-41) , is in fact a1 2 c
necessity. This is because the instability of multiplying by |R(
arises from the excessive enhancement of small high frequency noise
components and the change to IRI II (R/2w ) cures this (if w is
c c
chosen correctly (see §-622)).
•522 Parametric Fourier techniques
In the practical application of the parametric methods, p(a,9)
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is only known for a finite number of sample points (in both a and 0)
and it is therefore only possible to fit a finite number of basis functions
to the available data. In practice the basis functions corresponding to lower
frequencies are always fitted first (i.e. low order Bessel function,
exponentials, polynomials etc.) and so a rather ill defined form of
band limiting is inherent.
•523 Iterative techniques
Unlike the Fourier techniques most of the iterative techniques do
not contain approximations which increase their stability. It is hardly
surprising that in practice many of them diverge if the number of
iterations is too large.
*6 Discussion
The discussion of this chapter has covered some of the more important
literature on the theoretical aspects of C.T. scanning, we now consider
how the ideas in the published literature match up with the aims of this
project as outlined in 5*2 of the Preface. This comparison centres
around the theory of reconstruction and the associated software
because little has been published on the hardware.
•61 Required characteristics of theoretical work
The eventual aim of the project is to arrive at a body of software
and a hardware design procedure, this requires that one first develop the
theory of which these are the practical fruit. It is desirable that the
theory should have the following characteristics.
• 611 Model
The theory must contain a theoretical model representing both the actual
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scanning process and all the significant design decisions which will be made
when the scanner is built.
•612 Resolution
The theory must allow an a priori estimate of the density and spatial
resolution that can be expected in pictures produced by the scanner.
■613 Optimal data processing
It is desirable that the theory should show how a given set of data
may be processed in order to obtain the best possible picture.
• 614 Optimal scanner design
Given a stated output picture quality it is desirable that the theory
should show how the scanner may be built in order to obtain such a picture
in the most efficient way.
•62 Characteristics of extant theoretical work
The extent to which the current literature (outlined above) exhibits
the four attributes listed in §'61 is now discussed.
•621 Model
•6211 Fourier methods
The standard mathematical model used in the extant literature on
Fourier methods is that given in §*2. Note its chief features, it assumes
that all the functions are defined and measured on a continuum, that there
is no noise inherent in the data and that any effects due to collimation,
sampling, etc. may be neglected. It is customary to derive expressions
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for on this basis and then to make alterations to the expression to
allow for the fact that the data is sampled, degraded by statistical noise,
etc. As a result of these omissions in the model, the theory to which it
gives rise only present a rather hazy guide, if any at all, on such matters
as how to choose the collimator size, or how to match the filter cut-off
frequency to the data (see §*622).
•6212 Iterative methods
The usual model used for the iterative methods is to assume that f
is made up of a square matrix of cells on each of which f is constant,
and the data is assumed to be the projections of such a function with p
exactly known at certain sample points so that no allowance is made for
collimation or data statistics. The dangers of this model have been eloquently
underlined by the variety of claims (often contradictory) which have been
made for these techniques.
It is also interesting to note just how strong is the assumption that a
genuine f may be approximated by such a step function model. Smith
(Smith et al, 1973 : Appendix 1) shows that with an object of this step
function form it is possible to reconstruct the object from a single
projection if there is no noise present.
•622 Resolution
•6221 Fourier methods
Consider first the concepts of density and spatial resolution.
Suppose it were possible to measure p at all points (i.e. on a
continuum) and that ideal data processing could be used so that the only
source of image degradation being considered is due to the fact that one
A
measures p = p + e rather than p. In this case the reconstructed image
will be f + JZ, ■*"£ and the correct image f will be obscured by the
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high frequency noise e. The density resolution is a measure of how
small a change in the value of f can be seen in the reconstructed section
despite the additional noise, and one can expect to see such changes down to
the point at which the change becomes comparable with the standard deviation
of the noise Jt "'"e, beyond this one will not know whether a change in
f + Jl is arising from a genuine change in f or arising from the addition
of Jl,
It has already been illustrated in §-322 and §-4 that whereas
may be correctly implemented as ®{s^(a)*^p}, in practice it is implemented
with some other filter (e.g. a.sS{s^(a) *^p}) . This change of filters from
s^ to some alternative always takes the form of adding a low pass filter,
and (even in the absence of noise on the data) this will impose its own
limit to the amount of fine spatial detail that can be seen. The spatial
resolution is a measure of this limit.
Various authors have given expressions for the density and spatial
resolution obtainable from a given set of data. In the case of spatial
resolution these are usually based on either the approach of Bracewell
(Bracewell et al, 1967) (as in §3-313 E-35 which leads to io < M/irD) or
c
on the approach of Gilbert (Gilbert, 1972) (Brooks et al, 1978) (where
consideration of E-211 leads to the condition that u < 2M/irD, though
c
this condition appears to be necessary rather than sufficient). In the case
of density resolution the derivation of the expressions usually contain
non-trivial restrictions (e.g. giving an expression which is only valid
at the centre of a uniform circular object, or assuming that all data
observations have the same variance) (see the references given in §3-52).
However, leaving these point aside, there is a more fundamental criticism
of the resolution expressions which is now discussed.
In the above discussion, the density and spatial resolution were
introduced as two independent quantities; the density resolution being
introduced with the assumption that the spatial resolution was unlimited
and vice versa. This approach is typical of the literature known to the
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author, but it is open to question. In §-41 filters and s^ were
introduced; both give rise to a spatial resolution determined by
but nothing was said about how to choose . Loosely speaking the spectrum
of p will have the following character : its low frequency components will
be large and error free, its intermediate frequency components will be smaller
and a combination of genuine data and statistical noise, while its high
frequency components will be entirely made up of statistical noise. Because
of this the effect of choosing co^ will be as follows : if is chosen
too large useful information in the picture will be obscured by statistical
noise, if to is chosen too small, the noise will be reduced but useful
c
information will also be removed unnecessarily. Because of this to^ should
be chosen to lie in the intermediate frequencies but which particular
frequencies there are will vary depending on both the statistical noise
present and on the particular p being examined. For this reason, oo ,
c
although basically determining the spatial resolution, should be chosen accord¬
ing to the data statistics and not just according to the sampling interval
as is usually the case.
The density and spatial resolution are therefore intimately related
and the attempt to define either independently of the other suggests that
one may be about to choose u independent of the data statistics. This
c
in turn suggests that data processing is envisaged which may be very poorly
suited to the data in question.
•6222 Iterative methods
The author is unaware of any expressions for density or spatial
resolution which are applicable to the iterative techniques.
•623 Optimal data processing
As seen in >6221 the cut-off frequency used in filtering p needs
to be matched to the data being processed in order to obtain the maximum
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amounts of information in the picture. In the literature of which the
author is aware, this is not done.
•624 Optimal scanner design
When building a scanner there is a wide range of choice as to what data
is collected, the price for good data being an increased radiation dose to
the patient. Since this is undesirable one therefore requires guidance
on how the scanner should be built in order to obtain the required picture
without radiating the patient unnecessarily. The author is unaware of any
such design guidance in the literature.
•63 Conclusions
•631 Model
In this chapter three approaches to reconstruction have been examined
and it has been seen that the mathematical models used all lacked sufficient
detail, in particular no allowance was made for such things as collimation
of the y-ray beam and statistical noise in the data. Thus the first task
is to develop a more detailed model and it will then be found that the inversion
of is only one part of the total inversion procedure.
•632 Reconstruction method
Having decided that a fuller inversion method is to be developed and
that part of this inversion will be implementing , there is still the
question of which (if any) of the three techniques to use for inverting Jh .
For this there are two deciding factors
1) the requirements for an a priori estimate of the resolution (i-612)
and optimal data processing (§*613) and scanner design (§«614) all require
a sound mathematical basis for the reconstruction. Such a basis is extant
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for the Fourier methods but not the iterative ones.
2) such timings as exist (and are known to the author) (e.g. Smith
et al : 1973) suggest that the Fourier methods require less computer time.
Both these factors are in favour of the Fourier approach and this is
therefore chosen. Finally, having decided on a Fourier method there is a
choice of parametric or non-parametric and once again the factor of computer
time is relevant and is in favour of the non-parametric method as this
avoids the necessity for two dimensional curve fitting.
•7 Postscript
This survey of the literature was originally carried out at the start
of the research project in order to make various decisions on the best way
to develop the project, and, not surprisingly, while the author has been
working away, so have several other' people. The survey has been partially
updated and in general is thought to be a fair assessment of the current
state of the relevant literature, but there is one notable omission which
should be mentioned. In order to get around the instability problems of
there are now a number of papers on constrained optimisation and the
iterative techniques. Such modifications go a long way towards
nullifying the criticism of §*523, however the other points raised in
5*6 still appear to be true.
Chapter 2 : Reconstruction Theory
•0 Introduction
It has already been seen in Chapter 1 that there are a number of short¬
comings in many of the algorithms used for reconstructing section scans, in
particular that few of them make proper allowance for the discontinuity of
This contains a number of tacit assumptions: e.g. that the data collected
is independent of both sampling interval and collimator size - facts which
are obviously incorrect.
In this chapter, consideration is given to the question "how should
the scan data be processed?" This presupposes that the relation between
the original section and the measured data has already been determined,
and since this is not the case the chapter begins (§*1) by first developing
a mathematical model to represent the scanning process. As a result it is
found that the relationship between the required attenuation values and the
observed data values falls naturally into four parts and a method for
inventing each of these parts is developed in turn (§ - 2 - §*5) to give
a viable algorithm for obtaining linear attenuation coefficients from
section scans.
During the course of this work several constants arise (the scanner
parameters of chapter 3) which represent decisions made either during
the design or operation of the scanner. Consideration of these constants
in the light of ideas developed in this chapter leads naturally (in
chapter 3) to the question "what is the best scan data to collect?"
(Before proceeding further the reader should familiarise himself
with the contents of §1«1»1 to §1*1«3 inclusive.)
1
. There are also other shortcomings in the mathematical model used.




•1 Mathematical model for scanner
• 11 Derivation of model
A transverse body section is assigned Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z),
cylindrical polar coordinates (r,<fi,z) and origin 0,0z being perpendicular
to the section (F*l). The section is scanned by a y-ray (see chapter 1)
source and detector system moving in the x-y plane. Both source and
detector are collimated with a single long hole of radius a.
Assumption 1 : The beam of y-rays is assumed to be a parallel sided
cylinder of radius a.
Any line L , parallel to the plane z = 0, is specified by the
cylindrical polar coordinates of the vector forming the perpendicular
from 0 to L and is written L(r,<fi,z) (see F*2). The position of the
cylindrical beam at time t is specified by the position of its axis
(r (t) ,<j>,0) (see F* 3 and F*4) (z = 0 since scanning takes place in the
x-y plane). A second set of Cartesian coordinates (£,ct,z^) origin 0^,
is defined (fixed with respect to the beam and moving with respect to 0)
such that 0^ is at (r (t) , <t> ,0) , O^z^ is parallel to Oz and O^a is
in the direction of Or (see F-4). (N.B. Since z^ = z at all times, no
distinction is made between them from now on). It follows that a line
parallel to, and fixed relative to, the beam is written as L(r(t) + a,<j>,z)
relative to 0 (see F*4).
Consider the shaded element of F 4. The mean number of photons passing
along the beam and through this element in a small time 6t is
ira
where n is the mean number of photons/sec passing along the beam
a is the radius of the beam (collimator)
(Saxfiz is the size of the element located at (0,ct,z) relative to 0^.
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fig. 2-1 : Relation between coordinate
system and section.
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While passing from source to detector this element of the beam is attenuated
by a factor
exp ^- f
L(r (t)+a, <j>, z)
where f(r,<j>,z) is defined to be equal to the linear attenuation coefficient
of the tissue at each point within the section and zero elsewhere. N.B. this
last statement is true only if:-
Assumption 2: the beam is mono-energetic.
Hence the mean number of photons passing along the vertical slice of beam
illustrated in F»4 and arriving at the detector is
J2\i a -a
/22





Assumption 3: the collimator size (beam size) is small relative to
f(r,<|>,z) in the z direction.
With this assumption f is independent of z so that E*1 can be
evaluated, giving L
n 6t 5a „ / 2 2




Integrating this with respect to a gives the mean number of photons
incident on the detector as
n5t




Assumption 4: scattered photons may be ignored,




exp f | da




|r | < a
I r I > a
and
q(r ,<f>) = exp {"I ' }f
L(r ,<f>)
E*2 may be written
n 6t 5) (r (t) ,<(>)
If the traverse is performed with constant velocity v then r(t) = v
and 6t = 6r/v. If the domain of r is partitioned into N equal intervals
of length Ar (hence forward called cells) whose mid-points are given by
r. = (j - ) Ar for j = 0(1)N - 1
J







v *hl *1 ^r'^)dr
where E is the detector efficiency. Writing
g(r,<fi) = n(f7) *l(hl *1 q) (r,<!>)
and
Vi(r,^>) = A g(r,ij>) where Si =
EnAr
then
Uj = U (r^ ,<j>) .
•12 Statistical considerations
Let m. be the observed number of counts in the j-th cell. As shown in §*11
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E {m_. } = u.
and since m_. arises from a radioactive decay process, it follows a Poisson
distribution so that
var(nu) = Uj
and since the observed number of counts in each cell is independent
cov(m. ,m,) = U.S.,
] k 3 3k
Denote by V(m) the N x N covariance matrix associated with the N-vector
m, then writing M for diag (U_) these results may be stated
E{m} = u_ V(m) = M
For large values of p_. (say y^ > 100) the Poisson distribution is well
approximated by the Normal distribution (Fraser, 1958 : Ch 6 §6)
so for reasonably large numbers of counts/cell m is distributed N(^,M). «6
'13 Summary of model
The data m observed during one traverse of a scan is a sample from an
N (]£,M) population where M = diag and y_ is related to the linear
attenuation coefficient of the section by the following equations
(U)
j = u(rj,4>) y = ig I = a constant
1 JT
g = h q where h(r) = II (-^) * h^r)
q = e P
P = f
L(r,<jj)
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the following problem : Given
a set of values for m(<)>j) where (f> . = (j - l)ir/M and j = 1(1)M, estimate
f(r,4>). The work proceeds by examining in turn how each of the four mappings
given above may be invented.
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(Note that only the mapping f ->■ p involves r and <f> explicitly,
the remaining three mappings only involve r, <j> appearing only in the role
of a constant parameter. For this reason when discussing them explicit
mention of <f> will often be omitted, thus g(r,<j>) may be written as g(r).)
•2 Inversion of y = Jig
In §*1 it was seen that
y = Jig where Si = EnAr/v
and that the observed data m was a sample from an N(^,M) distribution,
where M = diag (y_) .
•21 Interpretation and estimation of I
Suppose that no attenuating medium is placed between source and detector,
i.e. f(r,<j>) =0. Then p = 0, q = e ^ = 1 and
OO
g = h * q = h(r)dr = 1
Hence (_y) j = 5, Vj and iru is a sample from an N(Jl,Jl) distribution. Thus
I is just the expected number of counts/cell when there is no attenuating
medium between source and detector. By performing scans in this manner
•1
where N^ is the number of observations. The estimate $ is N(Jl,Jl/N )
so that Jl may be estimated to any desired accuracy by taking N^
sufficiently large.
•22 Estimation of g
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•221 Method of estimation
The discrete counterpart of g is defined by (g). = g(rJ so that
£ = I ^ y_. The estimate £ of £ is therefore defined to be
a a-i
£ = Z m .
•222 Distribution of £ and choice of
-1 -2
Since m is N (u.,M) , £ is N(5, jj_, M) and
A ,A-1 A -2 .
g is N(& j£, M)
The value of is now chosen so that E(£) - E(£) and var(£) - var(£) ,
i.e. so that errors in $ have negligible effect on the estimate £. Define
this error by
t = * + e4
then
A-l I , . ei \ -1 -1
and
* n- t-i + —) * a.
ea\ -i1 r A ji
r2„ = |i + !|l-2 T2M
2e)i i~2M
-1 I 2e*l -2
and £ is seen to be N| [1 - —I i jj_ , ( 1 - -y-l I — I •
If the error in $ had been zero (i.e.e^ = 0) then £ would be N(Z \i_, £ 2M)
so the effect of is to introduce a bias into the estimate £. If the
error introduced by is to be less than some small value 9 then
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from the mean ,




< 0 for all probable values of s I
< 9 for all probable values of e
Now Z is N(£,£./N^) so is N(0,i,/N^) and
£JI 2e&
-f is N(0,l/fcN ) and -j- is N(0,4/AN )
Taking the 'probable values of e^' to be those in the + 3a range E*4 and E*5
become
3/Z^ < and 3 fZ^ <
Whence
N > 36/Z6
It is now assumed that N^ is chosen to fulfil this criterion and that Z
is thus a good estimate of Z. No further distinction is now made between
$ and Z.
■23 Estimation of V(£)
From E»3 V(£) = £ 2M and V is therefore estimated as
$(£) = 1 2diag(m)
• 24 Distribution and estimation of (£ - £)'. (£ - £)
In §*3 £ will be considered in the form £ = £ + e_ and the distribution
of required. This is now developed. From E-3 £ is N(£ p_, Z 2M)
i.e. each g_. is independent (since M is diagonal) and is distributed
N(g^,Z Hence
e. is N(0,Z dg .)
3 3
and from this
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2.-1 2
£j " 4 *j X(D
hence
E{e?} = I and var(e?) = 2(1
This gives
E{ £'.e } = r1^ g
and
var( £_'•£_) = 21 2 £ g2.
The quantities E { £' .£ } and var ( £_'•£.) are thus estimated in the
natural way as
^_1 I 9j ^ 2%~2 I 9j
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•3 Inversion of g = h * q
*31 Introduction
It was shown in §2*13 that g and q are related by g = h * q
where
Mr) - *hl(r)






and in §2*2 that g is known only from its discrete estimate ^ which is
contaminated by statistical errors, that is
A




e_ is N(0,2, ^ diag(£)) *35
and it is from this information that an estimate of q is to be made,
However, there is a fundamental difficulty inherent in inverting a
convolution equation. Consider E*1 where the functions g,h and q are
defined on a continuum, this may be written as a Fredholm integral equation
of the first kind
g(r) = K(r,a)q(a)da
where the kernel
K(r,a) = h(r - a).
Since h e , it follows from the Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem that, even if the
inverse does exist, it is discontinuous (see(Miller, 1974:p 176), (Phillips
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1962:p 84) and (Taylor, 1958:p 86 J1 3-1-B)), so the presence of errors in
the measurements of g presents a serious problem. As is to be expected,
remodelling the equation in Fourier space (Hunt, 1970:p 166) as
G = HQ
or in discrete form as a matrix/vector product (Hunt, 1972a)
£ = h a
only changes the appearance of the difficulty but does not remove it.
Miller (Miller, 1974) has discussed the inversion of E*4 for arbitary
kernels and a number of authors (Phillips, 1962),(Twomey, 1965), (Hunt, 1970,
1971,1972) and others) have considered the particular case of deconvolution,
in each case using a constrained optimisation approach. Hunt (Hunt, 1972b)
has also considered the solution by Wiener filtering and discussed its
relation to the constrained optimisation solution. For the purposes of
solving E*l, the constrained optimization technique given by Hunt (Hunt,
1971) is used, an account of it being given in §*32 and Appendix 2-2.
There is a fundamental decision to be made concerning the method
used to solve E«l. It will be noted that the model (E*l) is defined on a
continuum whereas the solution £ can only be given at discrete points.
One can therefore develop solutions in two ways:-
1) develop a solution using functions defined on a continuum
(which means the use of calculus of variations) and then give
a discrete version of this.
2) give a discrete counterpart to equation E*1 and then develop a
discrete solution (using non-linear programming).
It is the second choice which is followed here.
•32 Deconvolution
In Appendix 2*1, a discrete version of E*1 is given and is
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£ = h a •41
where





4r h, O < j < N^/2
Ar hj-N2 N2/2 " j - N2 " 1
h. = h(jAr)
Combining this with E*3 gives the model
a *
j = h £ + e •43
and this is used as the starting point in deriving a solution. A sequence £
is called a 'feasible solution' to E»43 if
a * a * 2
(£ - h £) ' (g. - h £) < £'£ = e
* a
that is, if h £ is close to £. Out of all these solutions, one is chosen
which is smoothest, in the sense that £ is chosen to satisfy
min( (c £) ' (o £))
where c is the circulant matrix associated with the sequence (see§l*l"15)
c = (-2,1,0,0,...,0,1)'
The product c £ is the convolution of £ with the sequence £ and gives
the second difference of £ so that this minimisation requirement is




The problem of solving E*43 is now formulated as a constrained optimisation
problem
A * A * 2
min {(c g) ' (c g) } subject to (g - h g) ' (g - h q) < e
From the Convolution Theorem (§1*1*27) it follows that the D.F.T.'s of c g
A * /™~~ A /"""* *
and g - h g are C £ and G_ - /N^ HQ . Thus by applying Parseval's
Theorem (§1*1*28) the optimisation problem becomes
min {Nj QTCTC Q} subject to (G - /n^ H QjT(G_ - /ll HQ) 5 e2
Taking the Lagrangian L to be
*
> T ,A
L = N2Q C C 2. + *Ce - (G - /N2 HQ) (G - /t^H Q) ]
then applying §2*2*3 Th*8 gives VL = 0 which leads to
N2CTC Q + X(- /n2H*)T(G - /n H*Q) = 0 where X>0
and hence
/n2(Xh*th* + ctc)q = xh*t&
The case X = 0 corresponds to the constraint being inactive and is
assumed not to arise. Then X > 0. Putting y = X ^ and using the fact
*<p *
that H H + yC C is non-singular (see App 2*3)
i *T * T -1 *TA
2. = (H g + YC C) H G *5/-
•k
Note that the matrices H and C are diagonal so that E*5 may be
written in terms of components as
* A
Q = HJS .52k /?-**- '
2 HkHk + YCkCk
A
The estimate £ of q is now defined by
A -1A
£ = W Q -53
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a
and 2. as defined by E-5 (or E-52) .
By substituting E-5 in condition 2 of §2-2-3 Th-8 and using the facts
that X > O and diagonal matrices commute one obtains
at *t * t -1 t -2a 2
G [(H H + YC C) (YC C)JG = e -55






h.h. + yc. c.k k k k
a a 2
GiA. = ek k
from which Y may be obtained. Having obtained y (see §-35) it may be
substituted in E-5 (or E-52) to obtain 2. an<i thence using E-53 to obtain
a
3. -
•321 Choice of Nj
In§-2 the number of observed data points was defined to be N, where
N is any positive integer. The design of the scanner described in §4 and
of the 'front end' software (see §5) to be used for data collection implies
that N is even and that there are the same number of cells on either side of
the centre of rotation. Since the deconvolution is to be performed using an
F.F.T. algorithm it is necessary that the number of data points is an
integer power of 2. The value of N2 is therefore defined by
N2 = min {2n : 2n > U and n e 3N }
and the number of data values is artificially increased from N to N2
by the software by padding out with (N2 - N)/2 cells before and after
a
the original N cells. Each of these is assigned a value Si (since it is
assumed that they represent measurements taken beyond the edge of the
section) and a variance and covariance of 0.
The vectors m,u_ and matrix M are now used to denote either the
original N and N x n quantities or the supplemented N2 and N2 x N2
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quantities and suitable comment is made to indicate which is under discussion
on any given occasion. (In practice it is usually obvious simply by noting
whether the associated indices are running from 0 to N - 1 or 0 to
N2 - 1) .
•33 Existence and usefullness of real space solutions
The reason for calculating the solutions in Fourier space is easily seen.
Applying §1*1*22 to E*5 and E»55 gives
A * 1 * ' -1 * ' A
£ = (h h + yc c) h £ *7
and
A' r,w*'u* ' -1 ' -.2 A 2 Q
2_ L (h h + yc c) c c j = e *8
from which solutions could be calculated as before. However the matrices of
E*5 and E'55 are diagonal while those of E-7 and E*8 are not, thus calculation
*T * T -1
of (H H + yC C) only involves taking reciprocals of diagonal elements
* > * >
whereas calculating (h h + yc c) involves matrix inversion which is
considerably more time consuming.
•34 Uniqueness of solution
Note that, with the assumptions given, E*5 and E*6 also imply the
uniqueness of the solution. Assuming that the constraint is active (1^0) and
using §2*2-3 Th-s (X > 0) gives y > 0. But for y > 0, the left hand side of
E*6 is a strictly increasing function of y . Thus if there exist two solutions
y^ ,and y^ , then E*6 implies y^ = y2 and substituting these in E*5
A A
implies Qx = 2Z-
2
•35 Calculation of e
2
In §*32 a value is required for e = but all that is known of e_
and hence e^ is its distribution (see §-24). It is shown that
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E {£' £} = r1 I g -2 r 2■(£'£) = 2 A I gj
2
The quantity e is therefore estimated by
A2 .-1 r A
= I g.









i.e. when the left hand side of E*6 is within two standard deviations of e
a2
•36 Evaluation of H
From E*2 h(r) is defined as the convouution of two functions. Thus
* *
evaluating H by first evaluating h and hence h involves numerical
integration to obtain h. However H can be evaluated analytically from h
*
and then sampled directly to give H . This is the method adopted here.





and that the C.F.T. of h,(r) is 2 —-——1 2iraR
see (Erdelyi et al, 1954; I §1»3*8). Combining these results gives
H (R) =2




H* = {H(kAR) + H ( (k - N„)AR)}
/n„







0 < k < N?/2
1*2/2 < k < N2 - 1
Conditions on a and Ar to ensure that H(R) =0 V|R| - N2 ^R/2 are
examined in §3-2.
•37 Statistical considerations
•371 Expected value of g
From §*222 g as N(I I ^M) i.e. N (g, SL ^"diag (g)) hence
rA, *
E{g} = g = h g
*' * 1 * •
Define £ by I = (h h + yc c) h





since Jlh is the identity matrix only if y = 0 and this is not the case
(see §*32). Thus g is a biased estimate of g (see Hunt, 1971: p 288)
for further discussion.
•372 Estimation and calculation of V(g)
Since g = fg it follows immediately that
V (g) = IV (g)5,'
the covariance matrix of g is therefore estimated as
V(g) = I V(g)f'
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= 1^1 diag(m) from §*23 E *7
This raises the question of evaluating l . Elementary application of the
theorem in §1*1*21 to the definition of A gives
1 *T * T -1 *T
L = (H H + yc C) H
= n2 = = = = =
*
Since H ,C are diagonal so is L, hence £ is circulant and if the first
column of & is known, all its elements are known. But the first column
°f I is £_ = W (where L_ is just the diagonal elements of L) and
this may be calculated by an F.F.T. The matrix I may therefore be found
* *
without any need for matrix multiplication. (Using the facts that fi = Wh
*
and C = W c_ where h and c_ are real,together with §1*1*23 shows
that and hence ^ is real) .
N.B. There is in §*37 the tacit assumption that y is a constant which is
statistically independent of the data, a fact which is clearly dubious.
It does not appear to be possible to develop the results of this section
in a way which makes allowance for possible statistical variations in y,
so that the validity of these results must rest on a demonstration that for
all practical purposes the statistical variations of y may be neglected.
•4 Inversion of q = e ^
It was shown in §*13 that q and p are related by
q = e~P
and in §*37 that q is known only from its discrete biased estimate
■41 Estimation of p
It follows from E*1 that
(P)j = p(rj) = - In(q(rj)) = - In ((a) )
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which is conveniently abbreviated to £ = - In £ . The function p is
therefore estimated by
A A
E = " In £ •
Note that since E {3} ^ £ (see i»371) then E {jd} f £ .
•42 Estimation of V(£)
2
Suppose x is such that E {x} = y^, var(x) = ct^ and « ux*
For any x define a value y by y = - In x so that E(y) = - In y^.
Since CT^ << i.e. |x - y^| is probably small then y = - In x
will be well approximated by the linear approximation
y - (-In u ) =-— (x - y )
x u x
x
Applying this to each component of £ and £ the relation £ = - In £
can be approximated by
p. - (- In u ) - - J- (qj - » )
j
but, bearing in mind that for the linear transformation x A x + b
V(A jc + b) = A V(x)A', then V(p) can be approximated by
V(£) = diag(- y ) 1 V(£)diag(- y ) 1= — -q = -q
The matrix V (£_) will therefore be estimated by
V(£) = diag(£) "'"V (£) diag(£) 1
from §• 37
and
£ = I £ = 1 "*"£m
V (£) = SL ^ I diag (m) I'
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Substituting these in E*3 gives
V(£) = diag(£ m) diag(m) I' diag (£ m) ^ *5
When making any use of E*5 it should not be forgotten just how questionable
the result is, as the transition from E*2 to E *3 involves the assumption
that the estimate of a sample from a distribution is a good substitute
for the mean of the distribution, and when the estimate is known to be biased
anyway.
•5 Inversion of p =-ftf
•51 Introduction
It has already been seen in §1*1*48 that ^ is discontinuous so that
any attempt to find f by using the equation
f =
is likely to produce highly unpredictable results unless some form of low pass
filtering is incorporated in the solution in order to control the effects of noise
in the data. The decision to incorporate such filtering immediately, raises
the question, "What cut-off frequency should be used, and what shape of filter?"
In this section the relationship between the density function f and p
its estimated or observed Radon transform is taken as
p = Ji f + e -1
where e is some error function. This relationship is solved by reformulating
the problem as
"find f such that S(f) is minimised subject to the constraint
d(p, X,£) < |e|" -2
where S(f) is a measure of the 'smoothness' of f and d is a measure
of 'distance' between p and J2.f. The solution to this new problem is denoted
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A A -1A
by f (N.B. f ^ .72. p in general).
It is as well to note that in reformulating the problem as E*2 two
major assumptions have already been made:-
1) the function p has been regarded from the traditional point of view
as an essentially correct estimate of p with a few small errors which need
to be allowed for; one could however regard p as a member of an ensemble
in which case the reconstruction problem would be formulated using a probability
metric as follows:- let I denote the operator used to calculate the estimate
A
f of f, then I is chosen in order to
minimise E{ ||f - Ip|[ 2}
and one has a 'Wiener filtering' type of problem. This approach is not
considered further.
2) the functions p,f,S and d have been assumed to be defined on a
continuum. At first sight it appears that there is the choice, as in §-23,
of whether to start with p,f,S and d defined on a continuum, use the
Calculus of Variations to develop a solution defined on a continuum and then
write down a discrete version of it or whether to start with a discrete
version of the problem and use non-linear optimization theory to develop
a discrete solution. However, when dealing with non-parametric solutions,
this is not so, as use is made of the theorem = Jt which has no
discrete counterpart thus forcing one to work on a continuum. (This is
not the case for parametric solutions. In this situation one can develop
solutions based on non-linear optimization by using the results of
Appendix 2*2).
In this section, non-parametric solutions will be developed for two
different functions S and two different functions d, namely
S (f) = ||f|| 2b2 and S (f) = ||v2f|| 22
and
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d(p,Xf) = Hp -&£ || Bixs i and d(p,»f) = 11 J5"13c1p - 11
IR
where the density function and its projections will be considered as elements
2 2 2 2
from (B ) and Jl UL, (B )) respectively (see §1*1 *4 for notation).
Note: (1) Frequent use is made of the projection theorem P^ .
However since the operator P represents what is basically a change of
conceptual view point rather than the assignment of new numerical values, its
explicit mention will usually be omitted.
(2) In §1*1*4 it was assumed without loss of generality that the
support of f was contained in the unit ball, Bn. Since, in practice, the
function f will have a support contained in |r| < D/2 a symbol is needed
to denote the ball with this radius. As no problems will be found to arise,
this will be denoted by the same symbol.
•52 Solution of modified reconstruction problem
•521 Case 1 : S(f) =
B
2 ' d(p^if) = HP -hz\\ bIxsI
From Parseval's theorem in two dimensions
r2ir
s<£> -ll'llj -Il»2'l! 2-1
B 3R
d0 dR |R||32f| •11
and from Parseval's theorem in one dimension






dR | s^p - y^fl2
dR|?xp - ?2f|2 •12
since 3^ = 3^R, from the Projection Theorem (§1«1"444). Finding £ is now
a case of solving the problem
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. 2-rr
mimmise d0 dR | RI |?f| subject to the constraint ■13
2ir
d0 dR |^p - ?2f|2 < e2 •14
(N.B. the multiplicative constant — has been dropped from S, and the
constraint condition squared, neither of these alters the solution which
will be obtained.)
A A A
Denote by f the solution to E-13 and E-14 and by and 7tf the
associated functions in Fourier space and Projection space respectively. Note
a A
that p is an estimate of p based on the observed data, that f is an
A A A
estimate of f based on p and that f ^ p in general (equality occurs
only if e^ = 0, i.e. for noise free data). This problem is solved for the
A A A
function 3^„f and f is then deduced in terms of ■? f.
2 2
Solving E-13 and E-14 for is the form of problem treated by the
Calculus of Variations (see Gelfand, 1963: p 45 equation 35) whence one
arrives at
|R|^2f - Xc(3'1p - ?2f) = 0





|r| + x ^ip ■15
A _1
This is taken as the estimate ^.f. Applying 3^ to both sides of E*5
a -1
f = V R + X
, A ■16
This solution is now manipulated into a form more suitable for the later
discrete development of §-53 and§3- . From the Projection Theorem








^T1(P) = £.?~1(|R|?1P) ■17
hence
•18
Note the change brought about by the reformulation of the problem. When
evaluating Jt^(p) using E-17 (the most common starting point for inverting
3R,) one starts by multiplying the Fourier transform of p (3^p) by [R|,
it is therefore not surprising that the discret analogue of this is sensitive
to statistical errors in p. In the modified formulation of the problem,
_ a
g^p is multiplied by
Xc IRI
I RI + X,
which is bounded above by X^ and the excessive boosting of high frequency
a
components in p is restrained.
The constant X^ can be evaluated by substituting E-15 into E-14
giving
2tt
d0 dR L— 3-£X 1P ■19
Note the assumption that the constraint is active, i.e. that < e can be
2 A
replaced by = e . If this is not the case then would be an uncon¬
strained solution of minimise S(f). By inspection of E-13 this would mean
that f = 0 ant^ f = 0, and hence that the data 3^p was not
significantly different from zero. It is assumed that this is not the case.
•522 Case 2 : S(f) = ||v2f|| ^ , d(p,S.f) =||p -Jtf|| Bixgi
The development in this section precisely parallels that of 5-521, the
definitions of S and d are used to reformulate the problem in Fourier
space and the Calculus of Variations applied.
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From Parseval's theorem and the theorems for the C.F.T. of derivatives





and as in i-521
d(p,ftf) 2 =
2ir °°
d0 dR l^.p - 2 e21 1 2 1 •22
2 2
Applying the Calculus of Variations to solve "min S subject to d < e "
gives
|R|5.?2f " ~ *2f) = °










And it is seen that the filtering with [R| in Fourier space which occurs
when one calculates Ji ^ (p) is now replaced by filtering with
g*i
R + X,
which is a band pass filter whose high frequency cut off is controlled








The comments of §.-521 concerning changing < e to = e are again relevant.
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523 Case 3 : S(f) =||f|| ^ , d(£,#f) =||j>~1^ -
1R
The development again follows the same lines as §«521. Note the change in
the constraint function d . In Cases 1 and 2 the constraint was that the Radon
A
transform of the estimate f should be close to the observed projection
data p, now the constraint requires that their Fourier transforms are close
or equivalently (by using Parseval's theorem) that their density functions
are close.
From §-521
S(f) = ||f |Ib2 = de dR|R| |3F2f|
and by definition
d (p,ftf) 2 de dR|R| |?XP - ^fl 2 .
2 2
Applying the Calculus of variations to "min S subject to d < e " gives





S'-f = -—■—tp except possibly at R = 0
2 X + 'A 1
It is clear that since S^f is a constant multiple of ?^p then f
-1 A
will be a constant multiple of & (p) and the solution is trivial. This
case is therefore taken no further.
*524 Case 4: S(f) = ||v2f|| 2^ d(p^Rf) = - S^frl^ A
IR
As in §'522
S(f) = 16ir | d0
0
and by definition
dR|R|5 |y2f|2 • 41
d (p ,Jtf) 2 d0 dR | r| |5^p - jP2f| • 42
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Applying the Calculus of Variations to the problem "min S subject to
2 2
d < e " gives
lR|5^2f " Xc lRl ~*2f) = 0
(Note that, without altering the problem, the factor 16ir has been dropped




?^p except possibly at R = 0 ■43
Thus (as in § -521)
a








The comments of §-521 concerning the effect of this filtering and the
assumption of equality for the constraint are applicable here (with the obvious
alterations in details).
•53 Implementation of modified reconstruction
-1 [ Xc R A
•531 Discrete version of <3jf- < 3p > : Cases 1-4
UR|n + Xc J
-1 f Xc lRl , a\Consider first the function < vip)" which was the result for1
UR|n + Xc J
each of the possibilities considered in §*52. This is the convolution of two
r X IRI "I A
functions 3. ■} f and p and it is required to calculate sample
Mi + U
values of the convolution from a knowledge of sample values of p. If p
has been sampled at N3 points spaced Ar apart then the sampled version
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of } can be estimated as
(N,Ar)_1 w"1 X^ A (An + X,I)_1W p -13 = d = = d= =
where X- = X (N,Ar)n (see Appendix 2-4. Note that if n = 1, the conditiond c 3
"S(R) - 0 for all sufficiently large |r|" is not fulfilled. This
possibility is discussed further in i-546, in conjunction with the question
of choosing N^).
Now consider the discrete implementation of £ . By definition
2ir
t (r cos (<j> - 9) , 0) d9(3 t) (r,<f>) = j
0
The natural discrete version of this is
M
A<j> £ t(r cos(<f> - 9.),9.) where 9. = (j - l)ir/M
j=l 333
assuming t(r,<j>) = t(—r,4> + it) , which is clearly the case for the functions
under consideration here as this simply corresponds to reversing the positions
of source and detector. However, this still assumes t (r, ^) considered
as a function of r is defined on a continuum. Suppose now that t (r»<#>j)
is known only at N^ discrete points
N_ - 1
rk = f " -T— } Ar k = °(1)N3 " 1
Define the vector t_($j) (for each j) by
(t(*j))k-t(v*j)
then j) may be interpolated by
/ N - 1\'
z[h + JLT-J ^j> .
where v = v^ for step function interpolation or v = v for linear
interpolation (see Appendix 2-5). The function (8t)(r,<|>) is therefore
approximated by
M





d. = 7— cos (<j> - <j>.) + —
3 Ar 3 2
Combining E-l and E-2 gives
M
j
f (r , cf>) = -M- I v(d.)' W_1(X A) (A" + X,I)_1W£(<j>.)
3 =l ~~ 3 = ~ 3
where d^ is defined by E-3 and v = or v = v^ as appropriate.
•532 Estimation of X.
From i-52 E-X9 and §-52 E-25 X^ is given by
2tt °°
d(j> dR
IRIn + X ^P
2 2
(Note: e^ (c for continuous) is now written rather than just e as before
2
in order to emphasise the distinction between this and e, (d for discrete)d
which is shortly to be introduced.)







|k|n ARn A. .
—j—L- (J,p) (kAR,$ .)
|klnARn +X 1 3
and applying Appendix 1-1-3 E-6 to (d^p) (kAR,(j> ) where AR = (N3Ar) 1,




j=l k=0 a" + Xk d
Ar /F3 (wp)k(<tij)
but 2A<f>AR Ar N3 = 2A<j)Ar hence X^ may be estimated from
I [An(An + X I)-1Mp_]T [An(An + X I)-1Wd] = e*
where X = X (N,Ar)n and e2 = e2/2Acj>Ar.d c 3 d c
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2
*533 Estimation of e,
a
*5331 Cases 1,2.





a value is therefore assigned to e^ using
e2 = E {d (p ,E {p}) 2} *75
c
so that the distance between p and A f is constrained to be no more than
the most probable distance between the particular sample (estimate) of p
in use on this occasion and its mean value. Note that this is not a derived
relation but merely the authors personal choice, others may choose differently.
As it stands E*75 cannot be evaluated as p is estimated only at discrete points
a discrete analogue of d is therefore considered.
By definition for Cases 1 and 2:-
d<PrP2> = I IP]_ " P2II Blxsl
2ir °°
d<j> dr |Pl - P2|2
o -m N3-I
« 2Aij)Ar I I |(£,)k(*i) " (£-),. (*i'l
j=l k=o J J
= 2A<pAr £ (£l - E2)T(£1 " £2)
Substituting £ for and E{£} for £2, e2 is evaluated as





where V(£(i(k)) is the covariance matrix of P_(4>j).
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-5332 Case 4
In this case one cannot produce a line of reasoning similar to that used





and e evaluated as
c
e2 = E{d(p,E {p}) }.
c
Following the reasoning of §-5331
alPj.Pj)2 -II^Pj - ^P2II \
- [*«♦J n dR | R | 13^ -V2
A<(>AR J ^ |k| AR^ p (kAR,(f>.) - 1id (kAR,<j) .)




= A<frAR AkAR Ar /i^ ((W R^*^) - (W P2>k(*j))
2 2
and since A<j>AR Ar = A^/N^






This expression cannot be evaluated without knowing both £ and E{£}
and a value for E{r) is not available. Note that if this information was
available it would still be necessary to check that 3^ (p^ - p2) was





•54 Approximation of S(R) by S_
•541 General discussion : n > 2
A
In §-52 it was seen that f may be estimated by
A -if XC lRl A
f = 8 3. \ 2 £P1 I |rIn + x 1
and in §*531 that for practical purposes 3^{...} must be implemented as
(N,Ar)~;lW~1XJ A (An + X,I)-1W p ,3 = d = = d= = *-
this section is devoted to considering just how well such a discrete
implementation approximates the continuous case.
Define the functions s and S by
S(R) =
| R |n + X1 1 c
s =
and consider some of their properties. The function S is illustrated in
2
fig. 2*5, for n > 1 S e £ ( IR), has unbounded support and is not
2
differentiable at R = 0. The function s is defined and in £
2 2 2
(since S e £ ) and also has unbounded support (else s e £ => rs e 56 S'
exists V R (see Bochner et al, 1949 : p 126 Th. 62) S'(0) exists which
is not true).
In order to pass from the continuous to the discrete equation in
§ *53 it was necessary to invoke the results of Appendices 2-1 and 2*4
and these require that both S and s are approximately zero for all
sufficiently large R and r. Since it has just been seen that s and
S both have unbounded support it is natural to examine the conditions under
which s and S are sufficiently small.


















AR X^ A (An + XT)"1
a = = a=
the transform s = S is replaced by
AR W_1Xd A(An + XI)_1W ,
and the continuous convolution s * p is replaced by
AR W 1Xd A(An + X I) 1W £ .
There are three approximations implicit in these changes and these are now
considered in detail
1) the integration implicit in the transform s = is changed to the
relation £ = W ^"S_ , and as seen below this is equivalent to substituting
numerical integration. If Ar is the sample spacing and AR given by



























, ,2 X k
,2 v d' 27Tijk/N3AR^ I
k=0 IkIn + X
+ AR'
2 'k' 2irijk/N3
Ik[n + X, k = —
+ AR'




N-,-l ^ .3 V k e2irijk/N3
k=0 A + X^k d
.,-1
where X = X AR
d c
and this (except for a multiplicative constant) is W s_ . This in itself
contains two approximations:-
(a) The limits are truncated to
N3AR/2
, so that the two tails
-N3AR/2
|R) > N3A'R/2 are neglected.
(b) Integration over this now finite range is approximated by the
trapezium rule, i.e. the interval [-N3AR/2, N.^AR/2] is divided
into N3 equal sections of length AR and it is assumed that
the function takes its average value in each section.
2) Having thus estimated s(r) for r = jAr, the infinite linear
convolution
(s * p) (r ) = Ar £ s((j - k)Ar)p(rk)
k=
VM
where r^ = I j - —-— lAr, is replaced by the circular convolution
n3- 1
(s * p) (r ) = I s P(rv)3 k=0 k
*
where s is defined in the obvious fashion (see appendices 2*1 and 2*4).
In §§*542 - *545 each of these approximations is considered in turn.
This leads to restrictions on the value of X (which are taken further
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in §3) and also to a criterion for assigning (in §-545). The whole of
this discussion applies only to the case n > 2, and is frequently
particularised to the case n = 5. The other case of interest, n = 1,
is considered separately in i-546.
• 542 Restrictions on X considered analytically.
• 5421 Maximum value of X
The requirement that the error (la) of §-541 is kept acceptably small is
considered and results in a condition relating Ar and \The most
obvious way of ensuring that truncating the tails | r| > n^ar/2 causes
-1
N^AR/2 is chosen sufficientlylittle error is to require that (2Ar)
large for the area under the truncated tail of S(R) to be negligible
compared with the area under the main hump. In terms of integrals this





























and it is shown in Appendix 2-6 that
n 2
A =
c ^ d? = sin3 ^ cos q- = 0- 6607
5+1 5 5
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Hence a sufficient condition for E-l to hold (in the case n = 5) is




If the substitution X = X, AR3 is made then this becomes
c d
2*d/5
"3 " (38A)1/3 '3
and this condition can be easily monitored in any computer implementation
of the results. One might expect to use values of 0 of about 0-01 in which
case (30A)1/3 - 0-27.
It is not clear from this whether the basic result is E-2 or E-3. The
first suggests a necessary condition on the constants Ar and X , while
c
the second suggests that must be chosen sufficiently large for the
2
inequality to hold. However, from 5-5331 it can be seen that e is
c
determined by the original body section f, the number of counts per cell
Z , the collimator radius a, and the number of data points N (N.B.
by N not N2 or N^)- That is, once the scanner parameters a,Ar,£
2
etc. (see §3-1) have been chosen, e is already determined (although
c
unknown). Its value is thus independent of any constants which are chosen
during the data processing and, in particular, independent of . Since
2
X is determined by 5-532 E-5 in terms of f,e and n it is also
c c
independent of . The basic equation is therefore E-2 which states
requirements on Ar and X^ and E-3 simply provides an easy method of
checking the requirement when actually performing data processing. It
follows that E-3 is therefore true for all or for none, a fact which
is not surprising when it is remembered that X"^3 = X^3 ArN, and isd c 3
thus dependent on •
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•5422 Minimum value of X,
The requirement that the error (lb) of §*541 is kept acceptably small
is now considered and results in a minimum value for X,. The error involvedd
in using the trapezium rule for numerical integration decreases with the
square of AR (Noble, 1964: Vol II 59*2 p 230) and it is therefore necessary
to choose AR sufficiently small for S(R) to be well represented.
For n = 5, straightforward calculation shows that S(R) at R = 2X
1/5
has a value which is about 10% of its peak value,
1/n
n - 1 1/n
and the requirement that S(R) is sampled sufficiently often is defined to
mean that there must be at least N^ samples of S(R) over this peak (the
peak being taken as Re [0, 2X^"//^]) i.e. that
c




and since XAR this may be written
c d
XdS
A condition which can easily be checked in any computer program to ensure
that S(R) is sufficiently finely sampled.
Substituting AR = (N^Ar) in E*4 gives
"3-
ĉ
and since Ar,N. and X (see §-5421) are independent of N_, the condition
4 c 3
may always be satisfied by choosing sufficiently large. Thus the
requirement is not a condition on Ar but on N^.
As an example, choosing N. = 10 gives the constraint X >3125.4 d
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*543 Restrictions on X considered numerically
The use of the constraints E*3 and E*5 of §*542 requires the assignment
of values to 9 and and it is not at all obvious just what these values
should be. (The tentative values 8 = 0*01 and N, = 10 used in §*542
4
being simply illustrative.) The reason for this is that 8 and are
defined in terms of their numerical effect on the Fourier space quantity
A
S , whereas the quantity of interest is the real space quantity s * p.
The analytic approach of §*542 was therefore included largely to introduce
the ideas involved and is now dropped in favour of a numerical approach which
utilises two different constants (8^ and m) which are defined in terms of
the effect of the approximations on the real space quantity s.
The account of this numerical approach is divided into three parts.
In this section, the definitions of 8and m are given together with a
brief summary of the new conditions which replace those of E*3 and E*5 in §*542.
In Appendix 2*7 the theory developing the definitions of 8^ and m is
given, and in §2*8* a complete set of software listings and outputs is given.
•5431 Definitions of 8^ and m
The constraint E*3 that
Xd - Xd = ( 7 (39A)1/3N )5max ^2 3'
of §*542 was derived from the requirement that S(R) was sampled for
sufficiently large R. This is equivalent to the real space requirement
that s(r) is sampled sufficiently finely. Now the function s(r) = 3 S(R)
can be evaluated analytically by using the partial fraction expansion
5 2k
x 1_ r 01
5
-i ~ ~ 5 , ■> ^ kx +1 k=l x + (u
(where oo is the primitive 5th root of unity) and then transforming each
individual term (Erdelyi et al, 1954: §1 *2 (7) ,§2•2 (10)) giving an expression
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for s(r) in terms of sine and cosine integrals, which suggests that s(r)
has the form of a damped oscillation. The requirement for sampling S for
large enough R, is thus equivalent to sampling s finely enough for each
half cycle of s to be properly reproduced.




given in §-542 arose from the requirement that S(R) be sufficiently finely
sampled to be properly represented by its sampled values, and this is
equivalent to requiring that s(r) be sampled for large enough r to avoid
aliasing in real space.
Let S_ denote the sampled values of S (as in Appendix 2-4) and let
s = W ^"S be its D.F.T., X, . and X^, are now defined in terms of
— = — d mxn d max
their effect on the real space vector s by:-
X. . is such that X >X^, . implies that the error in anyd mxn d d mxn
component of s_ due to aliasing is less than a given small
fraction 9^ of the largest component of s_
and
X, is such that X. < X, implies that s is ad max d d max —
sufficiently finely sampled version of s for there to
be at least m components of s_ corresponding to each
half cycle of s. -2
Reasoning from these definitions (Appendix 2-7) and using computer programs
(Appendix 2-8) one arrives at the facts that:-
X, . can be graphed as a function of 9„ (expressed as ad mxn ^ r 2
percentage) as in fig 2-6, the values for which are tabulated
as in fig 2-7. For practical purposes, values of X, . atd mxn
points other than those tabulated are taken as the linearly interpolated
values on the log(X, . )/log(9„) graph. -3
d mxn 2
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X, can be expressed by the formulad max
X, = 2-1877 x lod max m - 1
These two results are used as the definitions of X, . and X,d min d max
in all future discussion unless otherwise stated.
•544 Support of s(r)
The concept of the support of an arbitary function f on E is well
defined. This section develops a rough generalisation of this concept
*
for the discrete function s_ and this generalisation is utilised in
§•545 when considering the effects of the approximation (2) of §-541.
It is straightforward to show that increasing the value of X. in
d
* *
S_ is roughly equivalent to expanding the graph of S_ along the abscissa
(followed by multiplication by a constant), and it is to be expected that
*
this will result in increasing the number of components of £ which are
approximately zero, and this has obvious implications when calculating
* A
s £. (This discussion is most simply appreciated by considering first
the quantities X , S(R) and s (r)) . It is therefore of interest to
c
*
arrive at an expression for the number of adjacent zero components in s_
(there may also be further isolated zeros which are of no interest in the
present discussion).
It is a standard theorem of Fourier analysis that
F(R) =ic1{f(r)} <=>F(R/K) =5^(^(10:)},
unfortunately there is no discrete counterpart of this. For this reason,
*
when finding an expression for the number of zeros in s_ in terms of
*
X , it is necessary to use the relations between S_ and S, S and s,
*
and s and s_ .
Let f be some unspecified function. The various relationships
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between F ,F,f and f_ are illustrated diagrammatically in fig 2*8. The
*
relationship between f_ and f is given in Appendix 2*1 as
*
(£>k
Ar f(kAr) 0 < k < N3/2
Ar f ((k - N^} Ar) N3/2 < k < N3 - 1
provided f(r) =0 v| r| > N3Ar/2.
A similar set of conditions is illustrated for the function K F(R/K) and
■15
2 K*
its transform K f(Kr). Defining f_ to be Ar times the sampled version
of K^f(Kr) then
C K'Ar f(kKAr) 0 < k < 1SL/2
(£. = { 21 K Ar f((k - N3)KAr) N3/2 < k < N3 - 1
provided K f(Kr) =0 v[r| > K N3Ar/2 . ■25
Assume that f is such that condition E*15 is satisfied and that K > 1,
then E*25 is also satisfied. From E*15 and E*2
y* N3Ar
(f ) = O if I k KAr | >
<t=> k > K_1N3/2
for 0 < k < N3/2
and
K* N Ar
(f )k = 0 if | (k - N3)KAr| >
K"1
<*=> k < (1 - j- ) n3
for N3/2 < k < N3 - 1.
Hence
(fKY = 0 for N < k < N
— k 2 3 3
N„ N N N
3 -1 3 3 -1 3
i.e. for -j - (1 - K X) -y < k < -j + (1 - K X) -f
K* -1 -1
and f_ has at least 2 x (1 - K )N3/2 = (1 - K )N3 components which











where (f *),— k
(F*)
~ k
Ar f ( k Ar)
Ar f([k-N3] Ar)
<2 F(kAR)
N_3/2 Ft [ k — N3] aR)
0 5= k N 12
3
N3/2 ^ k^ N3
0 $ k $ N3/2











where (fK*),k K2Ar f(kKAr)
K2Ar f ([ k-N3] K at)
0 < k ^ N3/2
N3/2 < k ^ N.
(pK*}
— k N~3/2 K F(k aR/K )
-1/2
0 ^ k $N3/2
N3~ K F([k -N ] AR/K ) N3/2 ^ k
fig. 2-8 : Relation between _F*,F,f and
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This is now related to the function S(R). Let
X IRI
S . (R) = C mln
min [R|5 + X .1 1 c mm
where X . = X, . AR^, and let
c nun d mm
X I R |
s (R) = C
| R | + X1 1 c
where X, . < X AR 5< X, , then
d mm c d max








Now put F = S . so that K F(R/K) = S(R). Then
mm
* * K* *
F = S . and F = S
— —mm — —
* *
where S . is S with X ., = X, . . By definition of X, . in
—mm — d d mm d mm
§•5431 E-l s . (r) is negligible for IrI > N-Ar/2 (to within the
mm 1 1 3
accuracy set by 0_), hence f = s . is negligible for IrI > N_Ar/2.
2 mm 1 1 3
It follows immediately that
N N N N
K* * 3 -1 3 3 -1 3
(f )k = (s )k * 0 for - (1 - K ) —j < k < -y + (1 - K ) —y
* -1
and that s_ has approximately (1 - K )N^ zero components.
*
Substituting for K it is seen that £ has approximately
{'-M1/5K
components which are adjacent and approximately zero (to within the
accuracy set by 82).
•545 Choice of
There are two factors governing the choice of
1) In §*5422 and §*543 it was seen that must be chosen such that
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1. S 1, . , a requirement arising from the approximation (lb) of §-541.
a a mm
* A
2) In order that the circular convolution s £ is a good approximation to
the function s * p, N^ must be chosen so that it is greater than the total
* A
number of non zero terms in s_ and ]5 (isolated zeros being excluded).
From §-5421 X^ is independent of N^ and by definition X^ = X^AR
Denote by X^, the value of X^ when data processing is performed with
N^ = N' points, then














(Note the implicit assumption in E-2 that X, is independent of N,:d mm 3
a fact which may be seen from §-5422.) Thus by calculating a trial value
of X^ on the basis of = N^ data points it is then possible to estimate
whether this is sufficient or whether one must use more points and further,
on the basis of the original estimate X
estimated for the new number of points.
a minimum value of N, can be
2 3











From the relations between p,q,g,y and the original object being scanned,
the number of non zero terms in £_ should be of order N (see §3-424)
or less. Thus the second requirement gives
1/5
N3 > N +
d mxn
^dN2 V
Since N is positive this condition guarantees that E-3 is true. Once again
having calculated a trial value for X^ with N2 data points a final value
of may be estimated.
In practice the original estimates 2.(<t>j) must be padded out by adding
(N - N )/2 zero elements at the beginning and end of each £(<(>.) (c.f.3 2 3
§•321).
•546 General discussion: n = 1
In the discussion of §§-541 - -545 various results were obtained for
the case n > 2, but for the reasons outlined below these cannot be
easily extended to cover n = 1 (the other case of interest arising in
§•521, see also §-55). The form of S(R) for n = 1 shows immediately
that s does not 'suppress' but only 'fails to enhance' the effects of
noise in the data and it is therefore to be expected that the results of
data processing with n = 1 will probably be less useful. For this reason
a set of results parallel to those of § §•541 - •545 but for the case n = 1
has not been developed.
The problems for n = 1 arise from the form of S(R), consider
first its definition
x | r|
S(R) = |R| + Xc
clearly S ^ as | R| -*■ 00 and does not have a Fourier transform in the
c
classical sense. One can attempt to get round this problem by splitting S
into two parts giving
X
X 5- (6 (r)) - S(R) = ::
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2
c w R + X' 1
c
(where 6(r) is the delta function) and then treating the 'classical' part




R + X1 1 c
2 1
is in and therefore has a F.T. but it is not in ^ , so that attempting to
evaluate the transform by straightforward numerical integration (using the
D.F.T.) is a waste of time. In particular if the resolution














R + X' 1 C
which is fundamental to the development of §*542 and §*543, is attempted
disaster strikes as the last integral is divergent for all X so that
there is no such thing as the 'negligible area under the tail of the function'.
With the demise of i-542 and §"543 goes also §*544 and §*545 which depend
on them and it is clear therefore that the whole of §-54 must be reshaped
if one wishes to deal with the case n = 1. For this and other reasons,
it is taken no further.
•55 Discussion
Four possible formulations have been given for the problem of inverting
the Radon transform. It has been shown (§1«1"462) that if
p =Jlf
then f may be expressed as a function of p by
f =o® j1"1 | r| 5^p .
As a result of reconsidering the inversion problem in terms of constrained
optimization it is seen that the function |R| in the Back projection theorem





| R| + X1 '
c
where n has the values 1,5,0 or 4 for Cases 1-4 respectively. The effects
of applying the D.F.T. to this function have been considered, and these result
in a range of acceptable values for X , and also in an expression for N .
c J
However, the implications of the acceptable range for X have more
c
consequences which will be discussed in §3.
Of the various values of n only one is taken further: n = 0 (§*523)
produces a trivial result, n = 4 ( or 0) gives rise to difficulties in
2
assigning a value to e, (§'5332), and n = 1 (although not ruled out)
d
gives rise to numerical problems (§*546). For this reason only n = 5 is
used.
At this point it is instructive to consider how the inversion procedure
for Ji/ which has been outlined above (§*5) fits in with the discussion of §1.
In §1*6221 it was pointed out that the s filter should be chosen in such a
way that its cut-off frequency was matched to the data statistics and this is
precisely what has now been achieved. As will be seen in §3*3121, X^
effectively controls the cut-off frequency of the s filter and in §3*32
E*5 it will be shown that the value of X is controlled by the value of
c
5, in such a way that as H increases (better data statistics) X^ (and
hence the cut-off frequency of the s filter) increases. Finally consider
how this compares with the work of Chessler outlined in §1*41 (Chessler et
al, 1975). In addition to suggesting the Hanning window Chessler also
suggests that the cut-off frequency of the window should be related to the
radial sampling interval in a fixed way (by putting w = l/4Ar) . The
c
effect of this is that the picture produced from the data will not in
general be the best possible unless the sampling interval and hence
the s3 cut-off frequency just happens to match the data statistics.
In contrast by breaking the link between sampling interval and s filter
cut-off frequency the above procedure remains free to choose the cut-off
best suited to the data. The question of choosing the best Ar is dealt
with in § 3.
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•6 Discussion
The process of calculating linear attenuation coefficients from scan
data has been considered in some detail. In particular, the scan data arising
from a translate/rotate machine using an isotope source has been examined
and this has lead to the formulation of the mathematical model of §*1. This
model can be conveniently viewed as being the composite of four distinct .
mappings and the methods of inverting each of these has been examined in
§•2 -5*5. The result of this is that by following each of the invertion
procedures in turn, one can proceed from measurements of the scan data to
estimates of the attenuation coefficients. The results of this chapter
therefore answer the question "How should one process the scan data?",
in the next chapter some of the ideas developed in this chapter together
with some new ideas will be used to answer the question "What scan data
should one collect?".
(It is interesting in passing to note the implications of the model
given in § *1 for the discussion on restoration given by Bracewell (Bracewell,
1977). This model is made up of four mappings which are, in order of
application, Radon transform, exponentiation, smoothing, and multiplication
by a constant and it should be noted that the exponentiation and the smoothing
do not commute. In the discussion on restoration Bracewell assumes that the
smoothing effect acts on the line integrals or, equivalently, on the original
f. Essentially this means that the process of data collection followed
by the log mapping can be taken to be linear and thus can be characterised
by a single point spread function for which restoration may be performed.
However, the fact that the smoothing occurs after the exponentiation in
the model of §«1 suggests that the assumption of linearity is not valid.
This has significant implications for the idea of restoration, in particular
the following. With the assumption of linearity and the application of rest¬
oration to the p data (or equivalently f data) , the restoration may be
conveniently applied in practice as part of the filteration performed prior
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to back-projection and the computational overheads are relatively minor.
In contrast the model given here suggests that the restoration must be
applied before the log mapping and this means a significant computational
overhead which may well be unacceptable in practice. Clearly these facts
need further consideration.)
Chapter 3 : Prediction Problems
•1 Introduction
In this chapter the aim is to give an answer to the question "What is
the best scan data to collect?" It has already been seen in chapter 2 just
how the data may be processed but it is obvious that if the correct data is
not obtained in the first place then the processing may be a complete waste
of time.
During the course of discussing the data processing algorithm, four
constants were introduced which represent decisions made during the design
and building of the scanner; these were
Scanner parameters
£ : the number of counts/cell in air
2a : the collimator diameter
Ar : the cell size
M : the number of traverses during scanning
and in order to proceed with scanner construction one must allocate values to
these constants. This therefore raises the question of what values one should
use and, not surprisingly, this depends on the quality of the section one
wishes to obtain. It would appear then, that a precursor to building the
scanner is to specify the quality of section to be reproduced and for present
purposes this is taken to be specified by three further parameters
Patient parameters
D : the diameter of the section to be scanned
the spatial resolution of the reconstructed section
the density resolution of the reconstructed section.
In addition, before being able to assign values to the scanner parameters




m : see §2*543
9^ : see §3*2
9 : see §2*543
2
L : the traverse length, see§3*424
In practice one can expect to have some idea of the range of typical sections
(f's) which will be encountered, and some idea of the density and spatial
resolutions required in the final reconstruction. The object is therefore
to predict the scanner parameters in terms of the patient parameters.
Finally one major point is considered. In chapter 2 it was shown that
the scanning process consisted of four parts represented by the mappings
f P / P 5# q -*■ h * q = g and g -> u
and the data processing algorithm was derived to invert each of these mappings
in turn (in the reverse order) . It was seen that inverting p -*• q and g u
is simple while the inversion of f p and q h * q causes problems due
to the discontinuity of the inverse operators. However, it is debatable whether
it is worth doing the deconvolution at all as the result is simply to improve
A
the quality of the estimate a and this could be accomplished just as
effectively by collecting better data in the first place. The options
are therefore
1) to collect lower quality data and then improve it by invoking
computing power to invert q ■+■ h * q, or
2) to collect higher quality data and leave out the deconvolution,
A A
that is set 3=2. <
and this is something that the designer of a scanner must decide for himself
on the basis of such factors as patient dose, scanner and computer hardware
required, scanning and computing times, etc..
In this chapter it is assumed throughout that one is to collect
higher quality data and omit the deconvolution - this has been assumed
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because, in the author's opinion, it is the most likely choice in
practice. It should be admitted that there may be personal bias involved
as the author has examined the possibility of deriving results analogous
to those contained in this chapter but for the case where deconvolution is
performed and the results obtained are of sufficient complexity to make them
of doubtful use in practice. (They amount really to a complete computer
simulation of the model given in §2*1) . The complete algorithm (with and
without deconvolution) may be found summarised in §5.
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•2 Aliasing and the choice of Ar
When collecting scan data the ideal would be to measure q, but as
a result of having to use a large enough collimater and long enough cells to
obtain statistically significant results, one measures not q but g = h * q
(strictly, one measures U = £g where £ is a constant) where
and







(see §2*3 E•2 and E*9)
As a further complication, g(r) is not measured for all r but only
at equally spaced sample points. If G(R) denotes the C.F.T. of g then
the C.F.T. of the sampled data
I g((j - r) fi(r - (j - ) Ar)
j
is
Ar ^ £ e ^7T^N ^g(R + £Ar "S (see Ap 1*1«32 E*l)
I
and since this is to be used as an estimate of G(R) for 0 < R < l/2Ar
it is necessary to choose a and Ar such that
| e-iri£(N-l)G(R + AAr-l} „ G(R) 0 < R < _i_
The choice of 0 < R < l/2Ar arises because a sample spacing of Ar
implies that any frequency components beyond l/2Ar are inaccessible.
In practice the Fourier transform is implemented using a D.F.T.,
however since allowance has been made for the sampling of g the D.F.T.
is simply the sampled version of
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r -TTii(N-l) , .OA -1\
I e G(R + £Ar )
I
and the following discussion of aliasing applies to either. The discussion is
developed in terms of the continuous situation because the discrete version is
difficult to write down despite being straightforward to visualise.
Suppose first that Q(R) =1, then it is sufficient to choose a and r
such that
£|h(R + £Ar-1)| = |h(r)| 0 < R < l/2Ar •l
The functions H are i^ustrate^ i-n F'l to F'4 for various Ar
and a. The function IH(R + £Ar 'S is illustrated in F*4 and as Ar becomes
smaller relative to a it is clear that the peaks become more narrow and better
separated, and that
E H(R + JIAr "S -*■ H (R) pointwise for 0 ^ R ^ l/2Ar.
Since H(R) has the form of a damped oscillation about zero, one expects
the error introduced by the terms H(R + JIAr in E'l to become smaller with
increasing 15, | . Define the quantity p^ by
p^ = max{|H(R + JIAr ^) | : R e [0, Ar /2 ]}
max {|H(R) | : R e [£Ar \ (i + -j) Ar Si > 0
max (|h(R) | : R e C(|£|--j)Ar \ | i | Ar 1]} I <0
(The expression for the case I < 0 is true since H is even.) The dominant
contribution to the error arises from the term p_^ since in this case H
takes values corresponding to Re [Ar ^"/2, Ar ^ ]. The constant Ar is
therefore chosen such that this maximum error is less than a fraction 9^
of the peak value of H (this peak value is at R = 0 where H(0) = 1),
i.e.






fig. 3-1 : Graph of H1 and H2 .




f ig. 3-2 : Graph of H for Ar > a .
( not to scale )
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fig. 3-3 : Graph of H for Ar < a .





Substituting in p for H in terms of and and putting
X = 2iraR and k = 2a/Ar this becomes
choose Ar,a such that
p ^ = max '
2J1(X) sin(k 1X)
k_1X
: X e [kt/2 ,kir]? < 0^
Figure •5 gives a graph of p (k) together with p^(k) and








: X e [kTT,3kir/2
X e [3kir/2,2kiflf
-3/2 3/2
In addition the curve k /2 is illustrated. Since p (k) £ k /2




Equation »2 is therefore taken as the required constraint on k (and hence




In practice Q(R) ^ 1, but experience shows that it will usually have
the shape of a Gaussian curve. This will improve the situation since any
aliased components around R = (2Ar) ^ will be further reduced.
(The computer program used to calculate p together with its output
is given in Appendix 3*1).
I
89
fig. 3-5 : Aliasing error due to h .
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•3 The concept of cut-off frequencies
In this section the first steps are taken towards obtaining a relationship
between the scanner parameters (a,Ar, N,£,A<)>) and the patient parameters
(spacial and density resolution, patient dose, etc.). During the course of
data collection and processing, the data undergoes various filtering processes
and each of these has its own cut-off frequency w in Fourier space, beyond
c
which spatial frequencies are progressively poorly reproduced. Each of these
processes is now examined in turn and expressions given for its cut-off
frequency. (Where relevant the standard idea of taking to be the 3dB point
is used.) The section finishes (§ * 33) with a non-quantitative discussion on
the effects of allowing any one of these cut-off frequencies to be significantly
larger or smaller than the others.
•31 Definitions of cut-off frequencies
•311 The collimater cut-off frequency, w 1
In the ideal scanner one would like to use infinitely small cell size
(Ar) and collimater diameter (2a), and in this situation one would be able
to measure p = £q. In practice one has to measure p = £h * q and the data
is thus degraded by the filter h.
Assuming no deconvolution is performed (see §*1) then the cut-off
frequency associated with h is defined by
: (HH) (R)









from which it is clear that u) . is a function of 2a and Ar. However
c col
using the definition, it is straightforward to show that the quantity
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2irau)c is dependent only on k = 2a/Ar rather than 2a and Ar separately.
The values of 2iram , are tabulated as a function of k in F*6. Examination
c col
of this table further shows that 2iraoj^ is approximately constant for
k = 2(0*5)10, thus taking the value for k = 4 as typical gives
2iraw - 1*55930
c col
a) , - l/4a.
c col
For this reason the value of u>c is taken for all future purposes to be
defined by
1 .
w = — . *1
c col 4a
Note: 1) this cut-off is described as the collimater cut-off frequency for
the reasons outlined in §*24.
2) the details and software used to tabulate 2irau) , are given
c col 3
in Appendix 3*2.
3) if deconvolution is performed then ^ is defined as in
Appendix 3*3.
■312 The s filter cut-off frequency, oi^ ^
•3121 Continuous case
It was seen in §1*1*462 that
f =3 5^1|r|^1p
and in §2-522 and §2-55 that as a result of the discontinuity of and
A A
the presence of noise in p that f had to be estimated as
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Thus as a result of the presence of noise it is necessary to add the filter
R + X
and oj is therefore defined as
c fil
co ,., = inf < R
c fil 1 1 1 R' + X
.1/5,1/5from which co = ( /T - 1) X
c fil c
*3122 Discrete case
Were it practical one would naturally consider using the filter function
A in place of |r|. However as a result of noise in p it was shown in
§2*531 that the filter
X A (A5 + XT)"1
a = = a=
must be used, so that the additional filtering due to the noise is
VA5 + ^I)"1 .
The discrete cut-off frequency is therefore taken to be the value of k such
that
+ X.
> — Vo < k' S k and
A, , + X,k+1 d
i.e. such that
k' S (/T- 1)1/5 X^/5 v 0 < k"< k and k + 1 > (/T - l)1/5xy5d d
Note that with this definition
k = (/T- D^xy5d
and a discrete frequency k corresponds to a continuous frequency kAR thus the
continuous cut-off frequency may be written
94 3-313
V5 ft* A*akAR = (/T - 1)
= ( /T - i)
which is in consistent with E-2.
,1/5 1/5
c
•313 The angular cut-off frequency,
It is well known that an object with maximum diameter D is completely
represented by its sampled Fourier transform provided the sample spacing is
less than D . (Bracewell, 1965: Ch 10). From the projection theorem
(§1-1-444) (q^p) (R, <)>j) = F(R,<J>J, i.e. the Fourier transform of p(r,4>j)
(with respect to r) gives values for F(R,(J>) along the radial lines
in Fourier space. At a radius R the spacing between these lines
is rA4> . A body of maximum diameter D is therefore considered to be
correctly represented only at frequencies R for which this angular spacing
is less than or equal to D \ i.e. for frequencies R such that
-1
RA 6 < D •35
The cut-off frequency due to angular sampling, oo , is therefore defined
c ang
by
Ad tu D = 1
c ang
•32 Factors affecting the cut-off frequences
From E -2
"c fU • </T- 11 1/5,1/5








= e^ = 2 AdAr £ tr V ^ £($_.))
From §5
V(£(<fO) = diag(m) 1
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hence e {e^} = e "{2 A<j>Ar I I
jI " k W
-"♦J* I
* } SC k (W
assuming that the standard deviation of m is small compared to the mean of
m, i.e. that /p (<j).)' « p (<f>.) or equivalently p, (4>.) > > 1. Hence
k 3 k ] k 3
2tt L/2
E- {e2} « r1
c
d<f> dr (g (r, <j>))
0 -L/2
where L is the traverse length. By definition g = h * q and g is therefore
a smoothed version of q, for this reason one would expect that
2ir L/2 2 it L/2
d<j> dr (g(r,4>)) d<j> dr (q(r,<j>))
-1
-L/2 -L/2
and it is seen that X (and hence <0 are approximately determined by
c c fxi
the equation
2 IT 2 IT L/2
d<j> dR
IRI5 7
IRI5 + x 1
d<(i dr (q(r,<j>)) 1. *5
0 0 [ | + Xc 0 -L/2
(The assumption that p may be substituted for p in the left hand side of
/ A A
this equation is justified by the fact that /var(p) << E{p}. Both this and
the earlier requirement that p (<j> .) » 1 are justified at the end of this
* 3
section.)
Since q and p are both wholly determined by f, E»5 suggests that
is determined(0 is largely determined by f and 1. From E*4 u
c fil c ang
by A4> (or M) and D '(where D is determined by f) , and from E»1 u
is determined by a. Thus by altering I,M and
c col
one can arrive at different
values of <o to and to , respectively and in § - 33 the effects
c fil c ang c col
of doing this are discussed at greater length. However, before doing this, the
two statistical assumptions made above are justified.
It will be seen in Chapter 4 that:-
a) the largest object to be scanned is about 30 cm diameter. Assuming
I
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that the section is composed of striated muscle then f » 0*085 and
1 > q > exp(-0*085 x 30) = 0*078.
(The value 0*085 for the linear attentuation coefficient is obtained by assuming
a density of lgm/cm3 and a mass attenuation coefficient of 0 *085 which may
137
be found by linear interpolation (to 660 kev (Cs )) in the table of values
given in (Hubble, 1969) for striated muscle.)
4 6
b) I is of the order of 10 to 10
3 6
With these values then y (.) will lie in the range 10 - 10 giving
h 3
/y"«y, which justifies the first assumption. Further (see §5)
E ^Pk (<(>j) } - Pk (tfu )
and E { /var(p. ($.) )' } « 1
/W
and in connection with the second assumption, it is therefore of interest
to know when
P-U,) » 7 1 .)■k Yj /\(*j




hence a sufficient condition is p, (4.) »10 . And this will be true (fork j
a section composed of striated muscle) if the section diameter is greater than
-3/2
10 x 10 ' /0 *085 = 4 (cm),
and this will usually be the case.
•33 Effects of imbalance in the cut-off frequencies
It has already been seen in Chapter 1 that y(r, <|>) is sampled not for
all r and <f> but for
r = ( j - Ar j = 0(1) N—1
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and
<(> = kir/M k = 0(1) M - 1
A
This in turn means that the estimate p of p is obtained only for
r = (j - (N3 - 1)/2j Ar j = 0(1)N3 - 1
and for the same values of <j> . It follows immediately from the Back projection
theorem that if one uses the D.F.T. on p (<(>k) one can obtain estimates
F (R, <(>) of F for
n3 N3
R = jAR = j/N3Ar j — (1) —
<f> = kir/M k = 0(1) M - 1
where F(R,<)>) is the 2-D Fourier transform of f. The process of scanning
and obtaining the estimate £/<(>.) is thus equivalent to obtaining estimates
A
F of F with the sampling points of F forming a polar grid in Fourier
space. The number of points along a radial line being determined by
N (and N3,N3) and the number of points around a circle being 2M. Given
this and the relation between f and F, it will not be surprising if
increasing N (n3,N3) increases the resolution (or cut-off frequency) of
f in the radial direction, while increasing M increases the resolution
of f in the azimuthal direction.
Precisely this effect has been illustrated in (Crowther et al, 1972)
and (Klug, 1972) , though in these papers it is demonstrated in
connection with parametric reconstruction methods. Thus in thinking of
radial and azimuthal resolution (cut-off frequency) there is a physically
identifiable effect being considered not just a theoretical effect which
(since it has not been properly defined) may not even exist.
Now consider how these ideas of azimuthal and radial resolution
relate to the cut-off frequencies defined in §*31. It is clear that
II
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to , and to are both measures of the radial resolution while
c col c fil




As noted in 5*32, u , is determined by a while oo _.. is
c col x c til
determined mainly by £ (and f). It is thus possible to choose a and I
so that w , >> oo ,oo ,=00-.. ,oru) , << <o .
c col c fil c col c fil c col c fxl
Suppose oo^ , a condition which can be assured by putting
a and i sufficiently small. Under these conditions, because a has been
chosen small, the m-data (and hence the g,q and p estimates) will contain
high frequency information, but all to no avail as the low value of oi^ ^
will ensure that the filtering inherent in calculating s * p will tend to
filter out this information. In this situation it is clear that the radial
resolution will be determined principally by oo^ however if one were to
choose a larger collimater (increase a) thus giving more counts/cell
(increasing i) then oo , would decrease and to _., would increase and
c col c fil
the radial resolution would therefore increase until one approached the
point where and to^ were comparable. In physical terms the
situation is: by taking a to be small one is choosing to take many closely
spaced readings, but because I is also small these readings are of low
statistical significance and the high frequency components so carefully
measured in the m data will just be measurements of statistical noise
which the s filter will (quite rightly) remove. The remedy of increasing
a and I corresponds to taking fewer readings of greater statistical
significance (i.e. effectively combining adjacent readings from the
original a and SL) , but one must be careful not to go to the opposite
extreme.
Suppose << , which can be assured by taking a and I
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sufficiently large. In this case the radial resolution is going to be deter¬
mined mainly by and will be improved if a and 1 are reduced
thereby increasing co]_* i-s to be expected that this process could be
usefully continued until one approached the case where is comparable
to
^ (beyond this point the situation outlined in the previous paragraph
will be encountered). The physical interpretation of oo^ coi<<0Jc fil as as
expected: large a and I means that a few readings with good data
statistics ensure that u _., is high and that s is a high bandwidth filter
c fil
but this promise of high resolution is not fulfilled as the high frequency
components in p have already been averaged out of the m data (from which
A
p is calculated) by the use of the large collimater (large a).
The inevitable conclusion is that one should try to avoid both of the
above pitfalls by choosing a and I so that co^ and ^ are
comparable.
• 332 Azimuthal resolution
Suppose that to , and w are chosen to be comparable and use
c col c fil
either as a measure of the radial resolution. As has been seen in the
references quoted above, the effect of choosing the azimuthal resolution (of
which
a is a possible measure) significantly different from the
radial resolution (of which w , and u) are possible measures) is
c col c fil
to introduce a point spread function which is non-uniform over the reconstruc¬
tion area. This suggests (under the assumption that such a point spread
function is better avoided) that ui should be chosen comparable
c ang
to a) , and w _., .
c col c fil
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•4 Prediction of scanner parameters in terms of m
c rec
•41 Definition of w '•
c rec
In §*31 the various cut-off frequencies were defined and the discussion
of §«33 has illustrated the effects of failing to match up the three cut-offs
correctly. In order to avoid these problems (by ensuring compatability between
the different cut-offs) it is now proposed that scanning should be performed
in such a way that to , to and u) ,., are approximately equal.1
c ang' c col c fil
The single value for the cut-off frequency which results is denoted by
°°c rec ant^ aS ta^en as a measure of the cut-off for the complete scanning and
reconstruction process, i.e.
to =o) = to , = to , *11
c rec c ang c col c fil
The reader should be careful not to confuse the naturalness and simplicity of
this criterion with its implications which are far reaching. In chapter 2 and
i 3*2 many expressions have been obtained for various constants in the
reconstruction process, the addition of this single criterion (E»ll) is a
last link in the reasoning which allows one to mould these results into a
complete procedure for the design of a scanner. It should also be borne
in mind that E-ll has the status of a postulate (albeit one which is well
motivated by the discussion of §*33) not a proved result.
• 42 Prediction of scanner parameters
•421 Prediction of M(or A<j>)
By definition A<t>oo D = 1 (see i*313) , hence if a) = w
c ang c ang c rec
then




since A<j> =ir/M. In general this expression will not be integer and M is
therefore taken as
M = [ttDU + 1 ] -12
c rec
(see Appendix 2-5 for definition of [x]).
•422 Prediction of 2a
By definition 4ato , = 1 (see 5-311) hence if w , = u)





•423 Prediction of Ar
Three factors affect the choice of Ar:-
1) From 5-2, if aliasing errors in the g data (i.e. m data) are to be
adequately controlled then
Ar < (291)2/32a
and if 2a is assigned as in E-13 then
(20 )2/3
Ar < 2^ -14
c rec
2) From §2-5431 Ar must be such that
N,
L < X = 2-1877 x lcf3
d d max
Since A, = (ArN_,)3A this becomes
a J c
ArXl/5 ^ (2-1877 x IP-3)1/5
c m - 1
m - 1
and if oj = oj then substitution of §*3121 E-2 gives
c fil c rec ^
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, „ (2*1877 x io"3( /2 - 1))1/5Ar - 7 77 * 15
co (m - 1)
c rec
3) In §*32 E*5 it was seen that X (and hence w was largely -
c c fil
determined by I (and f). If one considers scanning for some fixed dose
(total number of counts) per traverse then decreasing Ar implies decreasing
i and hence
fil* T^ere thus a definite disadvantage in choosing
Ar smaller than is strictly necessary (apart from the implied increase in
computational overheads).
Combining these three factors given above, Ar is therefore assigned as
. ,'(2*1877 x lcf3( il - l))1^5 (291} ,Ar = min <
m ' 2u > *16
c rec c rec
•424 Prediction of I
By definition (see§2*532), X^ is determined by
M N -1
I I






and from the intermediate working of §•32 E {e^} is given by
N +N
•2 -1 M ~ 1 -1
Efe } * i I I (q(4>.))kd
j-1 N -N 3 k
k= —
(N.B. the limits for k arise as the summation must take place only over the
N originally observed data points and not over the additional ones arising
from padding out from N to (see §2*321) or from ^ to
(see §2* 545)).
Thus if the data is to be collected in such a way that the cut-off
frequency eo defined by
c fil
u,
^ = </2 - l)1'5 X1/5C fll c








d /2 - 1
and the summations are taken over the appropriate limits.
(The value of N causes no problems. Denote by L the length of a traverse
which, in any practical situation, will have to be chosen somewhat larger
than D. It is assumed, both here and throughout the chapter, that L is
assigned. Given L and Ar (as in i-423) then N may be set by
N = 2 x [L/2Ar + l]
•43 Computational aspects of prediction procedure
•431 Development of ideas
In §-42 explicit formulae have been given for assigning the parameters
M, 2a, Ar and l. The computation of the first three is trivial, but the
evaluation of I is more involved and this is now examined in more detail.
This work falls into three parts
1) the specification of the phantom f
2) choosing suitable Ar', and AR for use in calculating (3)
3) giving expressions for P^j) and W £_(<(>_.) .
•4311 Specification of phantom
While the function f may be discrete or continuous, the
results of 5*42 implies the use of a computer and this in turn
to be digitised. For this reason, the starting point is taken















f(x,y) is constant in (jAr2, (j + l)Ar2) x (kAr2, (k + l)Ar2)
for j ,k e in •
f(x,y) =0 if | x| > N4Ar2/2or|y| > N4Ar2/2
where Ar2 > 0 and N4 is a positive integral
power of 2.
2





Ar2, \ j - -j Mr.
N4 + 2 1 f N4
k _ Ur2Jk - — 1 Ar
where 1 2 j,k - N










and the phantom f is therefore specified by the cell size Ar2 and the
N. x N. matrix fdefined by4 4 ]k






Ar, 1 < j,k < N. ■22
(see F* 7).
•4312 Choosing Ar' and
Given a phantom f with the properties outlined in §*4311 then the
associated functions p and F are known. Given a value for X as well
c
then the functions s * p and SF are also known.
However in order to apply the result of 5 • 424 it is necessary to sample
these functions giving vectors P.Ct'jJf 5 etc., and the sampling
interval (Ar1) and number of samples (N^) must be chosen with due
regard to the functions or the sampling may not be representative. The
constraints on fir' and are essentially those which have been given





f (x.y) = 0
(Nt:Nt)
(1:1) (N4 :1)
fig. 3-7 : Relation between fjk and f(x.y).
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Thus:-
1) In order that
i i 5
| r|5 + x1 1
c
2
is sampled correctly before performing the summation of §-424 E-17 one has
a) Ar' is restricted by
x * x 2-1877 x 10"3
c c max ,5, ,5Ar' (m - 1)
which (as in §-423) leads to
Ar- < (2-1877 *10~3( /2 - 1))1/5 >23
w (m - 1}
c rec
b) is restricted by
X. S X, . (9,)d d man 2









2) in order that
I WV*.))"1
should be correctly evaluated
a) Ar' is restricted by
Ar' 2 ^r2/'^ where Ar3 = phantom cell size -25
(this is so that (g(r^)) 1 should represent the overall shape of (g(r)) ^,
the particular factor of 4 being only the author's personal preference)
b) is restricted by
N3 > N
so that the summation I q ^ can take place over the range of r for
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which scanning is actually performed (c.f.§*424). Thus
Ar'N3 > Ar'N = L -26
Combining the results of E-23 to E-26, Ar', and Ar are therefore chosen
as follows
. , . [(2-1877 x lo"3(/T- 1))1/5 Ar2 ]Ar. = ffiln ^. 7
c rec j
1
N' = -—- max
3 Ar'




N3 = inf{2n : n £ K and 2n > N^} -28
AR = (Ar'N3)_1
•4313 Calculation of p and W p^
Given a phantom f as specified in §-4311 together with Ar' and
N3 as in §-4312 then ) may be evaluated as
(£(<t>))j, = I f.,p (dev(j ,k, S, <f>))
(j,k)eA(Jl) 3
(see Appendix 3 -4 for details). The transform W ^ may be calculated using
an F.F.T. algorithm in the usual way.
•432 Complete computational scheme for prediction
In this section, the complete prediction procedure, which has been the
main aim of this chapter, is summarised. In order to get started the user
must specify various constants (§-4321) including rec' the reconstruct:'-on
resolution, which is essentially a combination of the density and spacial
resolutions exhibited in §-1 although this relationship has not yet been
fully developed (see §-5). Once these constants are assigned then the
scanner parameters may be calculated as in §-4322. A complete software
listing may be found in Appendix 3-5.
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•4321 Information required prior to prediction
•43211 f.. , Ar ,N. - phantom or section,
gk 2 4
A complete array (together with ^r2' N4^ representing the phantom
or section to be scanned must be given, this is assumed to be of the form
specified in §*4311.
*43212 L - length of scan
In a practical scanner the traverse length will be somewhat longer than
the diameter of the phantom, and this length must be specified.
•43213 (0 - reconstruction cut-off frequency,
c rec
As discussed in i§•3 and *41 this parameter is essentially a measure of
the overall resolution of the scanning and reconstruction process, its
relation to the patient parameters is discussed in 5*52.
•43214 m - minimum number of samples in first peak of s.
See §2*543 for definition. Bearing in mind the roughly sinusoidal shape
of s values of m of about 5-10 would seem reasonable.
•43215 9^ - maximum aliasing error in m-data.
See §*2. This constant must be chosen so that the errors due to aliasing
relate sensibly to the data statistics and to density resolution required
in the final reconstruction. See also §-43216.
•43216 02 - maximum aliasing error in filter s.
See §2-543. As for 0 , this must be chosen so that errors due to
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aliasing relate sensibly to the density resolution required. However there
is an important distinction between 9^ and 92 that must be borne in mind:
9^ essentially determines the relation between 2a and Ar and thus affects
the whole machine design, engineering tolerances etc. while only
determines during the data processing. For this reason there are heavy
penalties involved in choosing 9^ unnecessarily small while may be
chosen too small ("just to on the safe side") with relative impurity. (In
the prediction software to be given, 9=1% at all times, giving
. (9J = 2000.).d nun 2
•4322 Summary of steps in prediction procedure.
•43221 D - diameter of phantom
This must be calculated before M may be assigned. It is not really a
part of the prediction itself but rather a detail which must be calculated
before prediction can proceed.
From §*4311, the continuous (f(x,y)) and discrete (f-v) versions of
the phantom are related by E-22 so that if (x,y) are the coordinates of









and with these values of x,y it is natural to define D as
/~2 F
sup {/x + y : f (x,y) > 0}.
The definition




N + 1 i 24
: 1 < j , k < N „ and f., >0J 4 ;jk
is therefore taken as the discrete definition used in practice.
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•43222 2a - collimater diameter






•43223 Ar - cell size
This may now be predicted as
• /<u.n <. ,'(2-1877 x io"3( /7 - 1))1/5 ... ,2/3. ]Ar = mm , (20^ 2ajc rec ;
(see §*423)
\
•43224 M - the number of traverses
This may be predicted as
M = CTTDCO + 1]
c rec
•43225 I - the number of counts/cell
This may be predicted as follows
. . . f(2-1877 x lo"3 (/! - 1))1/5 Ar2 )set Ar' = sin « — , —7- >I a) (m - 1) 4 Iv r. -rprr J
and N' = 7^7- max1
3 Ar'
c rec
r <(/T- i)x mir,(0,))1/5a m 2
0)
c rec ,l}
and N = inf{2n : n e3N and 2n > N'}
3
(see § *4312).
set (£(<(>)) ? = I f P (dev(j ,k, 2,,<)>))
(j,k)eA(A) 3K
and IT (<j>) = W p(<)>)
IT














where N = 2 * [L/2Ar + 1] (see i-424).
With these preliminaries I may be predicted from
e - Vs2 •
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A
•5 Error estimates for f
In this section the mathematics of the thesis is concluded by a brief
A
discussion of the error in f. The correct development of the various expression
in §*51 requires a mixture of continuous and discrete reasoning in much the same
way as §2-5, however rather than confuse the issue by putting in a number of
lengthy discrete formulae which are not very easy to assimilate the discussion
is presented in continuous terms only. The reader who has grasped the details
of the change over from the continuous development to the discrete conclusion
in §2*5 will have no difficulty in filling in the correct details.
•51 Development and interpretation of error expressions
It has already been seen in §§2«522, 2>541 and 2«55 that f is
estimated by
f =®(s * P).
A A
In order to consider the difference f - f, p is split up into three parts
A A
p = p + E{p - p} + e
where this equation is taken as the definition of e. It follows from the
linearity of & and the properties of convolution that
£ - f = {3(s * p) - f} + {S8(s * E{p - p})} + {S(s * e)}.
Each of these three terms is now discussed in detail.
• 511 Regularisation error
In §1*1-462 the relation
f =3^1|r| j^p
was derived but because of the discontinuity of Ji- ^ (see §1*1*482) this is of
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little use in numerical work. Accordingly the relation
a lrl^c
f -*2. r—£ jc P
m + *1 1 c
was derived in §2-5 as a numerically stable approximation to JZ This process
of changing from an exact but unstable operator to an approximate stable operator
introduces its own error which is expressed in the first error term. (Such a
substitution is sometimes called "regularisation", see (Tikhonov et al, 1977)).
From §3-6-1
, 5




which represents a high pass filtering applied to f, so that the error consists
of removing the fine detail from the reconstruction.
Note that since this term is dependent only on X (and f) it represents
c
nothing but the error introduced by regularising 3Z, \
•512 Collimater and regularisation error
In §3-6-2 it is seen that the second error term
(s * E{p - p})
can be identified with
3 (s * In(q/g)) .
This term depends on the relation between g and q as well as on X .
c
If an ideal collimater (h(r) = 5(r)) were possible then g would be equal
to q and In(q/g) equal to 0 giving a zero error term. Thus this term
represents the effect of the smoothing introduced by the collimater followed
by the regularisation of ZR,1 .
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•513 Statistical errors
In §3-6-3 it is seen that the third error term has the properties
1) E {$(s * e)} is zero
—1 2 —1
2) var (S(s * £)} may be identified with I S(s * (g) ).
Thus while the first two error terms represent systematic errors, this term
represents the random component of the error arising from the original data
statistics (£) and further affected by the collimater (g) and the
regularisation (s).
•52 Relation between errors and patient parameters
It is clear that when one looks at a reconstruction the factor which
determines the smallest discernable density deviation over an area is the
amount of random noise present in the area, thus the third error term in
§•51 basically determines the density resolution of the section.
Similarily the systematic error represented by the first two terms
will determine the spatial resolution in the section.
Now consider what determines the size of these error terms. If the
prediction procedure of §-4 has been followed then:-
1) The first term is determined by X (and f) and hence by to
c c rec
2) The second term is determined by X ,2a and to a lesser extent
c
Ar (and f) and each of these is determined by to
c rec
3) The third term is determined by X , 2a, and to a lesser extent
c
Ar (and f) and again each of these is set by to
c rec
Thus all three error terms will depend only on toc (and f) and there
is therefore no reason why these errors should not be calculated as part
of the prediction procedure. In such a case one could choose f and
to , calculate all the scanner parameters and calculate the error
c rec
functions and examine them visually, and, on the basis of this visual
examination, decide whether the density and spatial resolution obtained





(Such an incorporation of the errors into the prediction process has not been
attempted by the author due to lack of time, however it is clear that most of
the details required have already been developed in §2-531 and §-4).
In connection with statistical errors the following papers are relevant
(Barret et al : 1976) (Gore et al : 1978) (Huesman : 1977) (Riederer : 1978)
(Tanaka : 1975a) (Tanaka et al : 1975b) (Tanaka et al : 1976) . The author
is unaware of any papers on the systematic errors of §-511 and §-512.
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•6 Discussion
The aim of this chapter has been to discuss how the scanner parameters may
be assigned values when only the patient parameters are known (see §*1).
As a preliminary a relation between Ar and 2a is derived (i»2) before
introducing the idea of cut-off frequencies in §»3. The discussion of cut-off
frequencies leads naturally to the proposal that all cut-off frequencies should
be set equal to (see §»41) and from this and various relations previously
derived it is then possible to give formulae for all the scanner parameters
in terms of w (§ *4). Finally, there remains the question of relating the
c rec
spatial and density resolution to the scanner parameters. By considering errors
(§•5) it is shown (in principle) how the density and spatial resolution may be
evaluated in terms of w . This then completes the chapter, for one can
c rec
then choose and evaluate the resulting density and spatial resolutions,
if these are inadequate a better value of to can be chosen, this process
c rec
can be repeated until the correct value of to is established and the scanner
c rec
parameters may then be assigned as detailed in §*4.
The procedure outlined above has one major deficiency and that is that
one must specify a phantom before the prediction of the scanner parameters
proceeds. Thus one might say that it is necessary to know the answer before
one can start. This however is not the whole truth. One could ask "How do
you solve an equation?" to which the immediate reply is "Which equation?".
Similarily if one asks "How do you build a scanner?" then this raises the
question "What sections do you want to look at?" - looked at in this light
it is hardly surprising that the prediction procedure makes reference to f.
What is disappointing is that the procedure requires the complete specification
of f and that practical use of the procedure implies that one must use it
with a range of f's intended to represent all sections likely to be
encountered on the final machine. What would be attractive would be to show
that the various expressions dependent on f in the prediction procedure
were (for practical purposes anyway) dependent only on one or two gross
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characteristics of f (e.g. mean density, diameter, etc.). The author has
made some brief attempts to identify such characteristics and these were not




It has already been seen in the Preface, §1 and §2 that the basic
requirements are:-
a) an Y-ray source and detector.
b) the necessary machanics to position the y-ray beam at any given angular
orientation relative to the section being examined and at any derived
distance from its centre.
c) all the electronics necessary to drive the mechanics and to perform
the data logging.
d) a computer for the data processing.
The most logical order in which to conduct the project would have been to
consider the mathematics required for data processing (chapter 2) together
with the various prediction problems (chapter 3) and then by taking these in
conjunction with the desired results to arrive at a provisional specification
for the equipment given in (a), (b) and (c) above. However, to fit in
with such practical requirements as workshop time tables, delivery times and
so on it was necessary to complete the design of the mechanics and detector
system before the mathematics were completed.
This creates the situation of having to design the equipment without
knowing what it is that one wants to design. As a result the basic philosophy
behind the equipment design was:-
a) for those equipment parameters which required definite decisions (e.g.
maximum section size to be accommodated) to arrive at some answer, if
necessary by means of rough and ready reasoning.
b) for those parameters on which decisions could be deferred (e.g. linear
and angular increments between samples of the projections) to design the
equipment so that they remained variables which could be set at the time




In this chapter the tentative specifications (together with the
reasoning leading to them), the realised specifications and a brief description
of the overall system and its various components is presented.
•2 Specification of scanner
•21 Tentative Specifications
Two relationships were used to arrive at a tentative specification for
the equipment, the first giving values for the count rate and scan time and the
second for the angular accuracy.
Suppose the scanning is performed with the following parameters
the scanning speed = v
the collimater radius = a
the source-detector distance = d
and that a monoenergetic photon source radiating n photons/sec and a
reconstruction cell size of Ax are used.
Then for a « d the fractional solid angle subtended by the detector
collimater is
and the time for which each cell is viewed by the source/detector system is
Ax/v seconds. Thus the number of counts/cell when there is only air between











and the number of counts/cell when tissue is placed between source and




where f(£) is the linear attenuation coefficient of the tissue along the path
L (see F*1).
2) f(£) is a constant f on L except on an element of length Ax where
it is increased by p% , then
C. = C exp {-f x' - f pAx/100}
tz o o
= exp {-fQpAx/100}
If this difference in the sections is to be detectable it must produce a
statistically significant change in the number of counts/cell. If the number
of counts/cell is C then, assuming Poisson statistics the standard deviation
in the number of counts/cell is ^ct^-
The change in the number of counts/cell due to the difference in the
two sections is
Consider cfc in two particular cases
2
o
ACx = Ctl - Ct2 = Ctl (1 - exp(-fQpAx/100)) •3
and if this is to be significant at the 3c level then
•4
hence from E-3 and E*4
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and dividing through by Ax/v (the time/cell)
2 9v exp(f x')
C' = "a > °
4d2 Ax(l - exp(-fQpAx/100))2
where C' is the count rate at which the detector is working when there is no
tissue between source and detector. If the maximum count rate of which the
detector is capable is c1 then
max
2 9v exp(f x')
. na o
Q 1 > • 6
maX 4d2 Ax(l - exp(-f^pAx/100))2
This 'rough' relationship between the various parameters was used as the
basis for giving a tentative specification for the equipment. It is considered
'rough' for the following reasons
a) the reasoning leading to E*4 assumes that a statistically significant
difference between the two scans must be observed in a given traverse, but
there is no justification for this. All that matters is that there should
be a significant difference between the total information in one scan and
the total information in the second scan.
b) even if the above assumption is taken as correct E*4 is a necessary
condition not a sufficient one.
The second relationship used to arrive at a specification is that given in
§1*6221 and §3*313 E*35
< 1
where
A<(> = the angular increment between traverses (in radians)
0)^ = spatial resolution
D = diameter of section.
Numerical values were arrived at by assuming that the scanner was required to
detect changes of 10% (of the linear attenuation coefficient of water) over a
137
1 cm cube in a 30 cm diameter section using a 1 curie source of Cs . (See
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Preface §*1 for more detailed discussion.)
Consider first the question of count rate and scan speed. To allow for
various spatial resolutions it was considered desirable to be able to use a
range of collimaters from a = 0*05 cm to a = 0-5 cm. c' is determined by
max
a = 0*5 cm, thus assuming a source/detector spacing of 40 cms and a 100%
efficient detector, E*6 gives
lo 2
. 0*89 x 3-7 x lO x 0*5 . ,
C' < counts/sec
max „ .24 x 40
g
- 1*28 x io counts/sec
Similarly putting p = 10, Ax = 1, f = 0-O85 cm 1, x' = 30 then E*6 gives
o
v < 0*799 cm/sec for a = 0*5 cm
and
v < 7*99 x lo 3 cm/sec for a = 0*05 cm.
Hence with no section present the number of counts/cell is
1*28 x 106/O799 = 1-6 x lo6
which requires a 21 bit counter. With 30 cms of water present this decreases
to about 1-25 x lo5 counts/cell which requires 17 bits. With the equipment
available the only practical method of data logging was to use a PDP-12 on
line to the scanner and this computer has a 12 bit data word. These facts
immediately determine the number of bits required in data transfer to the
computer. As will be seen in §*33 1 bit is required to carry position
information, thus if 12 bit data transfers were to be used the counts would
have to be scaled by 2^<3 to accommodate a 21 bit count. Now consider the
0
lower count of 17 bits, this has a variance of about 2 , thus if scaling
by 23"0 were to be used then at lower count rates errors will be introduced
which are several times the statistical errors. Thus the only possibility
which does not seriously distort the data statistics is to use 24 bit data
words.
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If 40 traverses of 40 cms are used in a scan then the data collection
time will be
40 x 40/0*799 sees - 33 mins
and 56 hours
for a = 0*5 cms
for a = 0*05 cms
Now consider the angular accuracy, from E*7 with u> = 1 cm , D = 30 cm
c
360
Ai|> < x —— ° - 2°w 2it 30
and if 5% accuracy is required then the angular accuracy must be of the order
of 6' .
Summarising these tentative specifications:-
source activity
collimater radius









0*05 cm - 0*5 cm
0
1*28 x 10 counts/sec
0





8 x lo cm/sec to 0*8 cm/sec
•22 Specifications realised in practice
source activity
collimater radius













better than 0*5 x lo inchest
-3
1*27 x lo cm/sec - 2*54 cm/sec continuously
variable
*This figure is derived by using the i curie source and the 0*5 cm collimater and
is thus the maximum count at which the detector will ever have to work (see §*38)
tSee §*31 for exact meaning.
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•3 Overall system description
The scanner consisted of three sections (see F*2):~
a) the mechanical scanner providing translation and rotation, the detector,
various position sensors and a stepping motor.
b) the scanner electronics which included:- an H.T. unit, amplifiers,
discriminator, NlM-TTL interface and local count rate display for the
detector system; a variable frequency pulse unit and drive unit for
stepping motor; a line driver unit for communicating with the computer
interface; a control unit which co-ordinated the functioning of the entire
scanner; and an alarm unit to inform the operator of fault conditions on
the remotely located computer.
c) a PDP-12 computer and suitable interface.
• 31 Scanner mechanics
The mechanical section of the scanner is illustrated in F«3 to F«4
The section to be scanned is placed on a standard commercial milling table
(accurate to 2') and rotated manually relative to the source/detector assembly.
The source and detector are both housed in lead shielding and supported
on a U shaped frame whose weight is taken by four linear bearings running
on two steel rods. This assembly is moved along the bed of the scanner by a
stepping motor attached to the centrally positioned drive shaft. This shaft
is connected to the U frame by two ball bearing screws mounted back to back
one of them is rigidly mounted on the frame, the other is adjusted to take
up any slack in the bearings. When correctly adjusted the maximum movement
of the base of the U frame relative to the scanner base plate due to play
in the bearings was better than 0*0005". The maximum diameter of section
that can be accommodated is 35 cm and the traverse length is 40 cms.
•32 Drive circuitary
The drive circuitry is made up of a purpose built T.T.L. pulse generator,
a commercially available drive unit (Unimatic USD 853) and a stepping motor
126
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fig. U-U : The scanner
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(Unimatic 20-3424 D200-E1-8B). The stepping motor has a maximum torque of
80 oz in and is used in 8 step mode giving 400 steps/revolution. Since the lead
screw has a pitch of 5 threads per inch, 1 step of the motor gives a translation
-3
of 0*0005". The required speeds for traverse are 8 x 10 cm/sec - 0*8 cm/sec or
6*3 steps/sec - 630 steps/sec. The range of frequencies delivered by the pulse
generator is 1 Hz to 2kHz, thus amply covering the required range. However,
with the speeds required and the moment of inertia of the screw it is not
possible to start the motor at 600 steps/sec, the pulse generator therefore
incorporates ramping to accelerate the traverse in a controlled manner and
no data collection is performed until full speed is reached.
The output of the pulse generator is passed to the control unit and, with
the addition of clockwise/anticlockwise information, onto the drive unit. The
same pulses are also passed from the control unit to the 'Scalar, Counter,
Line driver' unit where they are scaled down by a factor of 2n(n > 4) and
are used to define the end of each cell during which counting of scintillation
pulses takes place. These end of cell pulses are aligned by the mechanics
and electronics so that the centre of rotation of the milling table coincides
with the junction between two cells.
.33 Position information
The position information for monitoring the position of the U-frame during
the traverse is derived from two sources:-
a) Two light switches are used to give an output pulse as the U-frame
passes the centre of rotation of the table. One monitors the angular position
of the motor and lead screw and gives an output pulse whose length is
approximately equivalent to two steps of the motor and which occurs at a fixed
point once in every revolution of the motor (see F*5). The other monitors
the U-frame position by a reflecting surface on the underside of the frame
passing over a phototransistor/ l.e.d. assembly mounted on the base plate of
the scanner and gives a pulse at just one point in each traverse of the scan.
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This pulse has a length corresponding to approximately 0«1" or 200 steps of
the U-frame motion (see F*6). These two pulses are gated together to give
a single pulse whose position is adjusted (by moving the light switches)
to correspond to the centre of rotation of the table.
b) As noted in §*32 the stepping motor pulses are divided down and used
to define the ends of each cell.
These two sets of pulses are synchronised so that the single pulse
marking the centre of rotation corresponds to an end of cell pulse, thus
defining the absolute position of every end of cell pulse in the traverse.
This information is passed to the computer interface via the control unit.
The particular end of cell pulse corresponding to the centre of rotation is
identified to the computer interface by using this same pulse to change the
state of a flag whose output is available to the interface. Thus for all
cells on one end of the traverse the flag is high, and for those on the other
end the output is low. The state of this flag is transferred into the
computer as the most significant bit of the 24 bit data word containing
the accumulated count from the detector (see §*35).
• 34 Data path
The data path along which the output of the detector is passed to the com¬
puter contains five components. The low level scintillation pulses from the
detector are fed to an NE4634 fast amplifier and thence to an NE4635 fast
discriminator set to pick off only the photo peak of the spectrum. The
output of this unit is a current pulse (in accordance with the fast N1M specs)
and is therefore put through a N1M - T.T.L. interface before going to the
'Scalar, Counter, Line-driver unit'.
At this point the data is used in two ways. One copy of the data is
forwarded by line drivers to the remote computer interface. These pulses
are random T.T.L. compatible pulses corresponding to photopeak scintillations.












fig. 4-6 : Linear light switch
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display so that the scanner operator has a visual display of how close he is to
overflowing the capacity of the 24 bit data words.
•35 Computer interface
The computer interface is mounted in the computer and remotely located
from the scanner. The interface consists of two 24 bit counters and the
necessary logic to multiplex between them. The counters are arranged so that
one is counting data coming from the scanner while the other is being read and
cleared by the computer, changeover from one state to the other is controlled
by the end of cell signals from the scanner. Since the computer is based
on a 12 bit word, two instructions are required to read the counter; one to
read the 12 most significant bits and one to read the 12 least significant
bits. Only the 23 least significant bits of the counters are transferred to
the computer, the 24th bit from both counters is fed back to the scanner as an
overflow indicator and in place of it the output of the position flag is read
in as part of the data word (see §*33). The interface is designed to be
operated either by Program Data Transfer or by Program Interupt.
The software driving the interface, after requesting data concerning
the setting of various controls on the scanner, simply initialises the
interface and then dumps data from the interface into memory. At the end of
the traverse the core data buffer is copied onto LINC tape and the software
awaits the start of the next traverse unless told otherwise.
•36 Control unit
The control unit has the task of orchestrating the entire functioning of
the system. Once various parameters such as scan speed, cell size, etc.
have been set on the scanner electronics and the data logging program set
running, the operator communicates with the system through this unit.
The only other points of control being the manual setting of the milling
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table and the computer teletype on which the end of a scan sequence is
indicated to the software. It is through the control unit that the operator
may control such functions as move left/stop/move right, inhibit all data
transfer to computer, store or erase the last traverse, etc, as well as
monitoring such fault conditions as counter overflow, U frame hitting end
stops, and so on.
•37 Mechanical construction
The scanner electronics is based on a standard N.I.M. bin (NE4601)
with the NE4655 low voltage power supply and NE4646 high voltage supply.
All the purpose built modulus (NIM-TTL interface, Pulse generator, Control
unit. Alarm unit, Scalar/Counter/Line-driver) are housed in single or double
width NIM units, with T.T.L. logic mounted on glass fibre boards and
connected by wire wrapping as the basic form of construction.
•38 The detector system
It was required to work at count rates of around l-10MHz (§•21)
and it was decided to retain the possibility of energy discrimination. After
considering various possibilities a Nal(Th) and photomultiplier detector system
was decided on. With this detector type there are two major design constraints:-
a) anode current must be limited to give stable operation of the P.M. tube, and
at this energy (660 kev) and count rate this means a low gain tube.
b) if one is to use pulse height discrimination at 1MHz with random pulses
then the pulses must be less than 100 ns wide to avoid pulse pile up. Since
Nal(Th) pulses are about lys this means that pulse shaping must be used
PRELIMINARY WORK was done using an aged 2" x 2" crystal and an EMI 6097B
P.M. tube (11 dynodes) in a grounded anode configuration (see F"7a). The two
outlets being used to assess both the anode current at different count rates (see
F*7b) and the effectiveness of the bridge-T network suggested by Amsel et al
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the linear region of the graph of anode current against count rate (F*7b)
suggests that (if it were not for pulse pile up) the current at 1MHz would
be about 0»5 mA. For stable operation an anode current of less than 10yA
is required thus the gain must be reduced by at least 50. Inspection of the
signals from the two outputs of the test set up showed that the signal can
be reduced to about 200 ns without undue effort.
FINAL DESIGN - INTRODUCTION. As a result of the preliminary work it
was decided that a detector should be built using a new 2" x 2"NaI(Th) crystal
with an EMI 9637B PM tube (6 dynodes). The tube delivered had an overall
sensitivity of 1A/L at 860V. Because of the drastic reduction in detector
output (a factor of 10^ - 10^ down) it was also decided to increase the anode
load resistor to at least 500R and to incorporate a * 10 head amplifier
(NE 5297G) so that a reasonable signal level was present at the output.
The use of the head amplifier also has the bonus of making impedance matching
to a 50R cable easy.
The procedure for designing the new detector was as follows
a) copy the standard EMI dynode chain used to calibrate the tube and
operate the tube at the specified voltage (in this case 860V) thus giving
a known overall gain (in this case 1A/L). Using the known sensitivity
one can then calculate the light output of the crystal. (N.B. in this
case the signal levels are so low that it is necessary to use the head
amplifier in order to see the output at all. This means that in
addition to the above the gain of the head amplifier must also be
calibrated.)
b) use the figures for the crystal light output to calculate the overall gain
required to give an anode current of =10yA. Use the tube characteristics
to calculate the overall voltage required to give this gain. For good
linearity the dynode current should be about 100 times the anode current




c) check that with the new dynode chain design none of the absolute
maximum ratings of the tube are exceeded
d) design the new pulse shaping network
e) check the final performance for linearity of count rate and possible
distortion of spectra at high count rates
AMPLIFIER GAIN CALIBRATION. The amplifier uses the 500R resistor both
as the anode load resistor for the PM tube and as an integral part of the
bias network for the input transistor. It is therefore necessary to ensure
that the amplifier is driven from a high impedance; hence the 27K resistor. Both
input and output were measured with a Tektronix oscilloscope using xio probes
The gain of the amplifier was found to be about 8 (see F»9a).
The INITIAL TEST CHAIN is shown in F«9b. The r"C combination was found
desirable to suppress 40kHz spikes arising from within the HT unit. The other
components (r' and r) are assigned so that with V^ = 860V (the test voltage
for this tube) the dynode current is = 1mA and V, - 150V (the -r-r-2r-r
k-dl
chain being the standard EMI test chain). With this circuit v^_a - 860V when
the overall voltage is set at -1060V.
CALIBRATION OF CRYSTAL LIGHT OUTPUT. With an overall voltage of -1060V,
V = 860V giving an overall sensitivity of 1A/L (from the calibrated values
K~"cl
supplied with this tube). Working at low count rates and examining only the
photopeak of the spectrum with a suitable scope at the point indicated in F«10:-
the peak photopeak output voltage = 45 mV
the peak photopeak input voltage = 45/8 mV
45
. . the peak photopeak anode current = mA
8*500
11.2 yA
overall sensitivity (at 860V) 1 A/L
peak photopeak illumination 11•2yL
Note also that:-
cathode sensitivity (from test ticket) = 55uA/L






























and this is well within the absolute maximum value of 0'3yA for this type of PM
tube.
DESIGN OF FINAL DYNODE CHAIN. It is desired to adjust the various para¬
meters so that the R.M.S. anode current is about 10yA and the dynode current
about 1mA. As it happens the test chain has given a peak photopeak current
of 11*2 via. Thus at count rates of 1MHz one may expect that the R.M.S. anode
current will approach 10uA and the test chain is seen to be almost the required
final design.
However, one modification was made. It is desirable to be free to adjust
the gain by altering the overall voltage. Since the detector is operating under
conditions where pulse length is critical it is preferable to make sure that
V, , S 150V at all times. For this reason r' is increased to 199K and the
1
overall voltage to about 1090V thus raising ^ to 200V and allowing one to
increase or decrease the overall voltage (subject to not exceeding the
absolute maximum ratings for the tube).
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS. There are five ratings to be considered for
this type of tube
a) V < 300V
k-di
b) V, < 2000Vk-a
c) Overall
sensitivity<5A/L
d) I < 1mA
A
e) I < 0»3yA
The overall voltage is constrained by the facts that V, , > 150V for good
1
pulse shape and that V, . < 300V from (a) above. Hence
k-di
^2. x 1090 < Overall voltage < ^22. x 1090
800 Overall voltage < 1600
With this restriction clearly requirements (a) and (b) are both obeyed.
Further from the basic design I < lOyA so restriction (d) is obeyed.
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It was shown earlier in this section that the peak photopeak cathode current
was about 0.6nA so restriction (e) is obeyed and it remains only to check (c).
Now (from F•10) the peak photopeak output voltage - 45 mV when the overall
sensitivity is 1A/L. Hence if (at some other overall voltage) the peak
photopeak output voltage is v mV the overall sensitivity will be v/45 A/L.
Measurement of v for various overall voltages gives
Overall voltage Peak photopeak Overall
(V) output voltage (mV) sensitivity (A/L)
600 5 0-11
700 10 0* 22









(see also F-11). Thus with the overall voltage <1600V as implied by (a)
requirement (c) is also obeyed.
DESIGN OF PULSE SHAPING NETWORK. The network used is that suggested
by Amsel et al (Amsel et al, 1969) and the discussion following assumes that
this paper is already familiar. The basic concept behind this application of
the bridge-T network is that the Nal(Th) scintillation pulse can be roughly
approximated by a decaying exponential and since the network can be used to
substitute an exponential decay of shorter time constant, the original pulse
can be shortened.
The anode circuit of the detector including load resistor, pulse


















fig. 4-11 : Sensitivity vs. voltage
1U
R1 a = R1 b = ^- RO RO characteristic
t + 1 impedance
2 y
R 2 = —r— RO y shortening ratio
y - 1
C = t time constant for
R0{* -1) , ,unmodified pulse
^ _ t RO~
r - 1
fig. 4-12 : The detector anode circuit
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necessary to calculate the different component values in terms of the three
fundamentals:-
R the characteristic impedance
o
x the decay time constant for the unmodified pulse, about 250 ns
Y the time constant for the unmodified pulse/the time constant for
the modified pulse
N.B. the formulae for C differs from that in Amsel et al which is in error.
As noted earlier, the head amplifier uses a 500R resistor as both anode load
resistor and as part of the biasing for the input transistor. By changing the
resistor (R^) to IK and setting the characteristic impedance of the network
to IK the correct biasing conditions are maintained and all the required
impedances properly matched.
The unmodified pulse has length of about lys and it is desired to reduce
this to 100ns. Thus a network with y = 10 is appropriate. With t, Rq and y
thus determined the network is given by:-
a) R = IK whence Rla = Rib = 820R
o
Y = 10 R2 = 180R + 22R
T = 250 ns C = 35pF trimmer
L = 27yH
An oscillogram of this output is given in F-13. A second set of components
was tried with y = 5*6
b) R = IK Rla = Rib = 680R + 18R
o
Y = 5-6 R2 = 330R + 39R
t = 250 ns C = 33pF + 35pF trimmer
L = 27yH + 27yH
An oscillogram of this output is given in F-14. Note that while this network
gives a welcome improvement in pulse height (the reason for which is as suggested
in Amsel et al) it is at the expense of pulse length.
It was then found (by accident) that if the resister RQ was omitted
in filter (a) a further improvement in pulse height was possible with no visable





vert 5mV/div pulse length 200 ns
hor 100ns/div pulse height 27mV
fig. 413 : Anode circuit and output, y=10
U7
vert 10mV/div pulse length 250 ns
hor 100ns/div pulse height 37mV











vert 10mV/div pulse length 200 ns
hor 100ns/div pulse height 50mV
fig. A* 15 : Anode circuit and output pulse
of final design.
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The FINAL PERFORMANCE of the detector was evaluated in two ways:-
a) linearity: The detector was connected in series with its amplifier and
discriminator, and a timer/counter (Bradley type 187). The discriminator
was set so that the counter collected counts from the photopeak only of
137
1 Ci of Cs (the source with which it was subsequently to be used).
Various combinations of brass blocks (with a cross section large
compared to that of the beam) were placed directly in front of the source
collimater to give different count rates. The results are given in
F*16 and F-17 together with a drawing of the physical set up and a graph
of the log(count rate) against attenuator thickness (see F*18 and F*19).
In all cases the errors in count rate and thickness are too small to be
plotted (see F"17). The results were felt to be satisfactory.
b) spectrum shape: The detector was connected in series with its amplifier
and a spectrum analyser (TMC Gammascope Mkll Model 102) and spectra taken
with and without pulse shaping at different count rates. The physical
set up was identical to that used for the linearity check except that
no brass blocks were used and the count rate was varied by using detector
collimaters of 1,2,3,5 and lOmm diameter (all 15 cm long). When used with pulse
shaping the anode circuit of the detector was as given in F-15. When used
without pulse shaping the anode circuit of the detector was as given in F«10.
One problem encountered was that no sufficiently fast spectrum analyser
was available, the absolute shape of these spectra is therefore questionable.
However, in this case the interest is basically in possible distortion of
the spectra due to pulse pile up rather than in the shape of the spectra
themselves and provided the results are examined with this in mind they
remain, in the writer's opinion, worthwhile. In the absence of pulse
shaping the effects of the pulse pile up are discernable in both 5 and 10 mm
spectra (see F-20b and F«20c:) and the improvement is obvious when pulse
shaping is added (F-21) (N.B. With 10 mm collimaters the photopeak




A 3-745 ± O.OOl
B 3-741 ± 0.002
D 2.620 - 0.002
E 1.120 ± 0.010
f ig. 4-16 : Attenuator thickness
Blocks Total Count Counting Time Thickness Count Rate
(sees.) (cm) (k counts/sec)
ABE 1 010 884 1000 8.612 1.011
AB 1 005 453 500 7.486 2.011
AD 1 205 289 300 6.365 4.018
AE 1 008 035 100 4.874 10.08
A 1 022 135 50 3.745 20.44
D 1 234 697 30 2.620 41.16
E 1 036 262 10 1.126 103.6
- 1 057 806 5 0.000 211.6
errors in counting time are negligible hence errors in
count rate (1<r) are <0-1%.
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The MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION of the detector is illustrated in F-22 - F-24
The detector is contained in a brass cylindrical casing (roughly 3" in diameter
and 12" long). From right to left can be seen, the Nal(Th) crystal, the
U-metal screen around the PM tube (both held at -ve HT potential) and the
printed circuit board on which are mounted the dynode chain and the pulse shaping
network. At the left are two screened compartments containing the head
amplifier and HT filter (R" and C). The construction incorporates the usual
spring loading to ensure good contact between crystal and PM tube. The p.c.
board is double sided, having wiring on one side and earth plane and components
on the other with the dynode chain and pulse shaping network kept as far apart
as possible. Wires from the dynode chain to PM tube were about 1" long and
did not cause problems, but screened cable was found to be necessary for all
signal leads and some experiment required to establish the best internal
earthing arrangements. Once the final construction had been achieved the
detector performed reliably and the earlier tendency of the head amplifier to




Chapter 5 : Software
•1 Introduction
In this chapter a brief description of the software is given. Because
of the quantity of software developed (about 15,000 lines of high level code)
it is impossible to give a comprehensive account of it in the space available.
For this reason only the following are given: the overall software requirements
(§•2), an overview of the software design (§*3) and a more detailed software
design for some of the main programs (§"4).
• 2 Software requirements
There were six requirements placed on the software which was written
to go with the scanner
•21 Prediction software was required to show what data should be collected
(i.e. implementing the ideas of §3).
• 22 PDP 12 software was required to drive the computer interface outlined
in §4-35.
•23 Data processing software was required to implement the results of §2.
• 24 It was required that the data calculated at any one of several
predetermined points in the data processing software (§-23) could be
output in one of two forms
•241 graphically: as either a grey scale picture or an isometric
projection.
•242 numerically: as a straightforward data dump in decimal,
octal or hexadecimal.
•25 At a number of points in the data processing decisions are made on how
the processing should proceed next and these decisions can only be made
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at run time. It was therefore required that the data processing software
(§•23) should contain code which would allow a complete traceback of
the processing performed on any given data set.
• 26 When working with limited software development resources there is a
trade off between writing reliable code and writing efficient code. In
a research project such as this it was felt that the overriding require¬
ment was for reliable code.
• 3 Software design - general
• 31 Hardware considerations
Two computers were considered for use in the data processing: a PDP 12
(available within the department) and a large regional computer system (EMAS,
which was remote from the department).
The PDP 12 had 8K of memory, used FOCAL (an interpretative language)
and had only a teletype for hard copy output and no program libraries were
available.
The regional system, EMAS, was a multi-access sytem (based on two
I.C.L. 4-75 computers) offering 13M bytes of virtual memory to each user,
various high level compilers, with line printer, graph plotter and matrix
plotter outputs and supporting a range of program libraries.
It was felt that EMAS was better suited to the software requirements
as outlined in §*2 and the majority of work was therefore done on this
system. The PDP 12 was used only as a data logging system for the scanner
(the data being placed on LINC tape and then transferred to EMAS, see F*l).
• 32 Programming language
The EMAS system offers IMP, FORTRAN IV and ALGOL 60 computers. Of these
three IMP (a locally developed language which is now available on newer







available to the user as a high level programming language but is also the
language in which the EMAS operating system is written. The effect of this is
that the user can access all the operating system commands from within a
program (simply by declaring them as external routines) thereby making such
things as file handling and I/O channel definitions particularly painless.
In addition, IMP offers records, store mapping, easy bit pattern and character
manipulation and recursive use of routines (see McLeod, 1978).
The advantages offered by these facilities were considered to outweigh
the disadvantage of the language being non-transportable and IMP was therefore
used for all the programming other than that required in §•22.
•33 Overview of software structure
•331 Main data processing software
In §2 it was seen that the process of passing from the measured data
A
m(<()_.) to an estimate f fell naturally into four parts. For the purposes
of software development the last of these (p ■+■ f) is split into two parts
(p ->■ s * p and s * p ■+ f) giving a total of five mappings.
The five inverse mappings together with the software implementing them
are tabulated in the first two rows of F"2.
•332 Data and parameter files
At each of the five stages in the data processing new partially processed
data is produced. For example, the program GQ uses the estimates of g
as a basis for estimating q and this new data is placed in a file
ESTQ (ESTimate of Q). In addition parameters showing how the program GQ
has run (i.e. giving the traceback facility required in §-25) are placed
in the file PGQ (Parameters from GQ). A similar nomenclature is applied
to the other mappings and is summarised in the last two rows of F-2.
■
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mapping program d ata fi le parm. file
REHASH
TRIM ESTM PTRIM
m —> ji MG ESTG PMG
A A
g —4 q GQ ESTQ PGQ
A A
£L QP ESTP PGP
A ^
P -^sp PSP ESTSP PPSP
sp —> _f SPF ESTF PSPF
fig. 5-2 : Main program and file names.
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*333 Output facilities
Various output facilities are provided. These were developed partly as
output routines intended for use in the final software system and partly for
use as debugging aids during software checkout.
•3331 Data file output
Since the data files are large it is not always productive to look at a
straightforward numerical dump of their contents (simply because of the
quantity of numbers involved). For this reason several forms of output
were developed.
1) Isometric projection of a surface in three dimensions (based
on standard library routines).
2) Greyscale picture drawn on a Versatek matrix plotter (based
on standard library routines).
3) Graph of a 1-D function (based on standard library routines).
4) Numerical data dump in octal, decimal or hexadecimal.
The format of the data files is sufficiently compatible for the same output
routines to be applicable to all of them (except ESTM in some cases).
•3332 Parameter file output
These files each had their own different format as required by the
details of the individual programs. Any of them may be dumped by use of a
program LISTPARM which outputs a description of the parameter as well as
its numerical value for each parameter in the relevant file.
• 334 Batch mode facilities
For development purposes it was necessary to be able to run the
software interactively, while for routine use it had to be run in batch
mode. During the running of the software the user must make a number of
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decisions (e.g. in the running of PSP what action is to be taken if
\, > \, ). When running in batch mode the user must predetermine whatd d max
action is to be taken at all relevant points in the software. The program
PRESET is used to do this by presenting a list of all the possibilities and
requiring that the operator determine what action is to be taken in the
different circumstances, these decisions are then recorded in a control file
which is accessed when the data processing software is run in batch mode.
The program PRESET is also used to list the current state of the control
parameters.
•335 Other software
In addition to the main data processing software and the output software
discussed in §-331 - i-334 there are also various other major programs which
are described below.
•3351 PREDICT: This program is used to predict how a section should be scanned
in order to achieve a predetermined cut-off frequency in the reconstruction.
It meets the requirement given in §«21 and is based on the ideas developed in
§3.
•3352 SHI: This programe is used to drive the scanner interface outlined in
§4*35, is run on the PDP 12 and written in PAL 12 assembler. It was written
by Dr A.K. Boardman and is the only program not run on EMAS.
•3353 REHASH: As a result of the rather circuitous route used to transfer data
from the PDP 12 to EMAS (see F*l) , the bit pattern format of the data arriving
on EMAS was very different from the standard EMAS format. This program
is used to restore the bit patterns to a form intelligible to EMAS system.
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•3354 TRIM: This program is used to trim off any excess sample points in the
m data, (these may arise if the traverses are not all started and stopped at
exactly the same points) and also to reverse the order of the sample points
in every other traverse thereby ensuring that in all traverses the sample points
corresponding to negative a (§1*2 E'10) occur earliest in the data file.
12 00
*3355 COMPARE: This program is used to calculate the £ and norm
of the difference between the original section used in the prediction program
(§•3351) and the reconstructed section given by the data processing software.
•34 Reliability considerations
As noted in §*26, it was felt that the overriding requirement was for
reliable software and a number of standard techniques were invoked in order
to achieve this. These are listed below.
1. High level language. With the exception of the program SHI all the
software was written in IMP (see §*32) .
2. Structured coding. The IMP language supports the IF-THEN-ELSE, DO-WHILE
and DO-UNTIL logical controls. In addition multibranch selection between
operations (switch vectors) are also available. As a result the GOTO type
control is virtually unused.
3. Programming standards. The discussion of §*331 and §*332 will have
suggested that fairly rigid programming standards were applied to the naming
of major programs and files. This was also true of the names used for
variables within programs. In general variables were assigned names as close
as possible to those used in the mathematics developed in chapters 2 and 3
and much use of store mapping (equivalencing of variable names) was made
in order to achieve this.
4. Modular programming was used extensively.
5. Hierarchical programming was not found to be very relevant, the software
being better viewed as sequential (i.e. the five mappings of §*331 applied
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In sequence). However, a top-down procedure was found useful in a few cases,
notably LISTPARM and PRESET.
6. Debugging aids used were:-
a) Line by line checking of the code by the programmer.
b) Source language debugging (provided by the compiler)
c) Use of optional snap shot dumps of all scaler variables when
run time errors are encountered. These are provided partly by
code implanted by the compiler and partly by failure routines
written as part of the software and called under various fault
conditions.
d) Using the software with specially generated test data.
•4 Individual program designs
•41 Introduction
In §*3 an overview of the main software has been given. In total there
were
20 main routines
41 general utility routines
10 graphics routines
11 file manipulation routines
and these, together with sundry other pieces of software, add up to about
15,000 lines of code. In the space available there is no possibility of
giving even detailed flow diagrams for the main routines let alone software
listings and all that is attempted in the following sections is to summarise
the formulae implemented by the main data processing routines.
The main software routines (and the relevant section numbers where
appropriate) are tabulated below.
(1) Setting up scanner
phantom programs - no details given
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MG - §*42 (see also §2*2)
GQ - §*43 (see also §2*3)
QP - §*44 (see also §2*4)
PSP - §*45 (see also §2*5)






This program must calculate I and then use this value to calculate
2_. In §2-222 it was seen that one calculates an estimate $ rather than
the exact value I, and that if the use of $ in place of I was to
introduce an error of less than 9 in the estimate £_ then £ must be
calculated as
N1
l = — T m. where Nn > 36/2.9
N1 j=l 3 1
where the nu are counts measured with no absorbing medium between source
and detector.
In practice data for calculating S was collected at the beginning of
a scan by performing several traverses before placing the section on the
scanner. The only question is how many such blank lines should be collected
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and this is easily determined during the prediction process. Once the operator
2
has decided on a value for 0 then can be chosen as 36/J10 (£
being already determined during the prediction process). Bearing in mind that
each traverse has N cells of length Ar (both already known from the
prediction process) and that this gives a traverse length of L, then
Nn




and this is rounded up to give an integer value. In practice was always
assigned the same value as the aliasing error 1"




i = — ) m.
N L i
1 j=l J
where = no. of blank lines x N
(i.e. using all the data from the blank lines) and then calculates 2.(<f>j)
as S.t'f'j) = ^ "'"m (4>_.) .
Finally, in preparation for the use of F.F.T. algorithms in later programs,
the vector 2.(<f>j) is padded out into a vector of components. Define




0 < k < 1






< k < N2 - 1
where 2^ denotes the padded out version of In other words the N-vector
2
is increased to an IS^-vector by padding it out with N2 - N components of
value 1, half of them being placed at the beginning of the vector and half at
the end. The value 1 is chosen since g(r) =1 |r| > a + D/2 where a
is the collimater radius and D is the section diameter.
•43 Program GQ
This program functions in one of two ways performing either the complete
deconvolution as discussed in §2-3 or just creating the necessary files so that
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the program QP thinks that deconvolution has been performed (the reasons for
wishing to do this may be found in §3*1). The process of deconvolution may be
A
considered as finding a matrix I and then using it to estimate q as
A
„ A
SL = I £ •
Under these circumstances
V(q) = Z V (£)|'
A
and V(q) is therefore estimated as
f(q) =4 v(£) z'
Z ^ Z diag(m)£' (see 52-23)
When GQ is used in its second mode (so that the correct files etc.
are available to QP) then, in effect, one has simply put Z equal
to the identity matrix so that
A A
V (g) = V (£)
A
and V(q) is therefore estimated as
y\ * 2
V(q) = Z diag(m).
These facts will be required later.
When discussing various statistical details of the program, it must
A
be remembered that g has been padded out to an -vector but that the
additional components are constants and therefore not subject to
statistical error. For this reason summations over the components
A
of g_ will appear where only those components corresponding to the
original N-vector are included.
A
In this section the quantity g_ will always denote the N^-vector.
•431 Full run of GQ
The information available at the start of the program is:-
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A
SL from the program MG
and
■ firk r,% J, (2waRsin(nArR) 1 c,,
H (R) =2 — —r— from §2*36.
irArR 2-rraR
The calculation proceeds as follows:-
N2 + N
^ -1






J \ ~ (N2 * N)k=Q
N2+ N
- 1




= 2i_2 l g2 - (N2 - N)
k=0
A 2
so that 2a(e )




H(kAR) O < k < N2/2
N2/2 < k <; N2- 1
4) set c_- (-2,1,0,...,0,1)1 and calculate C = W c
5) calculate 6 = W 2.







7) calculate L = N2*L(H*Tg* + y CTC) -1H*T
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8) calculate Q_ = /n^ L G
9) calculate q = W £
and I = W ^"L
The main data output is q_, I is also saved for later use in connection with
2
e, in the inversion of p =Jtf.d
•432 Simulated run of GQ
When a simulated run of GQ is performed (i.e. no deconvolution) then
no actual calculation is done and the routine performs only computer
housekeeping.
•44 Program QP
This program inverts the mapping p -*■ q by using the relation
p = -In q. The program allows for non-positive values of q by assigning
a minimum permitted value for q of O-Ol which corresponds to attentuation
of the beam by about 54 cms. of water (clearly the particular number must be
chosen according to the scanner design). Any values of q below this
minimum are logged by the software and may be subsequently examined
by the operators.
A
Input data required q from the program GQ
Calculation performed p^(<j>j) = -ln(max {q^ (<(> ^ ) ,0*01})
A A
Main output p_ together with log of small q values.
•45 Program PSP
This program estimates the quantity s * p as outlined in §2-4.
The details of this calculation are affected by whether GQ has been run
so that deconvolution was actually performed or just simulated.
In 52*42 E-3 it was stated that V(p) would be estimated by
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A A A -1A A -1
V(p) = diag(q) V (3) diag (cj)
and combining this with the equations of §*44 gives the following.
For a full run of GQ
V (p) = 5. ^diag(q) "'"idiag (m) diag(q) ^
(see however the closing paragraph of §2-42) , and for a simulated run of GQ
V(p) = diag(£ ^m) ^ I ^diag (m) diag (i ^m) ^
= diag (m) ^
Given these facts the calculation performed by the program may be
summarised as follows.
Main information required at start of program
following full run of GQ I, 3, i, m,
following simulated run of GQ p, I, m ,
and in either case formulae for X, . (0„) and (m,N_.) are alsod min 2 d max 3
needed.
Formulae used are:-





I [A5(A5 + XaI)_1i(* J]T[ A5(A5 + xdI)_1P(* ■) ] = ej
. 1 J 3






(d) and the sampled version of s * p is given by
1
« + Xr)_1P(<(,.)
N^Ar = d = = d= — j
The calculation proceeds as follows.
1) put N3 = n2
2 ^2 M A
2) estimate by e^ = £ tr V(p(<j>.))
j=l ~ 3
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For a simulated run of GQ this gives
M N-l
*d = I I V*j>3=1 k=0
by substituting for $ (£) from above. For a full run of GQ one has
sj-f2 ! Tfuw)2 N_N <^j))k/^j))2
i=l n=0 k=0 2 , i„
n - — k N„2 1 2
A A A
3) calculate P_ = W £
4) calculate X. „ from (b)
2
5) calculate N1 = N + (X. . /X. „ )1/5N„3 a mm ° ^
6) calculate = min{2n : 2° > and n e IN}
7) calculate X, by a) pad out p with zeros to give an N„ - vectord 3
8) calculate ^ = W £
y) use (b) to calculate X.
d
8) check X. < X. (m,N_): operator intervention required if otherwise.d d max 3
9) check X > X, (9_) : if not double N, and goto (7) otherwised d mm 2 3
goto (10).
10) calculate s * p from (d).
The main output is the sampled version of s * p.
>46 Program SPF
This program implements the back projection process. From §2*531
A M
£ (r,(j>) = A4> I v(d ) 't(<f>.)
1=1 1
where
di = K7 cos(<f> - V + "V
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and t_ is the sampled version of s * p.
A
If f is to be evaluated on an x matrix symmetrically placed about
the origin and with square cells of size Ar^ then by reasoning identical to
that used to arrive at §3*4311 E*21 (but applied to the reconstruction matrix
instead of the phantom matrix) the j,kth.cell has Cartesian coordinates
N4 + 1 N4 + 1
3 — Ar2' k
and hence has polar coordinates
r(j,k) = Ar
Ar,
i (j,k) = tan
k -




Combining these equations can be estimated as
fjk = f (r (j ,k) ,<ji (j ,k))
A
with f given by the above formulae.
The question of computation efficiency needs to be borne in mind when
evaluating £ . The obvious method is to choose j and k and then
evaluate the formula but a little throught shows that this is most
inefficient as it involves a large number of unnecessary evaluations of
trigonometric functions. A better method is to concentrate on one projection
(i.e. fix &) and calculate its contribution to every cell of f^k then
move to the next projection and repeat the same process. This is the
approach used by SPF.
Further details of the program are not given.
■47 Program COMPARE
This program is used to give measures (closely related to the £ ,
£ m W
■£, , and <£• norms) of the difference between the original phantom f
and the estimate £ calculated by the data processing software.
jk
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These measures are normalised to be independent of the cell size and number of
cells (which are required to be the same for f and f). The differences are
output in both relative and absolute form, the relative difference being the
difference expressed as a fraction of the original f_^.
The formulae used are:-
N4
L1 abs = N4 j,k=l 'fjk " fjk'
i = l-I V. AnI2 2 f1 rel 1 abs' 4 jkjk
L2 abs " V ^ «;,]< " iJ>''
b, »:s i2 rel 2 abs' 4 jkjk
Loo abs Ifjx fj]J
L® rel = L® abs / ^4 ^ fjk}
Chapter 6: Computational Results
• 1 Introduction
In this chapter various examples and results are given. These are the
product of the work in chapters 2-5 inclusive.
The result of using the scanner and software is illustrated in §-2 which
shows the outputs of various stages in the data processing from the starting
point (the m data) to the final reconstruction (the f data). This is followed
in §•3 by a discussion of two shortcomings of the scanner and its associated
hardware.
The main aim of the chapter (contained in i*4) is to give some
assessment of whether the mathematics of chapters 2 and 3 (or, more correctedly,
the software to which it gave rise) does in fact function as intended
and to this end four test objects were selected and used for prediction,
scanning and reconstruction. These objects are introduced in i*41 and the
results obtained from them are given in §*42 - §*48.
As a basic "figure of merit" assessment of a reconstruction, the
L2 rel measurement of the difference between a phantom and its reconstruction
is used (see §5*47). Since this has the disadvantage of giving no idea what
the reconstruction looks like a number of illustrations are also to be found.
These are printed on a Versatek printer/plotter with software designed to
give greyscale pictures with 16 greylevels (0 = white, 15 = black).
The chapter closes with the brief discussion of §*5.
•2 Example of reconstruction process
This section is devoted to describing and illustrating the results of
using the reconstruction software outlined in chapter 5. There are two basic
outputs from the software; the data files containing the partially or wholly
processed data and the parameter files which provide the operator with a
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record of how the data was processed as well as various parameters calculated
during the processing. In this section the data files are presented as
greyscale plots (see §*1 and §5*3331) and the parameter files are listed using
LISTPARM (§5*3332). (See F*1 and pp.185 - 197.)
The files illustrated are those named in F5*2 together with PPSPHIST
(the parameter file that provides the complete trace back facility (see §5*25)
for the program PSP), PSPCP and SPFCP (the files containing the Control Parameters
for the batch mode running of PSP and PSF respectively).
The example is based on a scan of a tin of paraffin wax, however it
should be clearly understood that details of the scan were determined by
such requirements as fitting the illustrations on the page, etc., and the
pictures and data should not therefore be taken as representative of a properly
scanned object.
The following notes may halp the reader to understand how this example
fits in with the discussion of chapters 2-5.
PTRIM (see §5*3354) - the parameters listed here are those which define
how the scanner was used. The "stepping motor pulse frequency" is the setting
of the pulse generator (§4*32) and hence is a measure of speed, the "gate
pulse scale factor" is the 2n scaling factor used to define the end of cell
positions (§4*32) and hence the cell size, and the remaining parameters are
self explanatory.
ESTM - in this plot, one line of the data across the greyscale plot
represents one projection of the object. The eleven lines of data being two
blanklines (i.e. no object between source and detector) used to calculate I
and nine projections (from different angles) of the tin of wax.
PMG - the "1 parameters" describe various details of the calculation
of i.
ESTG - note the dissappearance of the blanklines and the increase in the
number of cells/line from N = 52 in the m data to = 64 in the g data
in preparation for the deconvolution.
PGQ - if the full run of GQ is selected (as in this case) then each line
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(projection) of data is individually deconvolved. Thus each line gives rise
to its own values of y and u> , (both continuous and discrete versions,
c col
see §3*3*). These values are summarised statistically and given individually.
ESTQ - because of the poor quality of the data, in this particular
case, deconvolution has made little difference.
PQP - the "small value parameters" refer to the possibility of q being
negative, a situation which can arise as a result of ringing at discontinuities
after deconvolution. Had any negative or small positive values been found, the
software would have given details of their location (see §5*44).
PPSP - this is largely self explanatory when used in conjunction with
§2*54 and §5*45.
ESTSP - note the increase from to data points.
PPSPHIST - it is instructive to consider this trace back of the program
in order to appreciate what problems have been met by the software and how
these have been dealt with. The program has started by putting
and has calculated a value for X.. To obtain some idea of what values are
d
involved but with the minimum of computational effort only two projections
have been used. This yields a rough estimate of X. = 2*831 x 10^. The
d
program now moves on to consider the constraint X.> X. . (§2*5431)d d mm
in combination with the requirement that must be sufficiently large
for the convolution s * p to be evaluated by circular (as opposed to
linear) convolution (see §2*545 and in particular §2*545 E*4). These
requirements are satisfied. The program now considers the constraint
X. < X. , and with X = 2*294 x 10"^ this constraint is violated,d d max d max
Inspection of the parameter file PSPCP shows that, in this situation, PSP
is required to define X. to be equal to X. (the largest value
d u max
possible if s (r) is to be properly sampled) . The program now returns to
the section which assigns X. and puts X. = X. . The constraint
d d d max
X. > X. is satisfied but the requirment that N„ is sufficientlyd d min 3
large for circular convolution is no longer true. Inspection of §2*545
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E*4 shows that by reducing X, the value of N_ for correct convolution
a 3
has been increased. Thus with the initial choice = 64 the software
is in a situation where the natural value of X. (determined by the data
d
statistics) is too large, i.e. s(r) will be too narrow and therefore insuffic¬
iently sampled. Reduction of X, to X, (the maximum value for correctd d max
sampling of s) leads to a broadening of s which then violates the requirement
that s and p must have sufficient zeros for the linear convolution to be
correctly approximated by a circular convolution. The software therefore
makes the only possible choice and starts again with a larger value of
(the value predicted by §2*545 E*4). The software now starts again by calculating
X . Once again it passes the X. . and N, checks, but fails the X.d d min 3 d max
check (inevitably since X. < X. is true (or false) for all N„, seed d max 3
§2*5421). Again X. is assigned the value X. and the checks repeatedd d max r
but this time with success because of the larger . The program finishes
by calculating s * p for this value of X.
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DATA COLLECTED BY SH REVISION E
NUMBER (IF LIMES IN FILE DA0011 11
STEFFI NO MOTOR FREQUENCY 500
SATE PULSE SCALE FACTOR 32
COLIMATOR DIAMETER i SOURCE
DETECTOR 10
NUMBER OF SLAMI; LINES FOR CALCULATING L 2
DIAMETER OF PHAMTOM 125











DELTA r, CELL SIZE
DELTA T, COUNTING TIME PER CELL
COUNT RATE IN AIR




9 .3510 2 COUNTS/SEC (1 5.D.:
1.5330 0
NEW DATA PARAMETERS
N2. NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN NEW DATA SET




L. NO. OF COUNTS/CELL IN AIR 1.3660 5
■f-' 9 .575 0 2 ( 1 S.D. )
N1i NO. CELLS UGED TO CALCULATE L 106
THETA, KEL . ERROR IN I. C 3 S CONF ) 1.5930 -3
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PARAMETER LI3T FOR FILE Z0011..PGC!
LISTPARN REVISION MUMPER 03 01
GC! REVISION NUMBER 0 1
DATA PARAMETERS
Kr NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN NEU DATA SET 64
M # NO. OF LINES IH NEU DATA SET ?
DELTA r, CELL SIZE s.SOI!? -1 CM
DELTA R i FREQUENCY I NORE AITEN T 2.4030 -2 CYCLES/CM
GAMnA PARAMETERS
MEAN 7. VI70 -3
STANDARD DEVIATION V.3230 -4
MINIMUM 6.4020 -3
MAXIMUM 3.3331? -3
CONTTN'JOUS CUT-OFF FREQUENCY. ONEGA C COL
MEAN 5.3470 -1
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.2010 -2
MINIMUM 5.7670 -1
MAXIMUM 6.0070 -1
DISCRETE CUT-OFF FREQUENCY. K
MEAN 2 .4333 i
STANDARD DEVIATION 3.0000 -1
MINIMUM 2 .4000 X
MAXIMUM 2 .5000 1
DETAILED LISTING OF PARAMETERS FOR FILE ZOOll.POQ
RE GUI. ARI OA TI ON CONTINUOUS DISCRET
CONSTANT CUT-OFF FRED. CUT-OFF
GAMMA ONEGA 0 COL K
LINE 1 6.3230 -3 6.0070 -1 23
LINE '> 6.3230 -3 6.0070 -1 23
LINE 3 3.5330 -3 3.7670 -1 24
LINE 4 3 -3330 -3 5.7670 -1 24
LINE 3 3.3350 -3 3.7670 -1 24
LINE 6 3.3350 -3 5.7670 -1 24
LINE 7 3.3330 -3 5.7670 -1 2 4
LINE VJ 3.3330 -3 3.7670 -1 24
LINE y 6.4020 -3 6.0070 -1 23
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paraheter list for file zooii_pc!f
LI SiTPARM REV IS ION NUMBER 05 00
QP REVISION NUI1BER 01
data parameters
NO. NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN NEW DATA SET 64
H. NO. OF LINES IN NEW DATA set 9
SHALL VALUE PARAMETERS
HINIHUH NUMBER IN ANT LINE 0
HA XI HUH NUMBER IN ANT LINE 0
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PARAMETER LIST FUR FILE ZOOil.PPSP
I.ISTPARN R}-: M IS I Off NUMBER 03 00
PUP REVISION NUMBER 00
PARAMETER I.I ST FOR MAIN SECTION OF PSP : PASS 2
LI IN, FILTER TYFE 3
N. NU. flF CELLS/LINE IN M DATA 32
N2, NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN P DATA 6i
DELTA r- CELL SITE 6.3020 -1 CI1
NO r NU. OF CELLS/LINE IN 3 «p DATA 120
DELTA R, FREUUI'NCY INCRI1NI IN 5*p DATA 1.2010 -2 CYCLES/CM
PARAMETER LIST FOR LAMDA SECTION OF P5P : PASS
FILTER PARAMETERS !
n LA ni> A 6 7.3-100 4
n LAilDA c 1.3360 -3
OH ED A c rill CONTIN. CUT-OFF FRE'2. 9.4690 -2 CYCLES/CM
K. DISCRETE CUT-OFF FRED. 7
n LAMDA A SUPPLIED AY USER
OR SET EQUAL TO n LAHDA d wan
H, NO. OF LINES IN SCAN 9
EQUIVALENT VALUE OF ESGD 1.3230 0
EQUIVALENT VALUE OF ESQC 6.0040 -1
PARAMETER LIST FOR MIN SECTION OF PSP I PASS
EXTREME PARAMETERS:
MAXERRr MAX. VALUE UF ALIASING ERROR
ALLOWED IN !i (SET BY USER) 5.0000 0 X OF s
n I. AMD A d ii In. MIN. ALLOUED VALUE UF
LAUDA IF MAXERR IS NOT TO BE EXCEEDED 4.3790 0
QMEOA c fi1 win. CORRESPONDING VALUE
OF C ON TIN. CUT-OFF FRED. 1.3333 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS:
ERROR II) s ASSOCIATED UITH VALUE
OF n LAi'lDA <1 2.5463 -1 Z OF s
PREDICTED MIN. VALUE OF N3 SUCH THAT
A LAMDA d n LA II DA d mill 7 1
PRACTICAL PREDICTED VALUE OF N3.
PRED 1132 123
TEST N3 >= PRED N32:
RESULT SUCCEED
1 89
parameter list for max section or psp : pass i
extreme parameters:
m, iiintnun no. or samples allowed
IN FIRST PEAK OF S 3.0
n la IIP A d ill il :< ■ MAX. value OF lamoa FOR
PROPEL1 SAMFDNA UT ' 7.3-'. Id
0ME13A ■: fit au:i, CORRESPONDING VALUE
UF CON TIN. cut-OFF FREQ. ?.44?3
PREDtCTEO PARAMETERS:
NU. OF SAMPLES IN FIRST PEAK OF 3
(PREDICTED VALUE OF «)
MI N M32, Mil). VALUE OF NT SUCH THAT
A LAMDA J man >■= n LAMDA d win
5 .03
32
test n lamda d
result
test NT :•» min N325
result









PARAMETER LIST FOR MAIN SECTION OF PSP < PASS
LITN, FILTER TYPE
N, NO. (IF CELLS/LINE IN 11 DATA
NO, NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN P DATA
DELTA r, CELL SIZE
N3, NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN s«p DATA





PARAMETER LIST FOR L AMDA SECTION OF PSP PASS-
FILTER PARAMETERS !
n LA MO A 2
n LAUDA c
OMEGA c Fll. CON TIN. CUT-OFF FKEQ.




n LAMDA d CALCULATED - LINES CHOOSEN BY PROGRAM:
M. NO. OF LINES ill SCAN 7
NO. OF LINKS USED TO CALC. n LAMDA d 2
LINES USED IN CALCULATING II L AH DA d
1 6
ESQD - CALCULATED FROM DATA STATISTICS:
ESOD 1 . 7 519 -3
YOL 5.00 0 X OF ESQD
PARAMETER LIST FOR MIN SECTION OF PSP : PAS3
5.0009 0 X OF 3
EXTREME PARAMETERS:
MAXERR, MAX. VALUE OF ALIASING ERROR
ALLOWED IN S (SET BY USER)
n LAMDA d .11 in, MIN. ALLOUED VALUE OF
LAMDA IF MAXERR IS NOT TO BE EXCEEDED 4.2779 0
OMEGA c Fil fll inf CORRESPONDING VALUE
OF CONTIN. CUT-OFF FREQ, 2.7669 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS:
ERROR IN 5 ASSOCIATED UITH VALUE
OF n LAMDA d
PREDICTED PIIN. VALUE OF N3 SUCH THAT
n LAMDA d >" n LAMDA d im




TEST N3 >* PRED N32 :
RESULT SUCCEED
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PARAMETER LIST FOR MAX SUCTION OF POP : PASS
extreme parameters:
m. m inimum no. of samples allowed
IN FIRST PEAK OF ii 5.0
n LAMDA 0 air.;;, MAX. VALUE OF LAM OA FOR
PROPER S AM PL I NO OF s 2 . 2?-. 0 3
OMEGA c f I t «u:<, CORRESPONDING VALUE
of contin. cut-off freq. 9.4690 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS;
NO. OF SAMPLES IN FIRST PEAK OF 3
(predicted value of i.i ) 1.60 O
min m32i min. value of n3 such that
A LAMDA 0 fliij:: >u n LAMOA d win 32
TEST n LAMDA d <■= n LAMOA d f.l-HX:
result fail
test (13 >- min n32:
RESULT . SUCCEED
PARAMETER LIST FOR LAMOA SECTION OF PSP : PASS
FILTER PARAMETERS :
n LAMOA d 2.2940 3
n LAMOA c 1.3330 -5
OMEGA c fll. CONTIN. CUT-OFF FREQ. 9.4690 -2 CYCLES/CM
K, DISCRETE CUT-OFF FREE!. 3
n LAMDA d SUPPLIED BY USER
OR SET EQUAL TO n LAIIDA d «3R
fl, NO. OF LINES IN SCAN 9
EQUIVALENT VALUE OF ESQD 1.3220 0
equivalent value of esqc: 6.0030 -1
PARAMETER LIST FOR MIN SECTION OF PSP I PASS
EXTREME PARAMETERS:
MAXERR, MAX. VALUE OF ALIASING ERROR
ALLOWED IN 3 (SET BY USER) 3.0000 0 2 OF s
n LAMDA d at i n. MIN. ALLOWED VALUE UF
LAMOA IF MAXERR IS NOT TO BE EXCEEDED 4.3790 0
OMEGA c fil win. CORRESPONDING VALUE
OF CONTIN. CUT-OFF FREQ. 2.7660 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS:
ERROR IN s ASSOCIATED WITH VALUE
UF n I.AMDA d 1.0070 0 2 OF 5
PREDICTED MIN. VALUE OF N3 SUCH THAT
n LAMDA d >= n LAMOA d win 71
PRACTICAL PREDICTED VAI.UE OF N 3 .
PRED N32 123
TEST N3 r-= PRED N32 :
RESULT FAIL
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PARAMETER LIST FOR MAIN SECTION OF PSP : PASS
LITN. FILTER TYPE 5
N. NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN M DATA 52
N2, NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN P DATA 6 A
DELTA r, CELL SIZE A.5029 -I 011
N3 . NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN ii<p DATA 123
DELTA H, FREQUENCY I NCR II NT IN DATA 1.2019 -2 CYCLES/CM
PARAMETER LIST FOR LAI1DA SECTION OF PSP ' PASS
FILTER PARAMETERS '
n LAMDA d 9.0609 S
n LAMDA c 2.2639 -I
OMEGA c Til. CONTIN. CUT-OFF F RE >3. 6.2319 -1 CYCLES/CM
K. DISCRETE CIJT-OFF FREG . 51
n LAMDA d CALCULATED - LIMES CHOOSEN BY PROGRAM:
M. NO. OF LINES IN SCAN 9
NO. OF LINES USED TO CALC. n LANDA d 2
LINES USED IN CALCULATING n LAMDA d
1 6
ESGD - CALCULATED FROM DATA STATISTICS:
ESGD 1.7348 -3
TOL 5.09 0 X OF ESOD
PARAMETER LI3T FOR MIN SECTION OF PSP : PASS
EXTREME PARAMETERS:
MAXERR, MAX. VALUE OF ALIA5IN0 ERROR
ALLOWED IN s <SET BY USER) 5.0009 0 X OF 3
n LAMDA d ,n I n, MIN. ALLOWED VALUE OF
LAMDA IF MAXERR IS NOT TO BE EXCEEDED 4.3799 0
OMEGA c fil ai i n > CORRESPONDING VALUE
OF CONTIN. CUT-OFF FREO. 1.3339 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS:
ERROR IN a ASSOCIATED WITH VALUE
OF n LAMDA d NEGLI GABLE
PREDICTED .11H. VALUE OF N3 OUCH THAT
u LAMDA d >= n LAPIDA 1 sin 55
PRACTICAL PREDICTED VALUE OF IJ3 i
PRED W32 64
TEST N3 :=> PRED N32:
RESULT SUCCEED
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PARAMETER 1.1ST FOR ft AX SECTION OF PGP : PASS 1
EXTREME PARAMETERS:
pa, minimum wo. ok samfi.es allowed
rw first peak of s 3.0
n LA(10A d wax. MAX. VALUE OF LAIMOA FOR
PROPER SAMPLING OF b 7.3619 A
OMEGA c fit max, CORRESFOHDINO VALUE
OF C ON TIN. CUT-OFF FREO. 9.6690 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS!
NO. OF SAMPLES IN FIRST PEAK OF 3
(PREDICTED VALUE OF pi ! 1.63 0
MIN N32. MIN. VALUE OF HI SUCH THAT
n LAI'IDA d wax >w n LAMDA d la i n 32
TEST n I.AMDA d C= n LAMDA d max:
RESULT FAIL
TEST N3 >=» MIN N32:
RESULT SUCCEED
PARAMETER (.1ST FOR LAMDA SECTION OF PSP ! PASS I
FILTER PARAMETERS !
n LAMDA d 7.3609 6
n LAMDA c 1.3330 -3
OMEGA c All. CONTIN. CUT-OFF FREO. 9.4699 -2 CTCLES/CM
K. DISCRETE CUT-OFF FRE11. 7
r> LAMDA d SUPPLIED BY USER
OR SET EQUAL TO n LAMDA d wad
M, NO. OF LINES IN SCAN 9
EQUIVALENT VALUE OF E5QD 1.3239 0
EQUIVALENT VALUE OF ESQC 6.0060 -1
PARAMETER LIST FOR MIN SECTION OF PGP : PASS
EXTREME PARAMETERS!
MAXERR, MAX. VALUE OF ALIASING ERROR
ALLOWED IN » (SET BY USER) 5.0000 0 Z OF s
n LAMDA d win. MIN. ALLOWED VALUE OF
LAMDA IF MAXERR IS NOT TO BE EXCEEDED 6.6793 0
OMEGA c fil win. CORRESPONDING.VALUE
OF C ON TIN. CUT-OFF FREQ. 1.3330 -2
PREDICTED PARAMETERS:
ERROR IN u ASSOCIATED WITH VALUE
OF n LAMDA d 2.5660 -1 Z OF s
PREDICTED MIN. VALUE DF N3 SUCH THAT
n LAMDA d n LAMDA d win 71
PRACTICAL PREDICTED VALUE OF n3,
PRED N 32 123
TEST N3 >" PR ED N32:
RESULT SUCCEED
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PARAMETER 1.1ST FOR MAX SECTION OF PSP ' PASS
extreme parameter's i
m. minimum no. ok samples allowedLN FIRST PEAK OF !i
5.0n LAMDA d max, MAX • VALUE OF LAMDA FOKPROPER SAMPLING OF s
7.3418OMEGA c FiI max. CORRESPONDING VALUEuf contin. cut-off freq. 9.469* -
PREDICTED PARAMETERS'
no. OF SAMPLES in first PEAK OF s(predicted VALUE of m> 5.08 0min n.'s2. MIH. VALUE of in SUCH thatA LAMDA d mux >«■ n L All DA d will Z2
TEST A LAMOA d <» n L API DA d M3N sresult
succeedtest 113 ."•= min m33:
re sul t
succeed
PROGRAM STOPPED AT END
195


















CELL SIZE ! CELL SIZE IN M DATA
NUMBER UF CELLS IN F MATRIX
TYPE OF INTERPOLATION FOR SP-DATA







PRESET PARAMETER LIST FOR PROGRAM POP
PARAMETER LIST FOR MAIN SECTION OF PSP :
LITN, FILTER TYPE 3
N, NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN fl OA TO 52
N2, NU. OF CELI.S/L.iNK I.N P DATA 66
DELTA r, CELL SITE 6.5023 -1 CM
NS, NO. OF CELLS/LINE IN 3<p DATA 66
PARAMETER LIST FOR LAM00 SECTION OF PSP :
n LAMOO 0 CALCULATED -- LINES CHOOSEN BY PROGRAM:
M. NO. OF LINES IN SCAM ?
NU. OF LINES USED TO CALC. n L A FID A d 2
LINES USED IN CALCULATIHO n LAMDA d
I 6
ESQD - CALCULATED FROM DATA STATISTICS:
TOL 5.03 OX OF ESQD
PARAMETER LIST FOR MIN SECTION OF PSP :
MAXERR. MAX. VALUE OF ALIASINO ERROR
ALLOWED IN !» (SET BY USER) 5.0003 0 Z OF 3
NEXT STEP IF LAMDA >= LAMDA nin:
CONTINUE C CHECK LAMDA O LAMDA max )
NEXT STEP IF LAMDA < LAMDA ni i n:
USE PREDICTED KD. OF DATA POINTS AND RECALCULATE
LAMDA US ING * SAME DATA LINES
PARAMETER LIST FOR MAX SECTION OF PSP :
ACTION ir LAITOA max -I LfiiTDA n i o
ADJUST NJ SO THAT LAMDA ARM >■ LAMDA in I n
n>, MIN. ALLOWED N(J . OF SAMPLES IN FIRST PEAK OF s 3.03 0
NEXT ACTION IF LAMDA<=LAMDA moN
CONTINUE (CALCULATE 3*p AND TIDY UP FILES)
NEXT ACTION IF LAflDA>LAMDA max
CALCULATE s*]J WITH LAITDA-LAMDA Max
ACTION ON KEACHINO END OF PROGRAM PSP :
RECAI.C. LAMDA BY SAME METHOD AS PREVIOUSLY BUT
USING ALL DATA LINES
1 97
PRESET PARAMETER 1.1ST I'OR PROGRAM SPF
CELL S CZE : CELL SIZE IN II DATA

















fig. 6-1a : Example of data file
199
f ig. 6 -1 b : E xample of data files.
200
zeal i-:estf
MIN=—8.um-e -3 MRX= 8.610® -2
01X05/80 20.51.28




It was immediately clear from visual observation of the count display
on the scanner that the number of counts/cell was varying too much even when
there was no object between source and detector.
A worst case situation (source and detector both with circular
collimation of 1 mm diameter and 150 mm length) is illustrated in F»2 which
shows a graph of counts/cell against cell position for two consecutive
traverses. Even allowing for data statistics there is an obvious drop in count
rate in the centre of each traverse. This problem was found to be caused by
bending of the steel rods supporting the U-frame. The scanner was therefore
modified by placing a steel track under each of the rods and using these to
give additional upward thrust (via a suitable bearing) to the underside of
the U-frame. This improved matters but it was clear that the only complete
cure required a redesign of the whole scanner.
As this was not possible it was decided that only the 5 mm and 10 mm
diameter collimaters would be used because in these cases the effect was
relatively minor. Corresponding graphs for these cases are given in F*3a
and F*3b respectively.
•32 Data errors
When the data from the scans of the various objects (see §*41) was
processed various anomolous results were encountered. These were traced
to occasional clearly erroneous count values in a few readings. A typical
case is illustrated in F-4 which shows a projection of the water annulus
(see §-41) before and after correction. The corrected reading was derived
simply by inspecting the surrounding values and substituting one of similar
size, a procedure considered to be justified by the nature of the scanning
process. All the data was visually inspected in this way and corrections
applied when necessary.
A more fundamental cure was not possible due to lack of time.
counts/cell
















































Xmin= Q.QOOo-39 Xmax= 2.560o 2




Ymin= 0. OOOq-99 Ymax= 1.022O 0
Z5120_ESTG 1=85 01/05/90
After data patching.
fig. 6-4 Data patching.
206 6*4
•4 Assessment of mathematics and software
The aim of this section is to try and assess whether the mathematics and
data processing worked properly. It had originally been intended that this whole
assessment process would be much more comprehensive but lack of time necessitated
a drastic pruning to the barest essentials.
The result of this cutting back was that four test objects were chosen
(see 5*41) and experiments performed on each in turn to assess whether
1) the reconstruction software chooses an £ close to f,
2) the prediction software does in fact choose the optimum value of M,
3) the prediction software does in fact choose the optimum value of k,
4) the prediction software does in fact predict a value of Jl which
will give rise to the chosen value of u „., .
c fil
These matters are dealt with in §*42 - §-45 respectively. Note that in each
of the above no deconvolution is performed (i.e. only a simulated run of GQ
is performed, see 55*432), that step function interpolation has been used in
SPF and that prior to evaluating re^ (see §5*47) in COMPARE all negative
values in f have been replaced by zero. This work is followed by information
on:-
5) the effect of step function or linear interpolation
6) the sort of edge responses that were encountered
7) the effect of deconvolution
in 5*46 - 5*48.
*41 Test objects
Four test objects were used and are illustrated in F*5 - F*8. These
four greyscale plots are all on the same scale (a 60 x 60 matrix of 1 cm cells).
The lung phantom (F*5) is made of wax (with a linear attenuation coefficient
of 0*08263 cm 'S and two air holes to represent lungs. The disc (F*6) is





























fig. 6-8 : Block phantom.
211 6-41
disc, but with a further container placed in the water to give the air hole.
The rectangle (F*8) is a 6 cm square block of tufnol (with a linear attenuation
coefficient of 0*1337 cm ^") placed with its lower left corner at the centre
of rotation.
When comparing these objects with their reconstructions given below,
there are a few points to be borne in mind.
a) a scan length of 34 cms was used for the lung, the disc and the
annulus and a scan length of 20 cms for the block.
b) when running the prediction programs the parameters calculated
for setting up the scanner are calculated so that the required
spatial resolution is obtained over a circle with the same diameter
as the phantom and centred in the reconstruction rectangle.
Artifacts outside this area should be ignored when considering the
quality of a reconstruction. (see §3*43221 for definition of
phantom diameter)
c) sections through the phantoms are taken from left to right along
row 30 (counting from 1 at the bottom) for the lung, disc and
annulus and along row 33 for the block.
d) prediction was based on the following matrix sizes
lung 36 x 36 matrix of 1 cm cells
disc 60 x 60 matrix of 0*5 cm cells
annulus 60 x 60 matrix of 0*5 cm cells
block 12 x 12 matrix of 1 cm cells
Calculation of L„ . by COMPARE was based on the same matrices
2 rel
except where otherwise stated.
Finally the reader is asked to note one qualification which applies to
all the results concerning the block. The PREDICT program was run using a
scan traverse length of 34 cm for all phantoms. When it came to performing
the scans it was found that the number of cells/line exceeded 256 in the case
of the block. Since 256 was the maximum allowed by SHI, the scans with the
block were all performed with the scan length reduced to 20 cms and all other
212 6*42
parameters as predicted. Inspection of §3*43225 shows that the effect of
using PREDICT with an incorrectly large value of L is to increase and
hence I. Thus in effect the block was not scanned with the correct I.
•42 Selection of u ...
c fxl
•421 Aim and method
The value of a) , is determined by §2*532 E*7 to be the value which
c fil
minimises ||v^f|| subject to d(p,7tf) < e. The aim of this experiment is
to examine whether the f obtained is actually close to f. The method
was to choose a) , use PREDICT to determine how each of the objects should
c rec
be scanned and scan the object in this manner. The data was then reconstructed
with lamda estimated according to §2*532 E*7 and calculated. This
*
value of lamda is denoted by X^ . The same data was then processed a further
*
eleven times but with forced values of X such that X /X equalled 0*01, 0*02,
c c c




For each of the objects used in this experiment the following details
are given in the table below
test object used
value of to used in PREDICT
c rec
value of 2a, r, M,5, calculated by PREDICT
names of associated data files (which appear in the figures).
object lung disc annulus annulus block
co (cycles/cm)
c rec
0*500 0*500 1*000 0*500 0*500
2a (cm) 1*000 1*000 0 *500 l*ooo 1*000
Ar (cm) 0 *2154 0*1642 0*1710 0*1642 0*1231
M 59 38 76 38 25
I (counts/cell) 4500 14000 25000 7800 4600












In each case the lowest number data file corresponds to ^c/^c = 1 an^
* *
remaining eleven to X /X = O-Ol, ...,X /X =50 respectively.
c c c c
*423 Results
•k
The resulting values of re^ are graphed as functions of ^c/^c
in F-9 and the change produced in the image is illustrated for the lung
phantom in F-10 - F-21.
It is clear that the value assigned by the software to Xc is near the
optimum in each case. (The author finds the anomolous behaviour of the tufnol
block curve (Z52) disturbing but is unaware of anything incorrect in the data
or its processing which would explain it other than the reservation expressed
in section -41.)
•43 Prediction of M
•431 Aim and method
The aim of this experiment was to test that the prediction software (in
particular the criterion §3-421 E-12) does select an appropriate value for M.
The method is based on a qualitative understanding of how will vary
as M is altered. If M is too small then one would expect L„ , to increaser 2 rel
because of the poor quality of the reconstructed image. As M increases
one expects to decrease at first and then become stationery since,
for large M, the image quality will be determined by a) , and w The
c col c fxl
test of objects were therefore scanned with M = 128 and by repeatedly selecting
only alternate projections it was possible to generate data corresponding to
M = 64, 32, 16, 8, 4. In this way data was generated corresponding to scanning
the test objects with various M. This data was processed and




















fig. 6-11 : Lung phantom , xd = 0-01
217
HH502;.;feSTF
MIN= 0.0008-99 MRX= 7.524® -2
31/03/80 14.46.U1
fig. 6-12 : Lung phantom , Aw = 0 02 A*a a
218
Z4503;!feSTF
MIN= 0.000®-99 MP1X= 7 .6278 -2
31/03/80 14.45.31

























































6 21 Lung phantom , xd = 50 A*
227 6* 432
•432 Scanning details
The objects and scanning conditions used for this experiment are identical
with those given in §*422 except that the annulus with u) = 1*000 was
c rec
not used and M was increased to 128 in all cases. Since the scanning and
data processing conditions are identical (except for M) to those used on the
basic data files in §*42 the data from these files may also be used in this






lung Z4500 Z4620 - Z4623, Z4604, Z4505
disc Z 4720 Z4820 - Z4825
annulus Z 5020 Z5120 - Z5125
block Z 5250 Z5320 - Z5325
In each case the files in ascending order contain data for M as predicted
and M = 128 down to M = 4 respectively.
•433 Results
The resulting values of are graphed as functions of M in
F*22 and the change produced in the image is illustrated for the lung in F*23 -
F*27 and for the annulus in F*28 - F*32. (N.B. F*28 - F*32 are on twice the
scale of F*7.)
Unfortunately, due to core restrictions on the computer, it proved
impossible to process the data sets for M = 128.
From F*22 it is clear that, in terms of minimising L2 re^» tlie value
of M given by §3*421 E*12 is about right. (Once again, the data for the
tufnol block shows anomolous behaviour for which the author has no
explanation other than the reservation expressed in section *41.)
228











































fig. 6-28 : Annular phantom. M = 64
235
Z5122--;£STF
MIN= 0.000®-8S MOX= 8.351® -2
15/04/80 16.23.27







fig. 6-30 : Annular phantom , M =16
237
ZS12H;teSTF











fig.6-32 : Annular phantom , M U
239 6*44
•44 Prediction of k
•441 Aim and method
The aim of this experiment was to test that the prediction software (in
particular the criterion §3*42 E'13 and E*16) does select an appropriate value
for k and hence (assuming no deconvolution is performed).
Since k is a combination of 2a and Ar the best way to proceed
would be to run PREDICT for a phantom, scan the phantom accordingly and then
repeat the scans with increased and decreased 2a and Ar. This was not possible.
For the reasons explained in §*31 the full range of collimaters could not be used
and 2a could not therefore be varied properly. Further limitations were
imposed by the software constraints of SHI which meant that Ar could only
be increased.
The method used for this experiment was to run PREDICT, scan the
phantom as required and then repeat the scan but with Ar set to 2,4,8 and
16 times its original value (all other parameters, including the number
of counts/cell, being kept constant).
•442 Scanning details
Only the block phantom was used for this experiment. The predicted
scanning parameters used were these given in §-422. The data files used were
*
as shown below where k denotes the predicted value of the normalised











The resulting values of re^ are graphed as a function of k /k
in F*33 and the reconstructions illustrated in F*34 to F*38. At first sight
it appears that k is predicted correctly as the curve becomes stationery
•k
at k /k = 1, however the nicely defined minimum is largely a product of the
log plot. When plotted on a linear scale it is less convincing. The result
is therefore inconclusive - largely due to the impossibility of reducing Ar
below its original value.
•45 Prediction of I
It is of interest to confirm that PREDICT does indeed estimate a value
of I which will give rise to desired fil* running PREDICT two
sets of output were given
a) the predicted values for 2a,Ar,M,£
b) the parameters in (a) but rounded to the nearest suitable scanner
setting.
In practice 2a was never rounded because the software permitted only those
values for which a collimater existed. The reamining parameters were usually
rounded in the direction which would improve picture quality. It would there¬
fore be surprising if there were not some variation between the value
a) used in PREDICT and the value of ii) realised in practise,
c rec c fil
The values of u and to , for different data sets are
c rec c fil
tabulated below. Values of a) at w , have also been added out of
c fil c col
general interest
object data 0)
c rec Uc fil CO c ang c col
lung Z4500 0•5000 0-5746 0-5117 0-5066
disc Z 4720 0•5000 0-5746 0-5104 0-5066
a nnulus Z 4950 1*000 0-8709 0*9939 0-9694
annulus Z 5020 0•5000 0-5926 0-5104 0-5066
block Z 5250 0-5000 0-6086 0-5101 0-5125
241




































fig. 6-38 : Block phantom, k = k"*/16
247 6-46
As is to be expected the agreement between w , to and 00r
c rec c ang c col
is good (in fact better than 4%). The agreement between u and a)
C IT0C C 111.
is better than 18%, worse than one would wish though not perhaps surprising
in view of the discussion on rounding of scanner parameters (see above).
•46 Effect of interpolation
To test the significance of using step function or linear interpolation
in SPF all five test objects described in §*422 were back projected using
both methods.
In terms of the greyscale plots no significant difference was
observed. The result is illustrated for the lung phantom in F-39 (step function
interpolation, file Z4540) and F»44 (linear interpolation, file Z4543).
Differences for the other objects were similar.
•47 Typical edge response
An indication is now given of the quality of edge response met in
practice. The data is presented both as greyscale pictures and as graphs.
The reconstructions of the five test objects listed in §»422 are
illustrated in F»39 - F*43. These reconstructions are performed without
deconvolution and with step function interpolation in SPF. The pictures
show ESTF after removal of negative values and should be compared with
F*5 - F*8 which show the original test objects.
Graphical sections through this data (taken as described in §*41(c))
are given in F*45 - F*53, in this case negative values have not been removed.
•48 Effect of deconvolution
In order to access the effect of deconvolution it was decided to
reprocess the data for the give test data sets of §*422 but using a full run
of GQ. Unfortunately it proved impossible to complete the processing of the
248
Z45H0-:;£STF
MIN= 0.000e-99 MRX= 7.897® -2
01/05/80 22.55.30
( no deconv. & step function interp . )
g.6-39 : Reconstruction of lung phantom.
2 49
Z4-7U0»eSTF
MIN= 0.000®-99 MRX= 7.848® -2
01/05X80 22.58.59
(no deconv. & step function interp. )
fig.6-40 : Reconstruction of disc phantom
250
Z40403ESTF
MIN= 0.000ffi-as MOX= e. 74-7® —2
01/05/80 23.02.29
( no deconv. & step function interp., uc rec = 1-0 )
5 41 : Reconstruction of annular phantom
2 51
Z50H03feSTF
MIN= 0.000a-ag MOX= 8.350® -2
02/05/80 01.47.08
no deconv . & step function interp., uc rec =0-5







( no deconv. & step function interp. )
fig. 6-4-3 : Reconstruction of block phantom
253
HM-5U3^feSTF
min= 0.000®-gg mx= 7.951® -2
01/05/80 22.57 - 59
( no deconv. & linear interp. )





































































































































































































































































































































6-53 Block reconstruction section
263 6*5
lung data (file Z4500) or the annulus data (with 00 = 1*0) (file Z4950)
c rec
due to space constraints on the EMAS (see §5*31) computing system.
The effect of deconvolution on the other data sets may be seen in
f-54 - f*56 which show the disc, the annulus with w =0-5 and the block
c rec
respectively. These should be compared to the reconstruction without
deconvolution (F*40, F*42 and F*43) and to the original phantoms (F*6, F*7
and F*8) . The results may be summarised as:-
disc : deconvolution has caused a significant deterioration due to
over smoothing of the picture,
annulus : deconvolution has made little difference within the central
area |r| < D/2.
block : deconvolution has caused some worsening of the artifacts
within the area |r| < D/2.
The effect on the cut-off frequencies is summarised in the table below
object
no deconvolution with deconvolution
file
C fll c col
file
C fll c col
disc Z4740 0*5746 0*5066 Z4745 0*06925 0*8973
annulus Z5040 0*5926 0*5066 Z5045 0*6231 0*7493
block Z5240 0*6086 0*5125 Z5245 0*9646 0*4479
The author finds the value of to „., for the disc after deconvolution extremely
c fll
surprising but is unaware of anything that would explain it.
•5 Discussion
In this chapter the aim has been to present data which will act as a
check on the performance of the software. Within the limitations of the test
scanner the conclusions are:-
1) the criterion §2*532 E*7 selects a value for £ which not only
2
minimises IIV f|| _ but also comes close to minimising L„ . (which11 " 2 2 rel
.D





























2) the PREDICT software selects a value of M which is approximately
optimal in terms of minimising L2 re^-
3) the data collected on the value of k is consistent with PREDICT
selecting the optimal value but does not prove it.
4) the PREDICT software selects a value for 1 so that the calculated
value of oo ... is within about 18% of the required oi . If one takes
c fil c rec
into account the reservations about the block data (see §>41) and the fact
that none of the objects are scanned precisely as predicted (see §-45) then
the agreement is likely to be better than this.
5) for the image resolution and display resolution considered here,
the difference between step function and linear interpolation is negligible.
6) on the basis of the three reconstructions used deconvolution
does not seem to be of any significance for the resolutions being considered.
Chapter 7: Concluding Discussion
•1 Work covered in thesis
If we now pause to look back over the work given in the thesis it will
be seen to contain the following.
In chapter 1 a brief overview of some of the extant literature was given
and in particular various shortcomings of the reconstruction techniques were
discussed. In particular it was shown that Jb ^ is discontinuous and that
many of the reconstruction methods coped with the resulting instability in
rather ill defined ways.
In chapter 2 this led to a more careful definition of a model for
transmission scanning with an isotope source and consideration of this model
yielded a more complex reconstruction algorithm which includes techniques for
dealing with Jt ^ in a more controlled manner.
In chapter 3 consideration was given to relating the patient parameters
to the scanner parameters, a process which is fundamental to a proper machine
design. In particular it was shown that the scanner parameters could all be
reduced to functions of the section and the constant a) (and one or two
c rec
other variables) and this relationship was reduced to workable software. In
addition the relation between the patient parameters and uj was also
c rec
indicated though not in great detail. Combining these relations it is possible
to choose a patient section and find the corresponding to an acceptable
reconstruction quality and then use this to predict the required
scanner parameters.
Because of the length and complexity of the ideas in chapters 2 and 3
it was felt that some check on the accuracy of the ideas should be made. To
this end a small test scanner was built (see chapter 4) and most of the
results of chapters 2 and 3 reduced to computer software (chapter 5).
In chapter 6 data was presented which represents the effect of
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combining the maths of chapters 2 and 3 with the equipment of chapter 4 and the
software of chapter 5. The author's overall interpretation of the results of
chapter 5 is that they show up no fundamental flaws in the mathematics and in
general confirm its accuracy (see §*2 however).
•2 Work not covered in thesis
There are at least fuur items which should have been considered in this
thesis and have been omitted; zero correction, relation between u; and
c rec
patient parameters, word length required in data processing and mechanical
accuracy required in scanner construction.
It has been pointed out that as a result of the fact that (S) = 0,
the steady state component of £ will always be removed, i.e. that
,A > A
S (£ + C U) = S £
where £ = (1,1,1,...,1)' and c is any constant. There is thus a whole
family of projections £.($j) which will give rise to the same reconstruction.
For this reason, it has been said that it is impossible to obtain accurate
attenuation coefficients from reconstructions. The author had originally
considered this conclusion to be incorrect and proceeded accordingly. More
careful consideration has in fact led the author to conclude that there is
some truth in the matter but that the problem can be satisfactorily dealt with
by adding a small correction factor to s (in fact a correction required
as a result of the zero of S at R = 0). Unfortunately lack of time has
made it impossible to add the necessary alterations either to the results of
chapters 2 and 3 or to the software of chapter 5.
The relationship between and the patient parameters was
indicated in §3*5 and while enough detail has been given for the interested
reader to develop it for himself it would have been preferable to include it
in chapter 3.
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It had been hoped to establish the word length required for data processing
and the design tolerances required in the scanner construction - both highly
relevant to anyone contemplating building a scanner.
None of these last three points were taken any further due to lack of time.
•3 Closing discussion
The overall aim of this thesis has been to derive a model for the
scanning process and to consider its implications in sufficient detail to
obtain information on how to design the hardware and software of a transmission
scanner. This has led to work stretching from the functional analysis of
to the building of a test scanner and, not surprisingly, covers a wide range
of subject matter in between. Such an attempt to cover the whole subject of
transmission scanning as opposed to the widespread practice of considering
just small parts in isolation does seem to have advantages. For example
most of the work required for the prediction theory of chapter 3 originated,
unintentionally, in §2*54 while considering numerical errors in evaluating
s * p on a computer.
It is the author's hope that perhaps this idea of thinking in terms
of a coherent overall theory may become a general trend in the literature
until such time as a complete theory is developed on how best to design
and build all parts (hardware and software) of a transmission scanner.
Appendix 1*1 : Definitions and Theorems
•1 Definitions
.11 Continuous Convolution
Given h,q defined on 3Rn their continuous convolution h * q is
(h * q) (x) h(x - Qq(C)dJ_
•12 Continuous Fourier Transform
If x e IRn and f: IRn C then the function F: IRn +C defined by
F(X) = ,, -2iri < x,X >f(x)e — — dx
(where < x °X> denotes an inner product) is called the continuous Fourier
transform (C.F.T.) of f. The inverse relationship is
f(x) = F(X) e2wi<—> dX
These two mappings are referred to as the forward and inverse or reverse
transforms respectively. When useful, the mappings will be thought of as
operating on function spaces and denoted by
F = & f and f = 5*_1F.
n n
Note the obvious simplifications.
if n = 1 <x,X> = xX
if n = 2 <x,X> = x1X1 + XjX2 where 5. = (X]/X2^ and — =
= r R cos(0 - <(i) where x = (r cos 9, r sin 9) and
X_ = (R cos <j>, R sin <fi)
•13 Discrete convolution





gj = Z hj-kqkJ k= -=> J
•14 Circular convolution
Given two sequences 3 = °d)N - 1 their circular or cyclic





N.B. If the sequences h^ and q^ of i-13 are such that
Ik = 0 for j < 0 or j > a - 1
q^ = 0 for j<0 or j > b - 1
then = g^ for j = 0(1) N - 1 provided that N > a + b - 1 .
15 Discrete Fourier transform
Given a set of numbers f. j = 0(1)N - 1, the set F k = 0(1)N - 1
3 k
defined by
F = — Y* /? 3
is called the discrete Fourier transform (D.F.T.) of f . The inverse relation¬
ship is
f. = — Y e2lri3k/N F
3 /n" k=0
These two mappings are referred to as the forward and inverse or reverse
transforms. The N x n matrix W is defined by
(w) = -1 e-2irijk/N
=
/¥
whence W 1 exists and has elements
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(W"1) = i- e2,Tijk/N
' 3k /N
Defining the vectors f and F by (f). = f. and (F). = F. then the above
~ - —
3 3 -33
relations will be written
F = W f and f = W_1F
•16 Miscellaneous
An N x N matrix h whose j, k th element is (h) ^ = h ^ j_j,j J N
(j,k = 0(1)N - 1 where {h_,...,h, , } is a set of real or complex numbers)0 N—1
is called a circulant matrix. In such a matrix each column (row) contains
the same elements as the one on its left (above) but shifted one place down
(to the right).
Given a sequence of N real or complex numbers xo'"**'xn 1
following are defined
a vector x = (x.,...,x„ .)'— 0 N-l
a matrix x such that (x) = x,. , . i„ so that, by definition,
= = 3k (3~k)|N
x is the first column of the circulant matrix x
a vector }£ = W x i.e. the D.F.T. of >1
a matrix X = diag (X_) = diag(XQ, ,Xu-l^
N.B. Where there is little risk of confusion this notation will occasionally
be abused e.g. in §2-1 m is a sample from an N(]£, diag(u)) distribution
and it is convenient to use M to denote diag (y) , but there is no suggestion
that M and m are related by M = diag(W m).
• 2 Theorems
•21 Theorem
If h is a circulant matrix then
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W h W-1 = /N H
i.e. since the diagonal elements of H are the D.F.T. of h the product
W h W ^ may be calculated by a single D.F.T.
Proof
r 1 -2irijk/N 1 2irii.m/N
/T
1 r p , 1 -2irij (k-Jl)/N 2irii,(m-j)/N
m7il
1 r r , 1 -2irijn/N 2irii (m-j)/N
= — / / n — e • e
/Fin n /F
_ 1. I h i- e~2irijn/N . N6
/i n n7i m3
= /F (W h) . s .
= - 3 no
= /F (H) .
= }m
•22 Corollary
h = /F W_1H W
•23 Theorem
h is real <=> (H). = (H)„ . j = 1(1)N - 1— — 3 — N-3
Proof
=> (H) . = (W h) . = I — e-2irik3/N h1 3 k=Q /n
v 1 2irik(N-j)/N. .
■ I* *
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r 1 -2uik(N-j)/N. , . , —
= L — e hk Slnce \ = hV
k /n * k k
(h) = (W_1H) = I — e27rijk/N
3 k=0 /iT
= I i_ e~2irijk/N -
k /n
= V i_ e2lri3 (N-k)/N H£ <— n-k
k /N





From an almost identical proof (h)^ = (h)N_j <=>fl is real
•25 Definition
An N vector h is symmetric if (h). = (h)„ . for j = 1(1)N-l—
—j — N-]
26 Corollary
h is real and symmetric <=> H_ is real and symmetric
Proof
follows from Th-23 , Cor-24, and Defn-25 .
With the definitions given in 5-15 the circular convolution of E-2 can be
written
2_ = h £ provided N > a + b - 1 with a,b as in §-14
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•27 Theorem (Convolution Theorem)
£ = h £ <=> G = /n H 2
Proof
-1
=> G_ = W g = Wh£=WhW~. W £ = /n H £ from Th-21
<= £ = W-1G = W-1 /tTH Q = /if W_1H W . W-1^ = h £ from Cor-22
•28 Theorem (Parseval's Theorem
Given a sequence of N numbers x and its D.F.T. X then
T T
x x = X X
Proof
XTX = (W X)T(W x)
T T




since W = W from the definition of W .
T
Note that if x is real this becomes x'x = X X
•29 Theorem (Auto-correlation theorem)
W x'x = /F XTX
Proof
W x'x = W x'W-1 W x
— IT T T T
= (W x' W ) X
-1 T
(W x W ) X
/— T
= /N X X
•3 Relationship between D.F.T. and C.F.T.
•31 Function with support on [0,(N - l)Ar]
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Let f(x) and F(X) be a C.F.T. pair and let and F^ be a D.F.T. pair
and put f. = f(jAx). A relationship is to be indicated between F and F(X)
J K
A relationship is first developed between the C.F.T. of f(x) and the
00
C.F.T. of the sampled function ^ f(x)S(x - jAx). It is supposed that
f(x) -*■ 0 as |x| 00 and that F (x) 0 as |x| -*■ °°.
From (Bracewell, 1965 : ch. 10), the C.F.T. of
1 6 (x - jAx) is Ax ^ I <5
j= -co ](= -co
Ax




can be regarded in two different ways:- first as the F.T. of the product of two
functions i.e.
= | jf(x) . I 5 (x - jAx)| -2irixX.e dx
= F(X) * Ax 1 I 5(X - 1/Ax)
£ = -oo
= Ax-1 I F(X — £/Ax)
a = -oo
and second as the sum of a series of numbers i.e.
I = {f(x)e 27r:'-xX} £ 5 (x - jAx)dx
j=
= I {f(x)e 2lrutX} 5 (x - jAx)dx
I f (jAx) e
j= -00
-2irijAxX
Equating E*1 and E*2
Ax~ I F(X - £Ax ) = I f.
a = -co :=
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and, putting X = k N ^"Ax ^ for 0 < k <N - 1
-1
Ax I F((k - Ni)N~1Ax~1) = I f. e'
Z= -oo -i = -oo ^
■2iri jk/N
N-l
= J fj S"j=0 J
2irijk/n
provided f(x) = O for x <0 and x > (N - l)Ax
= /n f,
Hence F, = — J F((k - £N)N '^Ax "Sk Ax/¥ I






O 5 k 5 N/2
N/2 < k < N - 1
Note that defining AX to be the increment in X, then X = k N ''"Ax ^
leads to AX = N ^"Ax ^ or
AxAx N = 1
Precisely the same situation holds in reverse if F(X) is the starting point
and one defines F = F(kAX) and then compares f(x) with f.. In this casek 3
f. = I f((j - £N) N_^AX_1)
-1 AX /N" £
Ax /n" £ f { (j - £n)Ax)
£
■32 Function with support in
N-l
, N-l .—— Ax, —— Ax
2 2
Following precisely the same outline as §-31 but with the transform pair
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I 5(x-(j-^)Ax) and Ax"X £ e^*"1' 5(X - kAx"1)
j= -OO k= -oo
and defining I by
I = j I f(x) 6(x - (j - ) Ax) |^ "1 = —CO ' -2irixX,e dx
then
I = F (X) * Ax_1 I e*1MN-i) 6 (X - kAx )
X= -<*>




,i H-co * v|f(x) e 2lTixX| 6 (x - (j - ) Ax) dx
-2iriXAx(j -
= I f((j "^)Ax) e 2
j
. -1 v irii(N-l) _,v .A -1, r .... N—1 , ~2iriXAx^ J-)Hence Ax Z e F (X - £Ax ) = Z f ((3 )Ax)e
£ j 2
and putting X = k N ^"Ax ^ for O £ k ^ N-l
Ax-1 I elrU(N"1) F ((k - XN) N_1Ax_1) = I f. e"2irijk/N e^l-N*1)
X j= -oo 5
irik(l-N Nr^ , -2irijk/N= e I f e
j=o J
provided f(x) = 0 v|x| > Ax




F, = —— > e ~"'F((k-XN)N "Ax ")
1 y _-iri(l-N ) (k-XN)„, „ -1,'k ~
AxX
and if F(x) = 0 V j x | > (2Ax) , then
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1 —iri (1-N_1) k -1. -1.
| Ax /F WAX) 0 < k 2 N/2
_i— e-iri(l-N ) (k-N) p ( (k-N) N_^Ax_^") § < 1 < N-l
Ax /F 2
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•4 The Radon transform and its properties
•41 Introduction
In this section the basic properties of the Radon transform are given.
There are, apart from various definitions and minor theorems required along
the way, three principal results
a) The Projection theorem
b) The Back projection theorem
c) Proof of the discontinuity of ^
The Projection theorem is implicit in all Fourier based techniques for
evaluating inverse Radon transforms, in practice however it is more common
to implement the inversion by using an algorithm based on the Back projection
theorem. The final theorem given is of fundamental significance to this
thesis and is the root cause of the presence of optimization techniques
found in Chapter 2.
•42 Notation in §*4
In this section the notation used is not always in line with that used





{x e IRn : | x | =1}
{x e 3Rn : |X| < 1} N.B. B1 = [-1:1]B'n
A\B the complement of B in A









C(Bn) all functions defined on IRn, continuous on Bn (and from the
interior for |x| = 1) and zero on IRn \ Bn
B(Bn) all functions defined on lRn, bounded on Bn and zero on IRn \ Bn.
^2(Bn) all functions defined on IRn, zero on IRn \ b" and whose squared
modulus is Lebesgue integrable.
Measures
dd1 Lebesgue measure on {x e IRn :<x,<j>> = r}
dr Lebesgue measure on 1R
d<j) Lebesgue measure on Sn ^
dx Lebesgue measure on 3Rn
m(fi) the measure of a set fi
Sn ^ the measure of the set Sn ^
Bn the measure of the set Bn
Miscellaneous
< x',x"> inner product of x' and x" on IRn
'f If|2 rndm where m is the appropriate measure on X.
d(x',x") metric on ®n
See also §*47
•43 Definition of Radon transform
Given a function f its Radon transform is denoted by 3l£. There is
a noticable divergence of opinion in the literature on Radon transforms
concerning the domain of definition for f. Broadly speaking the mathematically
orientated literature tends to define f on the set E x s" ^ (i.e. on
n+2.
a surface which is topologically equivalent to a cylinder in ]R ) by
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(*f)(r,<j>) = fCxJdtf)1 V (r, <J>) £ IR x s""1
< x,(j>> =r
while the more applications orientated literature tends to define Jit by
(Jtf) (r<f>) = f(x)dtf)1 V r<(> IRn, <J> £ Sn \ r £ IR
< x,<t>> =r
It is largely a matter of preference though if the second is used there is the
question of what value to assign (Tit) (0) as in general the value of the
integral will depend on <f> even if r = 0.
Indiscussing the Radon transform in this section, two theorems are given
which shape the whole discussion in the remainder of the thesis, they are that
Ji. is continuous and that ^ exists and is discontinuous. Discussion of the
continuity of Ji. and 7R- ^ presupposes a definition of ||j2f || and this in turn
requires a definition for the domain ofJR f. In order to show that the future
discussion would not be radically changed by a minor change in the definition
of , both possibilities will be borne in mind throughout this section.
Thereafter the first definition will be used at all times.
In addition to the two possible domains for Jtt, we shall also consider
the possibility of introducing a weight function (1 - r2) ^^2 which allows
one to make use of certain orthogonality relations when using the polynomials
suggested by Marr and others (Marr, 1974) . The possible domains of definition,
weight functions and Lebesgue measures are summarised in the following table.
domain




IR m = r dr d<j>
„n-l
unitIR x S = dr d<j>
IRn u1 = (|r| /(I - r2))"(n-1) 2 - (n-1) /2 . ,m^ = (1 - r ) dr d<j>
IR x s11 1 «2 - (1 - r2)-<n"1)/2 .. 2 - (n-1) /2m^ = (1 - r ) dr d<|>
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• 4311 Definition
If f e C(Bn) , the Radon transform f e C(B^ x sn "*") is given by
C?t f) (r ,<(>) = f (x)d((>
< x, 4>> =r
n-1.
Since f is continuous (except possibly on S ) this integral exists for all
(r,<f>) s IR x sn ^ and it is easy to see that TLf has support in B"1" x sn
and is continuous.
■4312 Definition
If f e C(Bn), the Radon transform f defined in IRn is given by
(*f) (r<(>) = f(x)d^1
< x, <j>> =r
As in §*4311 this integral exists for all r<f> e IRn and has support in Bn,
however as pointed out above, it is not (in general) continuous at the origin.
•432 Theorem
If f e C(B ) then
/T ||*f|| < ||ftf|| <||ftf|| = /2||*f||
3R mx s ®x S ,(i)_ IR
Proof
2 ||*f|| 2n = 2
IR




|ltf|2 dr d<j> since |^?-f |2 > 0 and 0 < r° ^ < 1
1




















i 12 2 2
dr d<f> since |R-f [ > 0 and 0 < (1 - r ) <1
(1 - r )
: Jtf
1R x S ,0),
"*f£IRxS Xf
2 1




= 2 12 1Iff | dr d<j> since (sf) (r,<ji) = CR-f) (-r,-<j>)
S11"1 °
„ 2. 2(1-r )
= 2 lxf|:
,n-l (I r | (1 - r2)h)
n-1 | r | n ^ dr d<J>
= 2 ||*f ■ir,nIR ,tl).
N.B. When f e C(B^ x sn then the integrals defining | |3tf|| n_^
mxs
and ||ftf|| are both well defined since Jli is a continuous function
IRxsn_ ,u)
with compact support. The same cannot be said when Ttf is considered as defined
on Rn - see §*41.
■433 Theorem
The operator Ti. : C (BD) -»■ C (B"*" x sn is a bounded and linear.
Proof
a) JL is linear - obvious.
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(1-r2)2 < x, cf>> = r
^El{j I'l ^










dr n-1 .. 2, 2B (1 - r ) d<f>X If I 2
<x > = r
- ^ I d<j> dr
.n-1 -1 < x,4>> = r




hence ||?lf|| n_ 5 /Bn-1sn 1 ||f||n
]RxS ,0). XR
■434 Corollary
The operators It: C (Bn) ->• B(Bn)
Jt: C(Bn) CCB1 x sn_1)
%: C(Bn) B(Bn,u)1)
are linear and bounded.
Proof
This follows immediately from Theorems *432 and *433.
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•435 Theorem: Extension by continuity
If XQ is a dense linear subspace of the normal space X and TQ is a
bounded operater from XQ into the Banach space Y, then TQ has a unique
extension to a bounded operator t : X -> Y such that ||t|| = IItq!I •
Proof
A proof in different notation is given in Bochner (Bochner et al, 1949:
p 92, Th. 47).
•436 In i-431 7b was defined on the set C (Bn) , in i-432 - §-434 it was shown
that for several different definitions the operator 7b was continuous. These
results are now used with the theorem of §-435 to provide a definition of 7b on
the set jf2(Bn).
Note first that C(Bn) is a dense linear subspace of sS?" (Bn) (Radon,
1974: Theorem 3-14) and that jZL2 x Sn and a£2(Bn) are Banach spaces which
ever of the measures given in §-43 is used (Rudin, 1974: Theorem 3-11). Since
it was shown in Theorems -433 and -434 that 7b is continuous regardless of
which of the four view points is taken, it follows that all the conditions of
Thoerem -435 are satisfied.
Definition
The mappings JFt: <3§2 (Bn) ■+• £2 (Bn)
7t:«*f2(Bn) -»-^2(B1 x s11"1)
7b: d£2(Bn) Z2(Bn, u^)
7b: id2(Bn) -+ £2(Bl x s11"1, u2)
are defined to be the "extension by continuity" of the mappings ZFL on
C(Bn) discussed in §-43 to -434.
-44 The Projection Theorem
In this section the well known result relating the Fourier transform of
a function to its Radon transform is given. To obtain this result 7b will be
considered as a mapping from sf.2(Bn) to £? ( IR x s11 1) , however the result
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remains true for any of the four definitions of
•441 Definition and Properties of 3-
■4411 Definition of ?
n
Given f e,£2 ( JRn) the operator ? :«£2(IRn) -*■ J? ( 3Rn) is defined by
n
(? f) (X) =
n
,, -2iri < x,X>f(x)e dx
3Rn
•4412 Definition of S5
n
Given f e. J?' ( IRn) the operator y ^ is defined by
n
f) (X)e2lrl < X,x> dX
n
n




If f e^2(3Rn) then ? f e£2(ffin) and ||?f|| = II f II




In fact the definitions given in §§-4411 - *4412 are over simplified.
2
If f e si then in general the integral will not exist. More correctly 3s
2 1
is defined by the above formulae for f e. n Z , shown to be continuous,
2
and then abstractly extended to all of £ . However, the definitions given above
are sufficient for the present work. Note that 3^ is unitary so that 3s
and 3& 1 are both continuous. For further details see Bochner (Bochner et al,
n
1949: Ch 4)
• 4415 In this section a theorem is proved which is not of immediate interest but
is required later in the proof that ~P (yet to be defined) is continuous.
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Theorem
The set 3 (Bn) P {f: ||f|[ S 1} is equicontinuous.
Proof
If f e Bn) then
(3 f) (X + AX) - (3 f) (X)
n n




f(x) 2 sin(u< x,AX>) dx




by using Holder's inequality
B
and if ||f|| ^ 1 then given any e > 0 by putting 6 = e/(2tt/Bn) it follows
that
X| < 5 => (? f)(X + AX) - (3 f)(X) < e' n n 1
•442 Definition and properties of 3
•4421 Definition of 3s on A ( IR)
From i-4411 3^ is defined on (IR)
0 n —1
•4422 Definition of 3^ on & (3R x S )
Given f(r,<J>) £ s£2 (IR x sn , the function (3^f) is defined by
regarding <j> as a constant parameter i.e. by Fourier transformation with respect
I
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From §*4413, the relationship 11f11 = ||f||TO immediately follows butX XR IR
now both sides of this equation are functions of the parameter <f>. Integrating
the square of both sides with respect to <j> gives the modified relation
IM n_! = llfll n_! for f e^2(IR x Sn_1)
IR x S m X S
•4424 Discussion
Note that 3^, whether defined on «£2 ( IR) or ad2 ( IR x sn ^") ,
has the obvious inverse indicated by §*4412 and is again unitary so that 3^
and 3^ are both continuous. The qualifications of §*4414 are also
applicable to this definition.
•443 Definition and properties of p
•4431 Definition of P
Given F(R<j>) defined on IRn then PF defined on E x s" ^ is
given by
(PF) (R,<j>) = F(R<J>) .
•4432 Discussion
In §*444 the result that P is continuous will be required. In view of the
simplicity of P one might think that this would be a fairly straightforward result
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to obtain. This does not appear to be the case, even the assumption of
continuity for F is not sufficient. As will be seen it is necessary to restrict
F to being a member of a set whose elements are uniformly continuous and in
which a bounded subset is equicontinuous and even then the result is rather tedious
to obtain.
In the following sections P will be shown to be continuous when its
domain is taken as (J? (Bn)), and continuity will be proved by showing that
F. II ->-0 then
3J 3R
II^F. || ->-0. Continuity on the whole domain then follows from standard
3 3R x Sn
theorems (Radon, 1974: Th 5 4 (c)). It will be assumed that ||F^11 < 1 for all
j, if this is not the case sufficient terms may be discarded at the beginning
of the sequence and the convergence properties will remain the same. Throughout
the following sections §*4433 - i'4435 it will be assumed that {F.} c (c(Bn))
3 n
c ( :Rn) .
P is continuous at 0 i.e. given {F.} such that
•4433 Example
The following example shows that restricting the domain of P to C(B )
is not sufficient to ensure the continuity of P . Define the function
F_. e C(B ) for j = 1(1)» by
Fj (R<j>) T " j"U - j|R|)s lRl ^ 3
Then F
j IRn






3 ™ „n-lJ ® x S
dR dcfi F . (Rcf))
n-1
n(n + 1) j
n-1
And as j |hPF.|| -»■ ® so that P is discontinuous on C (Bn)




If {F_.} is equi-continuous and 11F_. 11 -*■ 0 then F_. 0 pointwise a.e.
Proof
Suppose not, then for some £, F^ (£) is not convergent, hence 3e
and {f. (£)} 3 |f. (?)| > 2e for all sufficiently large k.
Dk ^k
Since {F. } is equi-continuous 3 <5 > 0 3
^k
15 - x| < 5=> |f (X) - f (?) I < e V j .
]k 3k Jk
Thus |f (X) I = |f (?) + (F (X) - F (?))|
-'k k k 3k
|F (?)| - | F (X) - F (?)
k k k
> 2e -e = e.










= e 5 B
which contradicts the fact that ||f_.|| 0.
Lemma 2
If {Fj} is equi-continuous and F_. -»■ 0 pointwise a.e. then
F_. 0 pointwise.
P roof
Denote by N the set on which F^ is not known to converge pointwise
and consider some X e N. Since m(N) = 0, every S neighbourhood of X
intersects IRn \ N.
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Now consider some £. Since {F } is equi-continuous 36 > 0 s
| ? - X | <5 =>|f (?) - Fj (X) | < e/2
Choose ? «IRn \ N, then F.(?) -* 0 pointwise and 3-i 3
3 O
j > jQ =>|F. (?) | <6-/2
Hence for j > jQ , | F_. (X) | = | (F^ (X) - F^(?)) + F^ (?)
< |F (X) - F (?) | + |Fj (?)
< £ .
Hence F (X) 0 V x e N.
Lemma 3




If {Fj : IRn -»-(C}is equi-continuous then {PF^:B^" x Sn ^ -*• C}
is equi-continuous.
N.B. It is necessary to restrict the domain of PF. to B1 x sn 1.
3
n-1
The theorem does not hold for 3s F. defined on 1 x S
3
Proof
Define metrics on B x s" ^ and IRn as follows:-
If (R',<j>') and (R" ,<(>") are in ]R x sn ^ then
d((R' ,<(.') , (R",<f>")) =' {(R* - R")2 + (cos"1 < <|>\<|)"> ) 2}'!.
If (R' <f>') and (R"ij>") are in ]Rn then
d ( (R'<j>') , (R" <ji")) = {<R'<p ' - R"<j>" , R*cf.' - R"^'^}55.
Hence d > d




<=> -2a + 8 > -2a cos 6
where a = R'R" and 8 is the modulus of the angle between <j>' and <j>",
i.e. 0<8^t . Now
B2 83
cos 3 = 1- — + — sin 0 < 9 < 1
2 6
B2 B3
hence for 8 > 0 1 - — + — 5 cos 8 and a sufficient
2 6
condition for d ,> d is
_ „n-l1*S 3R
-2a + 82 S -2a' {1 - }
2 6
or 1 > a(l - B/3) .
If 0 £ 8 ^ it then this condition is met by |a| < 1, i.e. |R"| and [R"|
less than 1.
If {Fj} is equi-continuous then this means that
V e > 0 3 6 3 | X' - X" | <5 -> | F (X') - F (X") | < E .
Let X' = R' <j>' and X" = R"<j>" then the condition |X1 - X" | <6 may be
written
d ((R1 <t>') r (R"<(>")) < S .
Since d . > d for |R'| <1 and |R"| £ 1 the condition
-rr-v „n-l nIR X S JR
d((R' (R",<f>">) <6
ensures that |X' - X"| <8, so that
d( (R1 ,<(>') (R" ) < 6 =>
JtPFj (R1 ,<(>') -PF. (R",f)
provided |R'| < 1 and |R"| <
the domain B^" x Sn ^.
|F_. (X') - F_. (X") | < e
1. Hence {PF_,} is equi-continuous on
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Lemma 5
If Pj 0 pointwise and {P } is equi-continuous on a set Q where
m(fl) < °° then P.-*- 0 uniformly.
1 n-l
(In applying this theorem P_. will be a function ? F_. and fi = B x S ,
but this does not affect the theorem.)
Proof
Define the following sets where X e £2 :-
E( = {X : I Pj (X) I < e} EV =' {X : |p (X) | < e/2>
00
Dl = n E' D" = n E"
: k-j k ^ k=j k
then EV c e! , DV c D'. . For each X e £5
3 3 3 3
Pj (X) -*■ 0 pointwise => |p^ (X) | < e/2 V sufficiently large j
=> X e EV V sufficiently large j
=£• X e DV V sufficiently large j.
Hence {DV} and {D^} are increasing sequences of sets which "expand"
to fill all of n and
m(DV) < m(D() < m(fi) ,
m(£J\ DV) > m(fi\ Dp
and m(fi\ DV) 0 provided that m(fi) < <».
If P. -*■ 0 uniformly then tfe > 0 3j 3
3 > 30 => [Pj (X) I < e VX e n
or equivalently
j > jQ => = n d^ = n n \ d_! = 0
Suppose this is not the case. Since } is equi-continuous, then given
e >0 35 3
[X - c I < <5 =£> |p_. (x) - p (5) ! < e/2.
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Choose j such that m(fl \D'.' ) <m({X : |X — CI < <5})
:o
and choose £ such that £ e n\Dj c Q\ D'.' > jQ
Such an £ exists since it is supposed that ^ 0 for any j > jQ.
Also
j > jQ => m (Q, \D\') <m({X: | X - ? | < S })
=s> {'X : | X - £ | < S} n m' / 0.
Hence 3X e (X : | X - £ | <5] nDV Vj > jQ. Choose X to be such a point.
With these choices £ef2 \ c fl\ DV, X e DV and |x - £| <6 then
|Pj (5) | S |P.. (£) - P.. (X) | + |Pj (X) |
< e/2 + e/2
> jQ
since {P.} is equi-continuous and X e D'.'. Hence £ e E'. Vj > i
3 0 * J 0
and so £ e DV i > j„. This contradicts the fact that £ e £2\D'.
j J 0 * J
V > jQ. Hence the supposition that fi\D^ ^ 0 for j > jQ is false
and the theorem proved.
Lemma 6
If Pj -»■ 0 uniformly on (2 where m(J2) < °° then 11P^ || -*■ 0.
(In applying this theorem P^ will be a function F ^ and (2 = B'1" x Sn \
but this does not affect the theorem).
Proof
P_. -*■ 0 uniformly means that V (e/m(J2))
j > jQ => |Pj (X) | < (e/m(J2) )





•4435 Continuity of P
Theorem
The mapping T defined on 31 (^(Bn)) is continuous.
Proof
Consider a sequence {F . } c 5: (Bn)) such that 11 F . I[ -*■ 0.
3 n 11 3
Without loss of generality, it will be assumed that ||F_. 11 <1 Vj
llF.II |F_. I dX
3R
Rn_1 dR d<j) |F.|
n-1




= X1 + V
Note: since m(Bn) <°°, a;2 (Bn) c ^ (Bn) hence || F^ || 2 exists and is finite.





dR d$ |3»F I
- s11"1
= 2 dR d<f> p5Fj I since ( P F ) (R,<j>) = F^ (R^>)
0 „n-l
1 S
dR d<j> |3>F | + 2 dR
0 sn_1 1 sn-l
{PF ) (-R,
d<f> \?F.
= 2 !3 + 2I4.
Now IIFj |] -*■ 0 1^ ->■ 0 and I^ 0.
(a) Consider I2 and 1^:
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dR d(j) KPF.l l
1 sn-l
= I.
Thus I -»■ 0 =*" I -»■ O
(b) Consider 1^ and I : (all Lemmas referred to in this section of the proof
are in §*4434)
Since {F . } (s£? (Bn)) and IIF . II < 1 and since, by Parseval's Theorem
J n j
11F_. || < 1 =»• ||fj|| 2 1 then §*4415 implies that equi-continuous.
I F_. 11 0 and ^Fj^ equi-continuous =t> F^ -*■ 0 pointwise (lemmas 1 and 2)
F_. 0 pointwise P F -»■ pointwise (lemma 3)
{F_.} equi-continuous => {fF^} equi-continuous on B1 x sn 1 (lemma 4)
{P F j} equi-continuous on B1 x sn 1 and J5 F_.->- 0 pointwise
=>FFj -*■ 0 uniformly (on B^ x sn 'S
on B^ x sn :3> F^ -+■ 0 uniformly => I^F^ || 0
(lemma 5)
(lemma 6)
Hence 1^ -»■ 0 =*• 1^ -»■ 0.
Finally || F^ || 0 => 1^ -* 0 and I^>- 0
X, -*■ 0 and I „ -*■ 03 4
II^F.|h0.
And P is continuous (on 3 (s£2 (Bn) ) ) if II F . II -*■ 0 => I Irf . 11 -*■ 0.
n 3 3
•4436 Inverse of P
Clearly P is 1:1, hence P 1 exists.
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"444 The Projection Theorem
In this section the Projection Theorem is given. This theorem is fundamental
to any of the Fourier related reconstruction methods (whether or not they actually
use Fourier transforms in their implementation). The theorem is proved first for
f e C(Bn) and continuity is then invoked to extend the result to a£2(Bn).
Theorem
If f e i£2(Bn) then (J> & f) (R,<j>) = (35. ft- f) (R,$) almost everywhere.
n 1
Proof
(a) f e C(Bn) .






1 <x,(f>> = r
-2TrirR
dr e
,, 1 ,, . -2irirRd<£ f(x) e
f (x)d<|>-L
-1 <x/l>> = r
= (^S-f) (R,<j>)
(b) f e if2(Bn)
Note first that J5,?/?. and P, are all continuous (§>4435, §"4414, §*4424
n 1
and §"433 -§*435) hence the mappings P 3- and &JP. are both continuous.
n 1
Consider any f e id2(Bn). Since C(Bn) is dense in £2(Bn) there
exists a sequence {gj} c C (Bn) such that g_. f in the mean. But
g. f in id2 =>P ? 9 ■ in Jt2
3 n 3 n
since is continuous,
n
And from Rudin (Rudin, 1974 : Th 3*12)
? 3- g. -*??f in
n j n
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=> a {g. } c {g . } 3 P 3- g. -+ 73 f pointwise
^k : n 3k
2 2
Clearly g. -»■ f in jJ hence S^g. 37.f in £ since 3^71 is
k k
continuous. And from Rudin (Rudin, 1974 : Th3*12)
3JR-g. -*■ ckR f in ai21 3k 1
=*■ ^ {g. } c {g. } ^ pointwise a.e..
\ 3k \
Hence {g. } is such that
\
y 3 g. P3 f pointwise a.e.
n 3. n
Kl
3-.R g. XJLf pointwise a.e.1 3 v 1
and y J- q. = 3yig. since {g. } c c (Bn) .n
k k kkl Kl Ki
Thus y J^f = 3-^R.f a.e..
•45 Inverse of 3L
Theorem
R, 1 exists and Ji 1 = ? 1P ^3,
n 1
Proof




But from §*4436 and §*4414 both P 1 and exist, hence PL 1 exists
n
and is given by
x1. .
•46 The Back Projection Theorem
•461 Definition
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Given a function t on 1 x S° \ the back projection of t, denoted by
it is a function defined on 3Rn by
(St) (x) = j t (<x,<f» , <j>) d<j>
n-1
-462 Theorem
If f e X2(Bn) then f =®3^1|R|n"15s]?if.
Proof
Note first that from the definition of R (Rf) (r,) = (Rf) (-r,-<f>)
and this together with the definition of ? gives (?^Hf) (R,<f>) = (3^f) (-R,-<f>)
From §-444 f = i.e.
n 1
f(x) =




_n—12iri<5c,<j>> R,_ —R dR e (R, )
diji
2iri<x,<j>>R| in-l,^-„ ,,dR e IR| (3-*f) (R,<j>)
,n-l °°
since , f is even
= ^^1" 1?r«.f) (x)
where |R|n 1 is used to denote both the function |R|n 1 and the operator
R x
•47 Notation when n = 2
In practice the results given in this thesis are concerned exclusively with
the case n = 2. Denote by $ a vector in S^" of the form <j> = (cos 8, sin 9) , so
far in §-4 points in IRn and 1 * s" ^ have been written (rcf>) and (r,<f>)
respectively and these become (r cos 8, r sin 8) and (r,(cos 0, sin 8)) in
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2
IR if one wishes to make explicit use of 9.
This constant repetition of cos and sin is dropped and instead the notation
2
(r,0) s IR and (r,0) eIR x S' will be used, explicit mention of the domains
being made whenever there is the possibility of confusion.
To emphasise further the different domains, unless specifically stated
otherwise, the letters f,p,F and P will be reserved for a function in the
domain of H, a function in the range of Jt, a function in the domain of P and
a function in the range of P .
Under this notation the appearance of some equations will change, e.g.
The definition of Back Projection becomes
(®t) (r,0) = j
2 IT
t(r cos(0 - i|j) ,i(j) diji
0
The definition of the Radon transform is written
(«f) (r,0) = f
L(r,0)
where L(r,0) denotes the set previously written < x,(cos 0, sin 9)> = r
•48 Continuity of JL ^
•481 Lemma
PL ^ is continuous iff there exists m > 0 such that
■§TT ^ m > 0 V f e (Bn) \ {0}.
Proof
This is a Corollary of (Taylor, 1958: Thoerems 3»1-A and 3-1-B)
•482 Theorem
The mapping PL : JL (B x sn ^,io )) -*■ (Bn) is discontinuous.
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Proof
The proof is by counter example for the case n = 2. (The notation of
§ *47 is used).
2 2 2
Let {ffc} c C(B ) c st (b ) be the sequence defined by
fk(r,<j>)
2k i2k$ , i i
re I r | < 1
otherwise.
Then (flfk) (r,<j>) = 2k 2+ -A - r2 ' U2k(r)
where U 2kis the Tchebichef polynomial of the second kind defined by
Uj(cos a) = sin(j + l)a/l sin a.












2 (2k + 1)'




Hence k" B x S ,(o
4ir 1
2k + 1 J
and given any m the requirement of §-481 is violated for all sufficiently large k.
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•483 Corollary




By applying §*432 to the final equation in the proof of §*482.
Appendix 2•1: Relationship between continuous convolution g = h * q and its
discrete counterpart £ = h*£
Suppose g = h * q i.e. that g(r) = h(r - r1)q(r')dr' -01
* * k k
where g=g +k,q=q + k (k and k constants) and g ,q and h
g qg q







g = h * q -02
In this appendix a discrete counterpart to the modified relationship E*02 will
* *
be derived. Various properties of h_ and its D.F.T. H will then be given.
After this the discrete version of E*02 will be extended to provide a counterpart
to E•01.
* *
•1 Discrete version of g = h * q
Changing from the continuous equation E*02 to its discrete counterpart
gives





1 - ~r— Ar and has yet to be chosen (see §2*321).
* * * *
Writing g^ = g (r^) , q_. = q (r^) and h^ = h(jAr) , E*1 becomes
gj " Ar .1 hj-kqk *15k= -» J
Note that the infinite summation converges since it contains only a finite number
of non-zero terms. Define N', N" by
N' = inf jn e 3N |h(r) =0 V |r| >
f i k . . nAr
N" = inf jneM |q (r) = 0 V |r| > ——
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Then
hj_k / 0 =f h((j - k) Ar) ^ 0 => | (j - k)Ar|
=> -N' < 2(j - k) < N'
=s> f-N' + 1 < 2(j - k) <, N' - 1 for N' odd
[-N1 + 2<2(j-k)<N' - 2 for N' even
=> 1*2j - N* + 1 < 2k < 2j + N' - 1 for N' odd
12j - N' + 2 < 2k ^ 2j + N* - 2 for N' even
whence
j <-1 and h. . ^ 0D-k r
2k < N" - 3 for N" odd
i2k < N' - 4 for N' even
and
j 2 N_ and h. , ^ 0 =s> f 2k > 2N„ - N' + 1 for N' odd2 j-k J 2
2k 5 2n^ - N' + 2 for N' even
Also




i.e. if 2k < N2 - N" - 1 or 2k > N2 + N" - 1 ;
these two inequalities are equivalent to
2k < N„ - N" - 2 and 2k J K, + N" if N_ and N" are both even or both odd)2 2 2 |
2k £ N2 - N" - 1 and 2k > N2 + N" - 1 if just one of N2 and N" is even J
Now consider the case N2,N' and N" all even,
j < -1 and h. , ^0^ 2k < N' - 43"k
=> 2k < N2 - N"
from E*2
provided that N' - 4 < N2 - N" - 2 or equivalently N2 > N' + N" - 2. Hence
j < 0 and h. , ^ 0 => q, =0
j-k ^k
from E*4
provided N2 > N' + N" - 2. Likewise
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j > N and h. ^ 0 => 2k > 2N - N' + 2 from E*3
=> 2k > N2 + N"
provided that 2N2 - N' + 2 > N2 + N" or equivalently > N' + N" - 2.
Hence
*
j > N_ - 1 and h. , 7* 0 =>q, =0 from E»42 3~k k
provided N2 > N' + N" - 2.
Parallel reasoning for the other possible cases of N^N' and N"
even or odd shows that N2 > N' + N" - 1 is a sufficient condition for the
implication
*
(j < 0 or j > N - 1) and h. 0 =*>q = 0
c. 3 K
to be true for all k.
Thus if j < 0 or j > N. - 1 then2
hj-kqk " 0 ¥k 145
* « *
and g. = Ar \ h. q = 0 if j < 0 or j > N - 1
3 3-k k 2
or equivalently
*
0 < j < - 1 => 9j+j^N = 0 unless 1 = 0 «5
From E-15 and E*5, if 0 < j < t*2 - 1 and N2 > N' + N" - 1 then
00
* « *
" ,J- '']+ "2
• I " J r, <1= k= -« 2
1 fAr J- V—00 ) 0 ——V 1 J ■ W, "k> qkk= -00 ( 1= -00 J 2
N -1
2 00
r> * * * n
= L h ■ 1 q, where h., = Ar > h.
k=o 3k k 3k 3+ £N2-k
it
since q, = 0 if k < 0 or k > N - 1.k 2
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The order of summation may be changed for the following reason. By
*
definition of h^ and q_. , for any Si there are only a finite number of
k
non-zero terms hj+j)_N k (considered as functions of k), and there are only
a finite number of values of I for which this product is non-zero for any k.
Thus the product is only non-zero for a finite number of Si and k. The
summation is therefore absolutely convergent and the order of summation can be
reversed.
k k k
Define the N^-vectors £ and £ and the x N2 matrix h by
(2*)j = g* , <a*)j = q* and (h*)jk = h*k
then E-6 may be written as
* * *
£ = h £ -65
k k
and this is taken as the discrete version of g = h * q .
•2 Properties of h
* *
Now consider the form of the matrix h . By definition h is circulant
if
(= }j,k = (= '(j-k)|N2,0
where 0 S j, k S - 1. From the definition of h ;




Thus h is circulant and is completely determined by its first column h
where
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Q. >, - <6 ))0 - ir
" " '"i + V» >
N2 N'
or since h. = 0 for |j| £ — > ——
3 2 2




Ar h . 0 < j < N2/2
Ar h.
M N_/2< j < N
3-N2 2 2
• 3 Relation between li = W h
* ★ *
The discrete fourier transform of h is defined by H = W h . A




1 y e-2irijk/N2 h*
/ij" j=o j
Ar , N2/2 -2irijk/N2 N2_1 -2irijk/N2r
h. + 7 e
3
~ { I/n. j=c 3-N, }
N2/2 -2irijk/N -1 -2iri(j'+N,)k/N„2 , , r 2 2 n
e h + I e h
'N v j=0 N,
J—
a r 2
= ;={ I/W v -i=r
N2^2 -2irijk/N -1 -2Trij'/N„2
h. + I 2
'N v 3=0 3 N
3'=-|+l
a r 2





» -2fri jk/N N
= 1 e h. since h. = 0 v|j| > —
/i^ j= -®
^ £ H((k - AN )AR) from Ap. 1*1*3 E*3
/N £.=
2
{H(kAR) + H((k - N )AR)} provided H(R) = 0 for |r| > N2AR/2
•4 Discrete version of g = h * q
Define g, q, k , k by:-*
-g -q
(£) j = 9<rj) = (a ) j + \
<£> j = q^) = (a*). + kq





Then (h k ). = k I h., and it is straightforward to show that
= 3 q k=Q 3k
V1 N2/2
Nk = Ar I \k=0
k=-T+l
= Ar I h^
k= -® K h^ = 0 V|k| > N2/2
h (r) dr
—00 00
Hence (h k ). - k
= -q ] q
= k
h (r) dr
and hit s k
= -q -g
Adding E*9 into E*65 and using the definitions of a and a
£ = h a
This equation is thus taken as the discrete counterpart of g = h * q.
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• 5 Summary
Given that g = h * q
then (q) = q(r_.) and (cj) ^ = g(r^) are related by
£ = £*2
* f^r h OSj< N /2
where (h ) = h . . and h. = {=
2 ^ \Ar h_ /2 < j < N - i
j-N2 2' J 2
The D.F.T. II of h defined by H = W h is related to the C.F.T. H
of h by
QL*).~ —' {H(kAR) + H((k - N ) AR) }k 2
provided H(R) =0 V|r| > N2AR/2 .
Appendix 2*2 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for a solution to the
Constrained Optimization Problem.
•1 Necessary and Sufficient conditions for existence of optimal solution to
general non linear programming problem (N.L.P.)
Consider the problem "max f(y) subject to g(y) SO y e lRn". The following
series of definitions and Theorems is taken from W.I. Zangwill 1969. [ ] denotes
a reference to this work.
Defn *01 Given the constraint g(y) S 0 the feasible set F for the N.L.P.
is F = {y| g(y) > 0} [p4]
* *
Defn *02 If y e F then y is an optimal solution to the N.L.P. iff
f (y ) S f (y) v y e F [p3]
Defn ■ 03 For all y e F the sets D(y) and & (y) are defined by
D (y) = {d|aa > 0 such that t e [0,u] => y + td e F} [p37J
9
£>g(Y) = (d| Vg(y)'d > 0} [p39]
Defn -04 For the constraint g(y) >0 the constraint qualification is said to
hold if <Z) (y ) c D(y ) [p40]
Theorem •1 (Kuhn-Tucker)
Consider the N.L.P. If f,g are differentiable and concave and the
constraint qualification holds then:-
* *
y is optimal => 1) y e F *1
a\ > c such that
2) Ag(y ) = 0 -2





Consider the N.L.P. where f, g are differentiable and concave. If
* *
y satisfies E*l, E*2, E*3 then y is optimal.
[p 43 Th 2*15
p 54 Ex 2*8(a)(b)]
Theorem •3
If a function f is twice continuously differentiable on a convex set
and the Hessian matrix
3 Vyk
is -ve semi-definite then f is concave. [ p30 L 2*5]
These theorems may be gathered together to give:-
Theorem *4
If g is such that the constraint qualification holds and g,f are both
twice continuously differentiable on IRn with -ve semi-definite Hessians then:-
* *
y is optimal «> 1) y e F
3 X S 0 such that
2) Xg(y ) = 0
3) Vf(y*) + XVg(y*) = 0
•2 Theorems concerning the constraint qualification
Theorem *45




d e 08 (y) =£• Vg(y) 'd > 0
but g(y) = 1 - y'S'Sy => Vg(y) = -2S'Sy
. ' . Vg(y) 'd > 0 =t> -2y'S'Sd > 0
.'. a e<£(y) =>y'S'Sd < 0 .
(1) if y' S' Sd < 0
lemma : y'S'Sd < 0 => Sd / 0 =>d'S'Sd / 0
hence for any y,d such that y'S'Sd< 0
x2d'S'Sd + 2xy'S'Sd = xd ■S'Sd fx+ 2 y'S'S'd \\ d'S'Sd j
|o |2 y's'sd[j'| d'S'Sd
since d'S'Sd ^ 0
<0 V x e since y'S'Sd <0
further, if y e F.
x d'S'Sd + 2 y'S'Sd < 0
=> x2d'S'Sd + 2xy'S'Sd + y'S'Sy < y'S'Sy<l since y e F =>y'S'Sy < 1
=> (y + xd) 'S'S(y + xd) <1
=> y + xdeF Vxe 0,
y'S'Sd
d'S'Sd
hence y'S'Sd <0 ^-d e D(y)
=> d e D (y)
(2) if y'S'Sd = 0
1 - (y + xd)'S'S(y + xd)
= 1 - y'S'Sy - 2xy'S'Sd - x2d'S'Sd
if Sd = 0 1 - (y + xd)'S'S(y + xd)
= 1 - y'S'Sy > 0 since y e F
y + xd £ F
d e D(y) for any a
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if Sy = O 1 - (y + td)'S'S(y + Td)
= 1 - T2d'S'Sd
>0 if T £ 0,
/d'S'Sd"
d £ D(y) by putting a = in Defn *03
/d'S'Sd
if Sd / O and S y / O then define d^ = d - ^ y
then y'S'Sd^. = y'S'Sd - ^-y'S'Sy
= - £ y's'Sy
<0 Yk > 0
and from E'4 y'S'Sd^ < 0 => d^ £ D(y) . Further Hd^ - d|| -*■ 0 as k + «
so that d is a limit point of D(y). Hence d £ D(y).
Thus d £ <23 (y) =>y'S'Sd < 0 => d e D(y) Yy £ F and the result
£l (y) c D(y) is proved.
Theorem •5
Let g(y) be such that 2) (y) = D (y). If f(y) = g(a - y) then
g g
<Sf !y) c Df (y) .
Proof
[<®a (y) c D (y) ]<=> [Vg (y)' d > 0 => (3a > 0 s.t. te [0,a] =»g(y + Td) > 0]y g
Vf(y)' d > 0 => -Vg(a - y)' d £ 0
=s> Vg(a - y)' (-d) > 0
=>[3a >0 s.t. t e [0,a] => g( (a - y) + t(-d)) >0]
=cfaa > 0 s.t. t e[0,a] =>g(a - (y + rd)) > 0]
=>[3j > 0 s.t. x £ [0,ct] =>f(y + td) > 0]
Hence »8f(y) c Df(y) c D f(y) .
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Theorem •6
Let g(y) be such that £> (y) c d (y). If f(y) = c g(y) where c > 0
g g
then
■Cf(y) c D (y)
Proof
Vf (y)' d > O => c Vg(y)' d > 0
=> Vg (y)'d > 0
[ a a > o s.t. x e [0,a] =>g(y + xd) > 0]
Hence £f(y) c Df(y) c Df(y)
Theorem •7
If g(y) = c - (a - y)'T(a - y) where c > 0 and T is real and diagonal
then the constraint qualification holds.
Proof
This follows immediately from Th *45, Th *5, Th »6.
•3 Necessary and Sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal solution
=s>[a0> o s.t. x e [0,a] =>f(y + xd) > 0] since c > 0
to "min{N (C 2.)T(C Q) } subject to (S - /iT H Q)T (G - /i" H Q) 5 e2"
Consider the problem as
max {-N 2TCTC 2_} subject to e2 - (G - /n H ^)T(^. - /n" H £) > 0
Define a vector with 2N components by
j = N(l)2N - 1







if H.. f 0
33
if H . . =0
33
and a vector Gby
G_2 = G - /n" H G
so that
T T T
H G = H G = (G H) =0
= —2 = —2 —2= —
then
e2 - (G - /? H £)T(| - /? H £)
= (e2 - G^) - (Gx - 2)T(/N' H)T(/iT H) (Gx - 2.)
Since C and /W H are diagonal, CTC and (/n" H)^/^ H) are real positive
semi-definite and diagonal. Brief consideration of the quadratic forms
AT T A AT / i T / 1 "> A
2 C C 2 and - 2.) (/N H) (vN H) (G^ - 2) shows that they are real quadratic
forms in the 2N components of and further, that all cross products of




N 2 C c g
may be written in the form
Z'S Z
and
(e2 - G2G2) - (Gl - 2)'r</N H) (G1 - 2)
may be written in the form
c - (a_ - x) ' T (a - y_)
where P, T are real diagonal, + ve semi-definite matrices. Thus with
g(y) = (e2 - ~
-1 ~ 2-)T(^ S>T^ h) (g1 - 2)
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- c - (a - %) 'T(a. - x)
and
... at t a
f (y) = -N 2. C C 2
= " Z'l I
it follows from Th-7 that the constraint qualification holds for g (it is
2 T
assumed that e - G^G_> 0 else F = $ and there is no optimization problem).
It is also clear that the Hessians for g and f exist and are -T and -P
respectively, and hence are negative semi-definite. Thus applying Th-4 gives
Theorem -8
In the problem min{N 2.TCTC 2} subject to (G - /ST H 2.)T(<^ ~ S 2.) S e2
2 is optimal iff
,A /—i AtT,A /—« A, 2
1) (G - /N H Q) (G - /N H 2) < e
aX <: O such that
2) x[e2 - (& - /iT H ^)T(<| - ZiTH £)] =0
3) V[N fcTC 4 + x {e2 - (6 - /N H &)T(£ -/?H^)}] = O
where V is interpreted as the operator
( 3re<2>0 ' 3Im(2>0 3Im(2)N_1 . .
T T
Appendix 2*3 Conditions for non-singularity of (H H + YC C)
T T
Wore first that, since H and C are diagonal H H and C C are diagonal
and (HTH).. > O j = 0(1)N - 1
= = 3D
and (CTC)^> 0 j = 0(1)N - 1
and Y > 0 since \-> 0 .
Theorem •1
T . 16 . 4
{SS>j3 =N sln
11
Ni j = 0 (1) N - 1
Proof
By definition C has diagonal elements C = W c_. Hence
, . 1 Nv1 -2irijk/N(C)„ = (W c) ^ = — I e
3D 3 /n" k=C
= I_ {.2 + .e"2lrij/N + e_2'"'ij (N-l)/N
/n






(CTC).. = (C)..^).. sin* 11N j = 0(1)N-l
Thus (CTC).. > 0 for j = 1(1)N - 1 and (CTC) = 0, hence
— = 33 — — OO
(hth + ycTc) > o j = id)n - l
and (HTH + yCTC) is singular iff (HTH)OQ = 0 iff (§)qq = 0 iff '-'o = 0
N-l
But (H) = —— y h.
"° /¥ jto 3
T T
So B H + yC C is non-singular if and only if Ih_. = 0. However, for the
function h considered here (see E«2) h_. > 0 for all j and h ^ 0, hence
T T
H H + yC C is non-singular.
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| R |n + X1 1 c
A
, a discrete counterpart of the function t = s * pDefine s = 3^ •
is developed.
* *
From Appendix 2*1 the discrete version of g = h * q is given by
* * * * ★
2. = h £ where (g ) . = g (r,) r N -1 •>
.3 . 3 'j • v ~ "V}(a ) = q (r.) 3 1 3
* * ★
and h is related to H and H_ in the usual way (see
Appendix 1*1*15) and
(H*), = — {H(kAR) + H((k - N„) AR) }
" k
/N,
provided H(R) =0 V |r| > N2AR/2 .
A
This result is now reapplied to the relation t = s * p giving
t = s p where (t), = t(r.)
- = - 1 3
(p) = p(r )
* * ★
and s is related to S and S as usual
(S*). = — {S(kAR) + S ( (k - N,)AR)}
/T3
provided S(R)- 0 Vj R| > N^AR/2.
It follows immediately from the definition of s that S(R) = X IR| /(IRin + X )
c / c
This result is now manipulated to yield an expression for t.
X (kAR) X k
S(kAR) = — = AR
(kAR)n + X kn + X ,
c d
where X^ = X^AR n. Similarly





(N3 - k)n + Ad
so that
I* = 7=r AR A ( A " + _1
/Nj
where A = diag(A)
and (A_)
k 0< ks N3/2
N3 - k N3/2 < k <N3 - 1.
This may be substituted into the expression for t_ as follows
A
t_ = S p
= W_1(W sV1) I $
= /W3 W-1 S W from Appendix 1.1.21
= AR W_1 Ad A (£n + AdI)_1 W p
= (N3 Ar)_1 W_1 Ad A (4n + xdI)_1 W £
and this is the desired result.
Three points have been glossed over in obtaining this result:-
* * *
1) Because the value N = was appropriate for cj. = h £
it does not follow that the same value will be appropriate for calculating
* A
t_ = s £ . This fact is explicitly acknowledged by using the value N = N3.
This immediately raises two further points.
A *
2) Clearly the sample spacing Ar for £ is the same as that for £
a, A
(or more precisely a), £ and m and since NArAR = 1 (see §1«1»3 E*7)
the change from N = to N = N3 implies that AR changes from
(N2Ar) ^ to (N3Ar) so the AR used in connection with the equation
* * * */\
g. = h £ is different to that used with £ = s £ . Nevertheless the
abuse of notation is left rather than introduce yet another symbol.
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The function p is estimated as the Is^-vector If t_ is calculated
A
using the N^-vector p , where have the extra data values come from?
(When considered further in §2*545 it will be seen that > N.,) . It is
known that p(r) = 0 for all sufficiently large and (see §3)
various parameters will be chosen so that rQ and rN ^ both lie in
the region where p(r) =0 (by taking rQ sufficiently negative and
r , sufficiently positive). The vector £ is therefore padded out by
2~
adding zero components as necessary. Formally, denote the ^-vector
Aa








< . < n3 + n23 - o2
N, N„
0 < j <
N„ + N„2 3 2
or — < j < N - 1
2 2 3
And once again notation has been abused, as it is the vector £ which
is used in the discussion of the equation t = s p
Appendix 2*5 : Interpolation
The quantities [r] and ]r[ are defined as the integer part of r and the
fractional part of r respectively. Formally
[r] = sup ({x|x < r}0 w)
]r[ = r - Cr]
Now defined and by
(Vr))k = 5k,[r+4]
(v2(r))k = (1 - ]r[ ) 6k>[r] + ]r[ Sk;[r+1]
Let f(r) be a function defined on {1,2,...,N} and f_ be defined by
(f)k = f(k)
then
Xj_ (r) 1 f. and v.2(r)'£
are the step function and linear interpolated values of f_ at the point r
respectively.
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Appendix 2*6 : Evaluation of
5 5 + 1
a?
2 tt 4tt 2 it





5 U + ?
+ c
2Cp(1 " c2>
2 2 2 2
5 + 2c^5 + 1 (5 + C;Lr +
+ c
25 + 2c2 2C2(1 - c1)
12 2 2
5 + 2C25 +1 (5 + c2) + s2
i f 2 1-C2-l/^ + Cl\
= -
j jln(l + 5) + c2ln(l + 2C;l5 + 5 ) + 2^ ——- tan x I — -
2 ^ ~ C1 -1 / ^ + C2^
+ cx In (1 + 2c25 + 5 ) + 2c2 — tan —
= f (5) (where this equation defines f)
f (0) = -i|0 + 0 + 2c1 2sitan ^l5
+ 0 + 2c_ • 2s tan ^(c_/s_)
2 2 2 2
= -




Lim r ,rs 1 -i •
r -v „ = " T llIn5 oo 5
In 5 + In(5 + 1)
+ 2c2ln 5 + c2ln(5 2 + 2^5 1 + 1)
-2 -1
+ 2c1ln 5 + c1ln(5 + 2c25 + 1)
+ 4c^s^tan 1[ (? + c^/s.^]
+ 4c2s2tan [(5 + C2)^S2^
and since 1 + 2c^ + 2c2 = O only the last two terms are non zero, thus











32ir . 3 ir
— sin ?cos
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S (kAR) = AR where X = X AR n .
1*1" * xa
The vector S_ is now defined as
-'*' * ■ °,i)n3 -1
k d
(where = (A_)^ and A_ is as defined in Appendix 2*4) and is the discrete
counterpart of S(R).
The values of X . and X, are now sought such thatd mm d max
d mm d
ensures that the errors due to aliasing in £ = W dS_ are less than a small
faction of the peak value of s_, and such that
d d max
ensures that the number of samples in each half cycle of s_ is greater than an
integer m.
Two vectors S_' and S_" are now defined as the discrete version of S (R)
sampled with AR = AR' and AR = AR" = AR'/32 whence
X' A
(S') = AR' —2-^ X' = X AR'"n
~ k A" + X- d C
k d
X"A
(S"). = AR" —— X" = X AR"~n = X'32n
~ k A" + X" d c d
k d
AR' (32)IVdAk
32 , nA* + (32) nX'
k d
and the corresponding real space vectors s_|_ and are defined by
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s_" = W 1S_' and s" = W_1S_" .
If, for the original vectors s_ and S_ the number of samples taken was /
then this corresponds to sampling s(r) in real space at intervals of Ar = (n^R
thus the sampling intervals used to generate s_' and s_" from s (r) are
Ar' = (t^AR')-1 and Ar" = (N3 AR")_1 = (N3AR,/32)~1 = 32Ar'. Similarly, s_'
corresponds to sampling s (r) for |r| < (2AR1) while s" corresponds to
sampling for |r| < (2AR") ^ = 32(2AR')
N.B. There are minor differences between the definitions of s_ in this section
and the definition of s_* in §2*541 (and Appendices 2*1 and 2*4). In §2*541,
s and S are defined as usual, s_* is defined as
(s_ )^ = Ar(s(kAr) + s((k - N3)Ar))
* A A
so that the components of s jo are estimates at various points of s * p, and
* ★
£ is defined as the D.F.T. of s^ . In this section, s and S are defined
as before, but S_ is defined by
= S(kAR) + S ((k - N3) AR)
and s_ is the D.F.T. of S_. This means that s_ and S_ are constant multiples
* *
of s_ and S_ respectively.
The vectors s_ and are used in preference here as it removes the
necessity of carrying an arbitary constant throughout the working and then
cancelling it at the end.
* 2 Evaluation of X,
d min
As seen in §2*5431, the effect of sampling S(R) with AR too large is to
cause aliasing when estimating s. The basic method of finding X. is
— d mm
therefore to start with AR sufficiently small and gradually increase it until
the errors in £ are too large. Since X^ = Xc AR n, increasing AR for any
given X is equivalent to decreasing X., and the process of choosing larger
c a
and larger AR is implemented in practice by choosing smaller and smaller X n.d
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Returning to the vectors S_' and S_", by definition S_" is associated with a sample
interval 1/32 nd of that associated with S_' and it is therefore considered that
any aliasing present in s_" = W ^S" is negligible when compared with that present
in s_' = W 1S_' . Accordingly s" is considered an accurate estimate of s and
s_' . Accordingly s" is considered an accurate estimate of s and s_" an estimate
liable to aliasing errors. Further since Ar" = 32Ar'
AR' /F3 (s_' ) 32^ = s (32kAr') 32k < N3/2
and AR" /F (s"), = s(kAr") = s(32kAr') k < N,/23 — k 3
hence AR' /F^ (s_' ) - AR"
32 (—')32k~ <i">k '
Thus when aliasing is not present in s/ these two components should be equal,
the aliasing error present in s_' is therefore checked by examining the difference
between the corresponding elements of the two vectors.
The strategy for finding X. . is therefore to start with X. sufficiently
d nun d
large so that the maximum difference between corresponding elements of s_'
and s" is less than 9^ times the largest components of s_", and then to reduce
X. until the critical value X, = X, . is reached, recalculating s'd d d mm 3 —
and s" for each new X..
— d
•3 Evaluation of X,d max
As seen in §2-5431, the effect of using X too large, is that the real
c
space sample rate Ar may be insufficient to reproduce s(r) properly. Since
X^ = Xc AR n increasing X^ for fixed AR is equivalent to increasing X^
and the method used to find X _ is to start with an acceptable valued max
of X, and increase it until insufficient sampling occurs,
d
By definition, s_' has a sample interval Ar' which is relatively fine
compared to the interval 32Ar' for s". Accordingly a graph of s_' is regarded
as a true 'continuous' representation of the graph of s, while that of s_"
is regarded as a discrete plot of an estimate of s which is liable to
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insufficient sampling. As above
32(si)32k~- (s")k
and graphing s_' with the corresponding points of s_" superimposed allows
one to see how many samples of s" occur in each half cycle of s_' (i.e.
of s (r)) .
The strategy for finding X. is therefore to start with a value X.d max a
which gives more than m samples per half cycle of s and then to increase
it until this critical value is reached.
* 4 Comments
Note that when finding X^ it is possible to violate the requirement
^d * ^d max' however this may easily be monitored by observing the graph
of s" at all times. Similarly when finding X, it is possible to
q max
violate X, > X, . , but provided that the constant X, . has been foundd d mm d min
first, this may also be monitored.
A complete account of the software implementation of this section together
with the various results obtained can be found in Appendix 2*8.




In §2*54 it was seen that X must be such that
X . < X < X
mxn max
if s_ was to be a good representation of s. The reasons for this were
as follows. Define S,s,S_,s^ as in §2*7*1.
If X . < X < X then S is representative of S(R) and s of
mm max — —
s(r), such a case is illustrated in F*l.
If X > X , S is a poor representative of S because a significant
max —
proportion of the tails of S is truncated, this manifests itself in real space
as undersampling of s thus making s_ a poor representative of s (see
F• 2) .
If X < then S_ is under sampled and does not properly represent
S, or equivalently in real space s_ is an aliased version of s (see F-3).
In order to quantify these problems the ideas developed in §2-54 and




These are now considered and their outputs presented. (The listings may be
found at the end of the appendix.)
• 2 TABERR5
• 21 Method















fig. 2-8-3 : X < Xmin
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S_' based on sampling S with Ar = AR'
and S_" based on sampling S with AR = AR" = AR'/32
Then (see §2-7-2) any errors in S_" due to X being too small are negligible
compared to these in S_' . The program ERROR evaluates both S_" and S"
and compares their transforms s_' and s_" and (assuming s_" to be
error free) outputs the maximum error in s/ (expressed as a percentage of the
maximum element in s").
The program TABERR5 is used to make repeated calls on ERROR, and presents
the output as a table of error values tabulated for various X and N (see
F-4 and F-5).
•22 Interpretation of output
S_' and S" are both discrete versions of S and thus have different values
of X, corresponding to the same X , i.e.
d c
X' = X AR'"n
d c
and X" = X AR"**n = 32nX'
d c d




X. . SX'<-XJSX.d man d d d max
As X' decreases, the inequality X" < X. remains true but the inequalityd 2 d d max 2
X. . < X' is violated and the error due to aliasing in s' increases,
d min d —
As X' increases, from the same starting value, the inequality X, . < X'
d d nun d
remains true but X" < X. is violated, thus s" is no longer representative
d d max —
of s as a significant proportion of the tails of S have been truncated when
representing it by S_". Thus once again the error will increase.
This is precisely what is observed in F-4 and F-5. Consider the curve
N = 1024 in F-5 as X' increases from 20 to 2000 the error decreases but beyond
Q
this s" becomes inaccurate and the error increases once more. Thus for
TABULATEDVA U SOFERRORFORVA IOUSNl.NDCAPN»Lrt=5 NI.ANDADf 1 10 20 50 100 20O 300 100 200 3000 100 2000 300 1O'^OOO 200000 500000 10CAFN *28236512102-420664078172 i^saa^n^-juHirs^a.iBisssaaaisartMaiesasBitiijrsaaoaisaaaM.iBaaaiasairssssaasiiflis-siBSB^ssiErsBsaoiiit-sBSa 3.8360 3.7220 2.7830 2.2730 3.7700 7.7830 I.2130 1.8270 2.7760 4.2400 3.8760 8.7400 1.2110 1.6310 2.37/0 3.1730 4.2420 6.1520 8.12003.7380 3.5820 2.6570 1.7530 7.3330 6.7830 1.1470 1.7660 3.7720 6.0140 7.3740 1.6180 2.3700 3.3700 3.2830 7.2700 7.8780 1.4710 1.7/203.71801 3.55201 2.62401 I.7240 7.2350 3.1840* 2.7460 2.3820 3.1370 5.7040 7.4880 1.7010 2.8370 4.4780 8.1160 1.2370 1 .3430 2.7770 4.23102 „3.7170 3 .3470 2.6170 1 .7170 7 .2170 3.0730 2 .6630 2.3600 2.0670 1 .3410 1 .1150 1 .6540 2.6530 4 .6320 6 .4760 1.3370 2 .1060 3 .6470 6.0410
3.7270 3.3470 2.6180 t.7180 7.2120 3.0730 2.6560 2.3640 2.0620 1.5340 I.0640 7.4360 3.6840 4.7120
-1
I
8.3770-1 1.4340 2.2660 4.1210 6.4000
3.7270 3.5470 2 .6160 1.7160 7.2110 3 .0730 2 .6360 2 .3630 2.0610
1 .5330 1.0630 7.4220 5.6670-1 4.2830-1 2.7710- 2.2530~1 2.1760-1 .4150- 7 .2130





fig. 2-8-5 : Graph of error in s.
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A, < 2000 the curve N = 1024 is a graph of A, . as a function of error ind d mm
s' but for A > 2000 this is no longer true as the basic assumption that
— d
s_" is accurate has been violated.
It is clear that the graph of A, . is just the envelope of the
d min
family of curves illustrated in F-5. For practical purposes this is taken to
be identical to the curve N = 8192.
•3 TABMIN5
•31 Method
As explained in i-22 the graph of A^, , against error is identified
d mm
for practical purposes with the graph of A^ for N = 8192. This program
makes repeated calls on the routine ERROR for N = 8192 and tabulates the
results as a table of corresponding values of A, and error and alsod mm
as a table of results of log(A, . ) and log(error).
d mm
•32 Output
See F2-6 and F2-7.
•4 TABMAX5
•41 Method
This program enables the user to find A, as a function of m and N.
q max
The basic idea of the program is as follows.
Consider S and s for any particular A., as A, increases the width of
— — d d
the central peak of S_ (relative to the sample spacing) increases. Correspondingly
the width of the central peak of s_ decreases. Suppose it is desired to find the
value of A^ for m = 3 say, the position of the sample points in s_ on the
graph of s is shown in F*6 for A, = A, . It has already been seen in F-l thatd d max 2
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fig. 6a : x = x3 da max
>
fig. 6b : x , > xd d ma x
->
f ig. 6c : x, < x^J d d max
Relation between s(r) and s.








2.8/30- 7.8/00 -0.00074 2.15703 2.31606 -0.00234
2.67.50-3 3.15707 0.00063 2.1600-3 7.4220 -0.00148
2.8710-3 1.0100 0.01636 2.1560-3 2.37007 0.04428
2.8670-3 3.230012 0.02677 2.1610-3 7.60301 0.00017
2.1650-3 3.0700 0.00285 2.1720-3 7.26804 0.00070
2.1730- 7.72306 -0.00003 2.1850-3 2.34606 0.00082
2.1750-3 3.17808 0.00012 2.1680-3 7.5170 -0.00050
2.1750-3 1.01700 0.00317 2.1870-3 2.40707 -0.00066
2.1640-3 2.3/704 0.00045 2.1510-3 7.50503 0.00004 2.1570-3 4.3670 0.00024
A<r
2 .12103 2.22403 -0.00367 7.1020-3 1.77103 O,00|' 1%
2.1340-3 7.63505 0.00021 2.1800-3 3.08305 0.00200 2.1770 1.4240 '0.00510 2.17.50-3 7.27204 -0.0006/1 2.1670-3 4.0380 -0.00058 05%
2.1870-3 2.465e7 -0.00007 2.1680-3 9.70006 0.00008 2.1670-3 4.57706 0 .00,57 2.1860-3 2.34706 0.00323 2.1850-3 1.30206 0.00004












2.1750-3 3.255011 0.00062 2.1870-3 7.70301 -0.00038
2.1740-3 1.04203 -0.00583 2.1870-3 2.465e12 -0.00025









2.1710-3 4.67409 -0.00107 2.1700-3 Z.4OS07 0.00174 2.1700-3 1.33607 0.00552
2.1910-3 1.5030It -0.00315 2.1700-3 7.70701 0.00036 2.1710-3 4.277010 0.00007
2.1710-3 4.807012 -0.00057 2.1700-3 2.466012 0.00252 2.1710-3 1.36702 -0.00408
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s has the form of a single positive peak with long negative tails and Xd max
(for m = 3) is defined as the value of X, which makes the third sample in
d
£ coincide with the zero in s (this is illustrated in F -6a). Thus when
trying to find X, , X, is adjusted until this happens. If X, is too
u max q q
large then s_ is too narrow and (from the shape of s) the third sample
point (s„) will be negative (see F-6b). If X, is too small, s is too wide'
2 d —
and s^ will be positive.
Thus to find X, for any given m: S is calculated and transformedd max —
to give s for arbitary and the sign of s , examined, X. is reduced
— d m—1 d
if it is negative and increased if it is positive.
By this trial and error approach the program TABMAX5 can be made to zero
in on the correct value of X, for any given m,N. Note that this isd max 3
not done automatically by the program, the program is run interactively and




The output from the program tabulates three things as functions of m and
N,




where s^ ^ is expressed as a percentage of sQ (see F-7)
the tabulated values of
5




that X^ can be well approximated by





(the model suggested by considering the geometry of the functions s and S).
The exceptions to this are the top two lines of the table (m = 2 and m = 3) and
the bottom left hand corner of the table.
It is intended that in practice only values of A. will be used which give
d
use to perhaps 5 or more samples in the first peak of s_ and there is thus
no loss in excluding the possibilities n = 2 or m = 3, these lines of the table
are therefore ignored.
In trying to find A, such that s , - 0 when N is small it is possibled m-1
to violate the constraint A. > A, . , resulting in S being an under sampled
d d mm —
version of S. Consider the value of A, . : if the maximum allowed error in s
d mm —
is 1% (0.5%) then A, . has the value 2-321 x 103 (1-355 x 10^) (by linear
d mm
interpolation of the value log(A, . ) and log (error)) thus the values N = 128,
d mxn
m > 9 (N = 128 m > 7) must be excluded from the table.




d max [ m - 1
is therefore calculated by averaging its tabulated values over the remainder of
the table (after excluding m < 3 or N = 128 and m k 7) this gives
5




•5 Implications of A, on calcualtion of A.d max d mm
When calculating A, . the error was tabulated for various A, and N.
d mm d




thus invalidating the basic assumption on which the evaluation of the error
was based, namely that s" is an accurate representation of s. The maximum




X' < X /32n .
d d max





128 9*22 x 10
-1
256 2-95 * 10
512 9*44 x 10°
1024 3-02 x lo2
2048 9*67 x lo3
4096 3-09 x lo5
8192 9-90 x lo6
for m = 4 (which gives the largest allowed values of X') and all tabulated
d
points in F*4 for X, larger than these values must be excluded. This removesd
the bottom left corner of the table. These are the values which have already
been excluded by the qualitative discussion of the curve shapes in 5*22.
•6 Discussion
By considering sources of error in §2*54, it was seen how computer programs
might be written to help evaluate X . and X . Using a qualitative
min max
understanding of these errors enables one to pick out the graph of X . against
mm
error from the tabulated values of error as a function of X_ and N. This result
a
then enables one to set up a model for X, in terms of m and N, and thisd max
model supports the qualitative reasoning used to evaluate X . .
a mm
These results for X, and X, were incorporated into the datad max d mm
processing software.
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Appendix 3*1: ZALIAS and its output
This appendix contains
1) A listing of the software ZALIAS used to estimate aliasing errors as
described in §3*2.
2) A listing of the output from the program.
The subroutine S17ABF is a function subroutine which returns the value (x).
360
361
FILE _ D E N f I F J £ A ; ~ A L IG _ Z A L 5 r' PC, 0 LILTED ON 0 L / I J / 7 ? AT i h . £ 3 . 1 0
XSEGIN
THIS PROSR*?! lilLi. FT HO THE VAuUE OF p FOR WHICH
P«HAX < ! 2* J 1 ■•' X : X >*fg IN < X/K ! ■' (X /K ) 5 : !
WHERE X>*KT1'2




X INTEGER P, I, J
XREAL K - Kill N, KR AX , INC , INC F, BEG IN, ENS, Y,RAX,UNIT
XLGNGREAL X




SPACES< A) :PRI NTSTRING C'K' )
SPACES! 9 ) ir'RINTSTRING ! 'P-l ' i











PRINTC K , A , A >
UNIT«K*P1/2





X = 8 E 6 N
XWHIUE XOEND XCYCLE
Y = ! 2AS IN (X/K >*S17ASF (X ! *K ' '• X*X i '
XIF Y >R A X XT HEN HAX-Y





1 = 1 + 1
K-KMIN+I* INCK
XREPEAT





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 3*2: TABOMEGA and it s subroutines
This appendix contains listings of TABOMEGA and its associated subroutines as
described in §3*311, the output from the program is given in F3*6. The
subroutine S17AFF called by SINCBES 1 is a function subroutine which returns
the values J^(x). (IFAIL is a dummy parameter whose value is not
utilised by the subroutine).
363
364
5 4c1 xexternalroutine tab0mega(%string(63> s)
5i6 2 !
5 *. 6 3 !
5 46 4 !
3 a 6 5 ! revision oc
5467 !
5468 ! purpose
5469 ! this routine is used to tabulate values of c m e g a c col as





5475 ! out is ant valid output file or the device .lp. the output is
5476 ! ta3ulated for output to a line printer.
54 77 !
5473 ! originator
5479 ! s.h.c. hughes, dept. medical physics, r.i.e..
5430 !
5431 !
5 4 3 2 !
5433 !
5434 integer k , i
5435 ureal start, inc,finish,normdiam
5436 ;:c0nststring(43) message®"invalid parameter jn routine call tabomegac"
5437 !
5433 !
5439 zir chkf i le(s, "" ) = chkfilets, " . lp = = ") xand xc
c s#".lp" x t h e n closecessage.s.")")
5490 start=2
5491 in c = 0.5
5492 f i n i sh■ 1 0
5493 !
5494 k=c ; k = k + 1 %while start+k*inc<finish
5495 defx n e c"stso,",s)
5496 selectoutput(so)
5497 set margins(80,20,132)
54 93 new page ! n e w'l i n e s (1 5 ) '
5499 printstringctabulated values of f ( k) = 2*pi*a*omega c col(k>")
5 5 0 0 ne w lin e s(2)
5501 pr i n'tstr ing c "where omega c ccl is the cut-off frec. due to the")
5 5 02 newline
5503 printstringc collimator when no dec0nvoluticn is perfqrmec")
5504 newline





5510 printstringc normci am f(k) " ) ! newline
s 5 1 1 printstringc ") j newlines (2)
5512 x cycle 1 = 0,1,k
5313 normdiam=start+i*inc
5514 pr i nt(norkdi am,2,3)
3515 spacesc5)
5516 pr i nt ( normdiam*roct s i ncbes1 (norm 0 i am),2,5)
5517 newline






5 5 2 4 e f'l d
365
; E X T E R A L L 0 N G R E A L F N RCCT SIMC3ES1 (%LCNGREAL K>
REVISION 00
PURPOSE
THIS ROUTINE USES THE M E T H E 0 OF BISECTION TC R E T U R t<
THE SMALLEST POSITIVE ROOT OF THE EQUATION
SINCSES1(X,K> = 1 /2 * * 1 . 5 =0 . 3 53 553
VIA % RESULT. THE RESULT IS ACCURATE TC ABOUT C.CU.
LONGREAL 8 . M . T
T = P I % I F P I < T 3 = 0T=3.84/K
-CYCLE
(3+T)/2
-IF SINCBES1 (m,K)>0.353 553 ZTHEN 8 = "' XELSE T = «






[EXTERNALLONGREALFN SINCBESKZLONGREAL X , K)
REVISION 00
PURPOSE
THIS FN WILL RETURN THE VALUE
SIN(X) + J1CK+X) / ( X * X * X )
VIA XRESULT .
COMMENTS
1) THE NAG ROUTINE S17AFF IS USED TO CALCULATE J1(K*X) .
ORIGINATOR
S.K.C. HUGHES, DEPT. MEDICAL PHYSICS, R.I.E..
INTEGER I FAIL
EXTERi;ALLONGREALFI;SPEC S1 7AFF (XLONGREALNAME X.XINTEGERNAME IF'IL)
if x = 0 ZTHEH SRESULT = C. 5 0 0 0 00 00 0000000
IF K = 0 -THEN R E S U L T = S I N ( X ) / ( X ♦ X )
I F A I L = 0
K = X * X
-RESULT=SIn(X)*S17AFF(K,IFAIL)/(K*X)
:: e n d
Appendix 3»3: Definition of when deconvolution is performed.
, *
From §2«32 E-41 G and 2. related by G = /N^ H Q. The correct
inverse filter (were it not for the fact that noise is present) would be
/ » * —1 * —l
(/N H ) (assuming H exists), but as discussed in §2*32, the filter
1 *rn * T -1 *T
(H H + Y c C) H
/f2 = =
in aaairion co riirering Dy i » ti^ f 1 ^ J
also necessary to filter by
is used in practice. Thus i dditi t f lt b ( /n H ) it is
* t _i *
(H H + yC C) H H
because of the noise in the data.











H* ( /2 - l)"5 > /y Ck V o < k' < k and H*+1 ( /T - Ck+1
*
(since C and H are real).
K K
This k corresponds to the component of frequency kAR = k(ArN2)
in continuous frequency space and the cut-off frequency idc is therefore
defined by
to
, = k(ArN_) 1
c col 2
with k defined as above.
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Appendix 3*4 Calculation of p from f.
•1 Summary of methods of calculating p.
Given the phantom f there are three natural methods by which p could
be calculated
Method I : Apply the F.F.T. to the array f^ to obtain an estimate of the
function F and then calculate p from this.
Method II: In order to avoid the computation of the two dimensional F.F.T.
inherent in I, one could develop an analytic expression for F
by utilising the special structure of f given in §3*4311 and then
evaluate this at selected sample points. One could then evaluate
p as before.
Method III: Calculate p direct from f by simply evaluating the line integrals
and then evaluate F by using the F.F.T. on p.
Each of these methods is now examined in turn. In order to develop some feel
for the size of the numerical problems involved, the case = 100 and M = 40
will be considered.
* 2 Method I
On the particular computer used and with the library routines available
this is not practicle. With = 100 then the phantom array frequires
100 x lOO x 8 bytes of storage (the F.F.T. algorithms required REAL*8 variables),
further it would have been necessary to furnish the routines with two arrays
of this size (for the real and complex parts of F) thus if the original data
was not to be destroyed a total of
3 x loo x loo x 8 bytes = — M byte
would have been required for major arrays alone. This was not acceptable and the




In order to avoid the computational requirements of Method I, analytic
expressions for F in terms of fcan be developed.




X0 " 2 ' X0 + 2
^2 ^2
yo " "T" ' yo + T
Otherwise
then F^CX,^) = 3- f^(x,y)
. 2 -2iri(x_X + y^Y) . , . . ,, ,,,
Ar2 e 0 0 sine(Ar2X)sine(Ar2Y)
, . sin itxwhere sine(x) =
j „ /., i* .2 -2iriR(x„cos<l) + y„sin d>) ,, .and F^(R,<(>) = Ar2 e 0 *0 smc(Ar2R cos <(>) sine (Ar2R sin ij>) .
Since f is the sum of x such functions whose centres (xq'Yare
given by §3-4311 E-21 then
F (R,(j)) = 3 f (x,y)
1 N„
2
= I f^v exp ]-2iriR"2j,k=l 3k
. V1 N4+1|
3 - — r2cos * + Ik - — r2sm
x sinc(Ar2R cos <j>) sinc(Ar2R sin 4>)
Now consider the same numerical example. With = 100 this summation contains
4
10 terms. Further, since Ar' < Ar2/4 (§3*4312), each projection will contain
at least 40O sample points and with M = 40 this means F must be calculated at
40 x 400 = 16 x io3 points. The evaluation of a single term in the summation
requires the calculation of four sine or cosine functions, so that the evaluation
of F at all the required sample points means calculating
104 x (16 x lo3) x 4 = 6-4 x 108




In order to avoid the large core requirements of Method I and the large
number of trigonometric evaluations of Method II, a procedure is now given for the
direct evaluation of p as the line integral of f, from this the function F
may be evaluated by use of the F.F.T. .
•41 Definition of r . ,r ., and r
mxn mid max
Consider the projection of the phantom, in particular the contribution of the
(j,k)th cell of the phantom to a projection at some angle <{> (see F-la). It is
clear that this cell will only make a contribution to p (r, 4>) in the range
r . < r < r
mm max
There are two possibilities to be considered: 0 < $ £ ir/2 and ir/2 < <p £ tt
In the first case (see F-lb).
and in the following sections expressions are developed for r . ,r and the
min max
contribution made between them.
411 Determination of r - r .
max mm
r: - r .
max mm
= /TAr^ cos (j - <(>)
where the phantom element has sides parallel to the axes and of length Ar^•
In the second case (see F*lc)
r: - r .
max mm
= /7 Ar^cos ( (tt - <f>) - .





= Ar2(|c| + |s|) 0 < (j) < IT •1




"412 Determination of r
mid
If the phantom consists of an x matrix of cell (indexing from 1 to N4)









(see §3-4311). Thus by taking the component of this vector in the direction








•413 Determination of r and r .
max mm
Combining E-l, E-2 and the fact that r and r . are symmetrically
max min
















c + I s I
•42 Determination of cells in projection to which (j,k)th element of phantom
contributes.
If p(r,<£) is sampled at points (indexed 0 to - 1) symmetrically




and the samples affected by the (j,k)th element of f are those for which
r . < r„ < r
mm I max






c + k -
N + 1
4
. ■ , ii] N, - 1
c + s
. 3
s - J—1 1 1—'-!• +








s + i£j ± [s±(.+ 3
(Given 4> > Ar,,, Ar' ,N3 and the set of all (j,k) such that
(1) 1 < j,k < N.
and (2) E-4 is true
will be denoted by A(i,Ar^/Ar',) or sometimes A(£).)
•43 Determination of line integral of a single cell
Consider the determination of the line integrals of a phantom consisting
of a single cell of unit weight with side of length Ar2 and centred at the
origin.
-431 Expressions for different 4>
•4311 Case 1: 0 < <j> < it/4
The coordinates of any point on the line L (see F-2) can be written
(rc ,rs) + t (-s ,c)
(where t is some constant, c = cos <j> and s = sin <f>) and the line integral
of this phantom along L is simply the length AB.
The point B (determined by r = say) is given by
t : rc - Tj^s = 4r2/2
since the x-coordinate of B is Ar2/2. Similarly the point A is determined
by











i <= i i s r
c + s r
Ar,
This formula remains valid provided L intersects CD. Now the value of r
when L passes through C is given by
Ar2
rc - ts = —— = rs + xc




rc - ts = -(rs + tc)
hence
r = Ar,
and the formula for AB is seen to be valid if
c + s
> r c - s
2 ~ Ar, ~ 2
If
c — s r
— > —r— > 02 Ar,
(i.e. L passes between the origin and D) then the line integral has value
Ar,
1=1 Is|
c + s c - s
by substituting Ar,





c + s r
2 Ar,
c + s c - s
c + s
> r > c - s




•4312 Case 2: ir/4 < <f> < ir/2
Precisely similar reasoning gives
Ar.
|c Is
c + s r
Ar.
c + s r c - s
2 " Ar2 " " 2
Ar.
c + s c - s c - s r
S: -r—— > 0
2 Ar2
•4313 Case 3: tt/2 £ <f> < 3ir/4
Ar.
s - c r
Ar.
- c
> r > c + s
2 " Ar2 - 2
Ar.
M Is!
s - c c + s
2 Ar2
•4314 Case 4: 3ir/4 < $ < it
Ar.
I <= I |s|
Ar2
|c| Is|
s - c r
2 " Ar.
s - c
+ c + s
s - c r c + s
2 Ar2 2
C + 5
> T~ S 0
2
2
•432 Expression for 0 < <(> 5 it
The four upper limits
c + s c + s s-c „s-c
_ f ^ _ and.2 2 2 2
for the four cases above can be combined in the single expression
I cl + I si
for 0 <, <j> < tt
and the four lower limits
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c-s c + s , c + s
—;— i —r and - —
in the expression
Thus the four expressions for the line integrals can be combined to
Ar„
c s
c + s r
Ar„





c + s lc| - isi > -— > 0
2
further it is clear that the line integral will have the same value for








c + s c - s c - s r
Ar„
> 0 .
*( r ~\ *This function of r/t\r^ is denoted by p I ^ , Ar^, <p J or p (r/Ar^)
^
*
for short. It will be found unnecessary to define p for other values
of r/Ar2-
■44 Determination of contribution of (j,k)th element of phantom to Ith cell
of projection





























N4 + lA Ar2
3 2 Ar7" C +
N4 + Ar2 N3 " 1
k ^ 7—T" s + —r f2 Ar' 2
Thus for those j,k such that (j/k) e A(£) the contribution of f. to
3 k
(£) . is given by substituting dev in place of |r/Ar | in E-5 and
multiplying by f. (the elements f. where (j/k) 4 A(5,) contribute nothing)
3k 3k
•45 Complete expression for line integral of phantom
Combining the results of §§-42, -432 and -44 gives
(£($)) = I £.VP (dev (j ,k,£ ,<j>))
I (j #k) eA (£,) ->K
where A(£) is defined in §-42
*
p is defined in §-432
and dev is defined in §-44
Now consider how this relates to Methods I and XI when N„ = 100 and M = 40.4
The first point to note is that the summation is
£ rather than £
(j,k)eA(£) l<j,k<N4
It is easy to see that A(£) contains less than 200 points (consider a line
of integration parallel to = p/4 but just slightly offset from the origin
- it will intersect only the 100 diagonal elements plus the 99 elements just off
the diagonal), it is clearly preferable to sum over less than 200 points rather
4
than sum contributions over 10 points most of which contribute nothing.
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The computational strategy for evaluating £(<j>) should be:-
1) set up arrays for f., and £(<(>)
3 K
2) choose <)> and calculate c and s
3) start with f. and add its contribution to each of the relevant
1 t 1
elements of £.(<(>) (see §*42)
4) repeat (3) with f
J. / 2.
5) repeat (3) with f
J. f 3
repeat (3) with f „
4 4
There are several important consequences of such a strategy
a) space is required for one x array and for one array;
compared with Method I this is a significant improvement.
b) it is only necessary to calculate two trigonometric functions
for each projection - a total of 80 (c.f. Method II)
c) each element of f. is accessed only once when calculating
J K
each projection and the elements are accessed in order (this is
significant when using a computer with an operating system which
uses virtual memory as large numbers of unnecessary page turns
must be avoided).
The software used to implement these ideas may be found in Appendix 3*5.
Appendix 3*5: Prediction software
This appendix contains the software discussed in §3*432. The software
includes the mainline PREDICT, plus four associated subroutines and brief
notes on one library routine.
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COB - Simnation of Series
C06ABF
1. Purpose
C06ABF calculates the finite Fourier transform of 2 ' complex
data values using the Cooiey-Tukey algorithm. Ml is a positive
integer not less than 3.
IMPORTANT: before using this routine, read the appropriate machine
implementation document to check the interpretation of italicised
terms and other implementation-dependent details.
2. Specification (fortran IV)
SUBROUTINE C06ABF (A,B,N1, INVERS,Ml ,C)
C INTEGER N1, Ml
C LOGICAL INVERS
C real A,b,C
C DIMENSION A(N1) ,B.(N1) ,C(Ml)
3. Description
This routine uses the Cooley-Tukey algorithm to calculate the
finite Fourier transform of n = 2complex data values.
The arrays A and B must contain on entry the real and imaginary
components of the data respectively and on exit they contain the real
and imaginary components of the relevant transform.
If INVERS is .FALSE, on entry to the routine, the Fourier transform
1 "
x + ty = y— X 2 (a, + vh ) exp (i2ir (j-1) (k-l)/n)j j 'n x k
for j = 1,2,...,n
is calculated, and if INVERS is .TRUE, on entry, the inverse Fourier
tranform
1 "
a + ib = y— x I (x + ty.) exp(-i2ir(k-1) (j-l)/n)K K
j=o 3 ' -1
for k = 1 ,'2,... ,n
is calculated. In these formulae i denotes /-I .
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4. References
[lj COOLEY, J.W. and TUKEY, J.W.
An algorithm for the machine calculation of
complex Fourier series.
Math. Comput. 19, pp. 297-301, 1965.
[2] SINGLETON, R.C.
Algol procedures for the fast Fourier
transform.
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5. Parameters
A - real array of DIMENSION at least (Nl).
Before entry, A must contain the real components of the data
and on exit, it contains the real components of the relevant
transform
i.e. A(j) must contain either a^ or x^ before entry and on
exit it contains x^ °r a respectively, depending on the
value of INVERS on entry.
B - real array of DIMENSION at least (Nl).
Before entry, B must contain the imaginary components of the
data and on exit, it contains the imaginary components of
the relevant transform
i.e. B(j) must contain either or y^ before entry and on
exit it contains y^ or b_. respectively, depending on the
value of INVERS on entry.
Nl - INTEGER.
On entry, Nl must specify the minimum dimensions of the
arrays A and B where Nl £ 2. Unchanged on exit.
INVERS - LOGICAL.
On entry, INVERS specifies whether the Fourier transform or
the inverse Fourier transform is to be calculated. If INVERS
is .FALSE, on entry, the Fourier transform is calculated, and
if it is .TRUE, on entry, the inverse Fourier transform is
calculated. Unchanged on exit.
Ml - INTEGER.
On entry. Ml specifies Ml, such that the number of data values
to be used in the transformation, n, is given by n_2<Ml-l).
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5. Parameters (contd)
C - real array of DIMENSION at least (Ml).
The array C is used as a work array by the routine and its
contents are not specified on exit.
6. Error Indicators None.
7. Auxiliary Routines
This routine calls the NAG Library routines C06AAY, C06ABZ and
X01AAF.
8. Timing
The computation time is dependent on the number of data values and
M
is proportional to M x 2 where M = Ml—1.
9. Storage
There are no internally declared arrays,
10. Accuracy
Basic precision arithmetic is used throughout. The accuracy will
depend on the range of the data values specified.
11. Further Comments
The routine will fail if the number of data values specified is
greater than the largest integer representable on a computer.
This value may be calculated using X02BBF.
12. Keywords
Complex Finite Fourier Transform.
Fast Fourier Transform.
F.F.T.
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Appendix 3-6: Details of error terms in f
•1 Regularisation error
By definition S =
HXc -1
— and s = 3 S (§2-541).
IRI + X„




and CT = Jt £.
With these definitions and the results of §1-1-462 and §1-1.444, then
(s * p) - f = 2 3.: | R | 5s {a * p) - f
ft1 (a * P) ~ f
= p) - f






I r| 5 + X,
* f
■ 2 Collimater and regularisation error
From §5 the data processing when no deconvolution is performed is
A o"1




E = "In a
hence
-1
E (3} = H XE {m} = I -3 = 3
E{3> = E{3> = 3
E{£> - -In E {3} = -In 3
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where In 2. is a vector defined by (In 2.) ^ = ln(£)k and fche last approximation
is true only if var(q^) <<E{q^} Vj .
It follows immediately that
e{£ - g} = E{£> - £
= - In £ - £
= - In £ - (- In £)
= In (3/2.)
(where In (3/2.) is a vector defined by (ln(£/£))^ = lntq^/g^)) thus
s * e{£ - £} is taken to be the continuous version of s In (3/2.) and
®(s * E{£ - £}) is identified with $ (s * ln(q/g)).
• 3 Statistical error
By definition E{e} = 0 thus
var (£ (s * e)) = E {S(s * e)2} .
But by definition (§1-1-461)





(S (s * e )) (x) = J di dr s(5 - r) e (r , tS )
sn~i m
where 5 = <x,<{>> , and the fact that s (r) is independent of <j> has been
incorporated. (Note that the original n-dimensional notation of appendix
1-1-4 is being used and not the 2-D notation of chapters 2 and 3 so that n
denotes the dimension of the space (and not the power of |r| in s(r)) and
<f> is a unit n-vector not an angle.) In addition there is the result
E { e(r^ ,<j>^) e (r2 '^2) }
= var (e (r1,<ti1)j {<5 (r± - r^St^ - <t>2) + 6 (^ + r^S^ + <J>2)}-
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(The second term in this expression arises as follows: by definition y(r,ij>)
y(-r,-<j)), thus when measuring m(r,<t>) samples are taken for re
and for <f> ranging over half of Sn 1 and there is only one sample for both the
points (r) (<f>) and (-r) (-<)>).)
Combining these definitions and results
e' { (s * e) }
E \
1








dr2 S(?l " ri)s(?2 ~ r2)e(ri"'>i) (r2"*'2)
j-5 (r1-r2) 5 (<t>^~<p2)




drx var(e(r ,$ )) s(^1 - r )'
= £{ s * var (e))
where the fact that s(r) = s(-r) has been used during the course of the
tidying up.
Further from the definition of e and from §5
var (£) = var (£) = (1%) 1
_1 -1-2
where 2. is the vector (£ = ((2.)^) • Thus Et8(s *e) } may be
identified with 3)(s2 * (£g) .
Addendum
The following is a list of typing errors found after submission of
the thesis.
page line correction
i i i 3 delete 'as'
9 24 'Those' becomes 'These'
20 14 'there' becomes 'these'
20 28 insert 'i'
21 2 'amounts' becomes 'amount'
23 19 'inventing' becomes 'inverting'
24 6 'chapter 1' becomes 'Preface «1 and
24 23 'F 4' becomes 'F•4'
29 19 'd ' becomes 'da'
31 25 'invented' becomes 'inverted'
33 9 'E( )' becomes 'E{ }' twice
49 21 ') 5^ p' becomes ' 3^p)'
53 16 'X, R ' becomes 'X. 1R| 'c c 1 1
56 12 'points' becomes 'points,'
63 4 after equation insert equation number
77 9 'invertion' becomes 'inversion'
94 24 '§5' becomes '§5-45'
98 9 'wc col wc fil' becomes 'uc col :
109 8 'impurity' becomes 'impunity'
110 4 1S' becomes 'w'
118 7 'derived' becomes 'desired'



































'f^p x' becomes 'fopAx'
2 2
'4 d 1 becomes '4vd 1
'55 nA1 becomes '55 pA1





'w„. i1 becomes 'or. , 'c f11 c ang
'L' becomes
' 15' becomes '-15'
'
fj ' becomes '{fj >' and ' 1 becomes 11
'transform f' becomes 'transform Pf
1 f defined in' becomes 'Jlf defined on'
'| f|2, becomes '|J2,f|2'
'normal' becomes 'normed'
'Radon' becomes 'Rudin'
'of .' becomes 'of#,.'
'} ' becomes '})'
'I X|' becomes '|AX|'
'||5tf||' becomes 1 H^-jfll'
'P F' becomes 'PF'
'5 4' becomes '5 * 41
' n(C(Bn))' becomes ' ^nC(Bn))'
'S' ' becomes ''
'2-2-2' becomes '2-1 - 2'
' 2 - 2•3' becomes '2-1 - 3'
'W h* ' becomes 'W h* and H'
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310 1 l2-2»4l becomes '2»1-4'
311 1 l2»2«5' becomes 12-1-5'
321 4 'diag(A)' becomes 'diag(A)'
328 5 delete 'Accordingly s" is considered an accurate estimate of s
and s1 .
368 15 ') becomes ') A^' twice
377 20 ' p/4' becomes 'ir/4'
398 14 '§5' becomes 1§5*4'
414 4 'sumbol' becomes 'symbol'
415 4 '§3*442' becomes '§3*4«42'
421 18 'n = a(b)c' becomes 'x = a(b)c
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Index of Notation
The following general rules may help the reader
1) Within the main text (i.e. excluding appendices) each important quantity
usually has a sumbol of its own. In those situations where the same
symbol has two meanings every attempt has been made to make the secondary
use explicit in the text.
2) Without exception, when a C.F.T. or D.F.T. pair are being considered
the real and Fourier space functions (vectors) are denoted by lower and
upper case symbols respectively. As far as possible this is applied to
coordinates as well as functions.
3) Within the main text vectors and matrices are denoted by single and
double underlining.
4) Operators on function spaces, e.g. Fourier transforms, are denoted by
upper case script Roman letters.
A list of more important symbols is given below. In addition the












Back projection operator (see also §1-1-461 and §1-1-47)
Correction operator
set of complex numbers
n-dimensional Fourier transform
set of p-th power Lebesgue integrable functions
natural numbers
a mapping from part of £ ^ QRn) to £? OR * Sn "S
Radon transform (see also §1.1.43)




A §2•5421 value of an integral
A (i.) §3-442 (also written A(£,<f>, Ar2,Ar'jN^/N^) )
Bn §2-5 ball of radius D/2 in IRn
Bn §1-1-42 unit ball in IRn
C §4*21 number of counts/cell in air
Ct
Cti §4*21 number of counts/cell through tissue
Ct2
C' §4-21 detector count rate
C' §4-21 maximum count rate of which detector is capable
max
£ §2*32 D.F.T. of £
D §1*31 diameter of patient section
E §2-11 detector efficiency
E { } §2-12 statistics : expected value
F §1-321 C.F.T. of f
G §2-31 C.F.T. of g
H §2-31 C.F.T. of h
I §1-2 Y-ray intensity
J (x) n-th order Bessel function
n
L 52-32 Lagrangian
L(a,6) 51-2 line of integration
L §2-372 D.F.T. of £
L §3'424 traverse length
M §1-41 number of projections (see also §2-13)
M(<f>) §2*12 covariance matrix for measured data
N(y,V) Normal distribution with mean £ and covariance
N §2 -11 number of observations per traverse
N^ §2-21 number of data values used to estimate $
N §2-321 number of coordinates in £




























number of samples in peak of S(R)








unit sphere in IRn
Chebyshev polynomial




















collimator or beam radius
cos <f>
2nd difference operator
covariance of x and y
source-detector distance
metric on J?
matrix such that (diag (x_)) = (x) .6..3k 3 3k
base of natural log
sum of squared errors
sum of squared errors
sum of squared errors associated with functions
defined on a continuum
sum of squared errors associated with a vector
linear attenuation coefficient in section
(polar coordinates)
linear attenuation coefficient in phantom
(Cartesian coordinates)
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f §3'4311 linear attentuation coefficient in j,k th
cell of phantom
f
.. §4*21 constant linear attenuation coefficient
g §2-11 g = h * q
2_ §2*221 discrete version of g(r)
h(r) §2*13 hx * h2
h^(r) §2*11 collimator filter function (see also §3*2)




k §3*2 normalised collimator diameter 2a/tx
l integer suffix
{, §2*11 number of counts/cell in air
★





f §2*12 observed data for traverse at angle <j>
m (4>) '
m §2*5431 number of samples in half cycle of s(r)
mintxl minimum element of set {x) , also written
min {x1,x2,x3,x4>
n integer suffix
n §2*11 number of photons/sec along beam
n §2*531 parameter in s filter
n §1*1*4 dimension of Euclidean space
n §4*21 number of photons/sec radiated by source
p §1*2 line integral of f (see also §2*11)
p (r/Ar2) §3*4*432 also written p {n/hx^, Ar2, $)
p §4*21 percentage increase in attenuation coefficient
q §2*11 q = exp(-p)







































trace of matrix M
traverse velocity
interpolation vector














sample spacing used for prediction
cell size in phantom
sample spacing in Fourier space. N.B. This
is variable
-1
;.g. AR = (N2Ar) for g_










size of cell in section
angular sample spacing
1 - |x | |x | < 1
0 |x | > 1
ramp matrix
































first polar coordinate e.g. (a,9)
inverse of Lagrange multiplier






set theory : contained in
second polar coordinate e.g. (a,8)
aliasing error in S(R)
fractional error in t
aliasing error in h(r)
fractional aliasing error in s_
angular position of j-th traverse
Lagrange multiplier
Lagrange multiplier associated with functions
defined on a continuum
Lagrange multiplier associated with vector
minimum value of X.
d
maximum value of X,
s-th zero of J (x)
n
expected number of counts at one point of traverse
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t as usual
P §1*42 first polar coordinate
t §4*38 decay time constant of scintillation pulse
<j) §1*321 second polar coordinate e.g. (r,<j>)
<|>j §2*13 angular position of j-th traverse
2 2
X §2*24 x distribution
4i. ,4i §1*42 basis functions
j ns
co^ §1*41 cut-off frequency
^c ang §3*313 angular cut-off frequency
Uc col §3*311 collimator cut-off frequency
§3*312 s filter cut-off frequency




(•), denotes the k-th coordinate of the vector
— k
j_ . N.3. note distinction between (x)^and x^
which are the second component of x, a vector
called "x two" and a scalar called "x two"
(which may or may not be the second component
of x) respectively,
denotes a matrix
denotes j k th element of 2.
§1*322 used to distinguish between related quantities
e.g. x, x', x".
§1*1*16 denotes transpose of vector or matrix
§1*32311 denotes an estimate e.g. £ is an estimate of f
used to distinguish between related quantities
*
e.g. h and h
complex conjugate transpose
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§1-321 one dimensional convolution usually with respect
to first polar variable
*2 §1-41 two dimensional convolution
<*]_' 2_2> inner product on IRn
|[ f || §1-1-42 norm of f
{ } set or sequence
[a,b] closed interval
j|N j modulo N (N.B. value between 0 and N-l
not 1 and N)
n = a(b)c {x|x = a + 2,b, £>0, £eIN and x £ c}
,1 |x[ < 1/2
II (x) n(x) =
0 x| > 1/2
tends to e.g. x ^ 0 as x->-<»
A x B Cartesian product of sets A and B
Cx] sup({y|y < x} n IN) i.e. integer part of x
M fractional part of x, i.e. x - [x]
Abbreviations
C.F.T. continuous Fourier transform
D.F.T. discrete Fourier transform
E equation (see preface -5)
F figure (see preface -5)
F.F.T. fast Fourier transform
F.T. Fourier transform
§ section (see preface -5)
